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This book is about ‘the post’ and ts futura While it is often assumed that
the postal sector is in almost inevitable decline, in fact never has the
business been more exciting, and seldom have there been so many
opportunities to be grasped. The Future is in the Post shows clearly,
however, that that there is no ‘one size fits ali’ recipe for strategic success
and that each business will need to determine its own route to survival.
In The Future is in the Post an international group of highly experienced
industry thought leaders discuss some of the strategic choices facing postal
operators. Between them the contributors have senior managerial
experience in posts in Australia, Canada, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands,
Sweden, Switzerland and the UK, and also represent major consultancy
organisations and international companies that are major users of, or
suppliers to, the posts.
Their insights illustrate how strategicaily the industry is responding to the
main drivers for change, and their accounts of the sector’s challenges and
opportunities will be of great value to managers, suppliers, customers,
policy-makers, politicians, regulators and academics.
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Moye Cree-e
Chef Esenalive, Royal MaU Group
IFormerly President and CEC, Canada Post)

This book is appearing at an auspicious and opportune time. Deciinine letter-mai!
volumes, increasing electronic substitution, &rce competition from well-financed
global courier companies and alternatives for advertisers have consigned a business
as-usual attitude to the postal past. And good riddance to that!
Customers have alternatives for everything the modern post has on offer and so
the modern post mosE put the customer at the furefront of alI ts thinking and efforts.
‘mis is pivotal. We have ali inherited a logacy of public-service responsibilities but
the old ways of fulfilling them are no longer sustainable.
—

—

The swaI is to remain relevant,
To varying degrees, Dur businesses are transforming tisemselves. ijowever, postal
servites are not just any type of business. Unlike their private-settor competitors,
posts have a mandate to serve their entire country. Wë are proud to serve ali the
citizens in our countries. The universal service obligation imposes. however, a high
cost struciure and shapes the expectations of the public and of governments. For
Canada Post, this national reach has become the basis for new strategic alliances
with the private sector.
‘mis is a very challenging time for our business.
Ii only makes, se nse, then, that posts share their best practkes. Since many of
our challenges are common. collaboration is very helpful. The early adopters of
successful strategies serve as beacons to guide those who are not as far along in
their journey to become a modern post. Since beconiing President and CEO of
Canada Post iii 2005, I have been pleased and grateful to learn from other posts just
as I have learned from my own people.

x
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PREFACE

Early in my tenure, I visited our mail-processing plants and letter-carrier depots,
and even delivered mail so 35 to learn from the ground up about this vast company.
At times, I was flabbergasted to see how much of our operation was essentially
unchanged in decades.
Too many of our processes were manual. Some of our largest and busiest mail plants
were decades old and located in the downtown cores of major cities ifl inefficient,
multi-storey buildings a legacy of an cr3 in which mail moved by train rather than
plane. Our technology both sorting machines and information technology had
fallen well behind the industry’s best.
—

—

—

i

x

Thanks to what we call Postal Transformation, Canada Post is now
much better
prepared for the future and to keep fulfilling ts dual mandate to
serve every
Canadian address whiTe staving profitablo,
—

McyaGreene

(to

President and
lunt)) Juty 2010)
Canada Post Corporation
(ble) Executive from July 2010)
Royal Mai) G’oup

What is more, our labour relations were characteriscd by an “us’versus-them”
attitude beiween workers and management. ihis was a self-inflicted wound oven as
the changing businets environment was inllicting its own thousand cuts.
Our business model was not sustainable. The heroic efforts of our 71,000 strong
workforce and our modest profits had hidden our obsolescence and the gravity of
Our situation.

4

So we set out to transform Canada Post. Ihis involved a strategic investment
in the best technology and practices we could adopt and adapt to our unique
circumstances, It was also marked by the engagement of our workforce through new
measures such as a performance-based bonus. And it necessitated the alignment of
our government shareholder with our strategy.

1k

The role that other posts have played and continue to play in this transformation is
crucial. At the outset of our efi’ort, best practices in modern posts ‘vore well-known
tlsanks primarily to posts in Europe and to the international organisations that
link posts. Early on in our effnrt, change leaders at Canada Post visited Austria,
Sweden, and Germany as well as the United States. Wc met with their pustal
executives, toured plants and examined technology and methods.

—

Wc saw at first hand a great opportunity to transform ourselves into a company
with a renewed physical and electronic network that could operate with lower
annual costa. Our company is more custumer-focused; our new technology will
allow us to develop value-added services. This will better position us to promote
the value of mail and of our expertise, particularly to businesses choosing from
pleihora of multi-media channels.
Wc greatly appreciate the help, insight and advice wc received from other postal
businesses.

iL
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CHAPTER i

Introduction and Overview of Contents
Derek Osborn and Krst[an J. Sund

Never has the business of post been more exeiting and chalienging. Over the past
decade, digital convergence has seen direct mail become an integral part of the
media mix and electronic commerce has contributed to a heaithy development in
the trafik of parceis. Globahsation has led to continual growth in global trade’,
which has benefitted ali areas of logistics. Competition and digitisation in financial
services, along with the growth in world trade, have strengthened those posts
active in banking, finance and insurance, Operators around the world have been
increasing their productivity, by employing state of the art technology for handling
and sorting mail, as well as for engaging with customers. And now, we stand on
the brink of total liberalisation of the European mail industry, which handles over
quarter of the total number of mail items in the world2
Yet, for over a decade now, many leading figures and commentators within and
outside the global postal indostry have been lamenting ‘declining volomes’ which,
they woold maintain, signal the inevitable slow and painful death ofa moch-loved
indostry, almost as a self-fulfilling prophesy. At the same time, ali too often the
profound changes affecting the industry are labelled as ‘threats’ rather than as
‘opportunities’. This begs the question aboot the options that are open to players
in the postal industry. The aim of this book is to take a thoughtful, balanced and
strategic look at the industry, while emphasising that it is possible to be decidedly
positive about many aspects of the future of the post.

Global exports increased by 47% in the period 2001—2007, according to the World Trade
2

Organisation (WTO).
Source: Universal Postal Union (Ul’U)
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traditional
number of compelling reasons. For a
‘Q’e have compiled this book for a
industry
postal
the
usually measured in centuries,
sector with deep historical roots
in
engaged
it
is
necessity
changes, and out of
is facing a whole range of significant
change
such
perspective.
strategy
From a
unprecedented transformatiOnat change
a
public-sectOr monopOly pedigree has left
strong
The
fascinating.
is extremely
the
and behaviours that have niluenced
powerful legacy of organisatioflal cultures
over
of people employed in the industry
thinking and attitudes of the large number
The
unionised.
labourifltensive and often highly
many generations The industry is
comfortably
at
ah
sat
external factors, has net
fast pace of change largely driven by
the
management er non.managemt) er
(whether
with either the workforce
politicians.

so-called
inciuded; the digital revolution and
The main drivers of change have
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and
letter
automatic
such as
esubstitutiOn; new technological capabilities
Global
technology
(RFID)
Identification
sorting machines, Radio Frequency
concerns
use of bar codes; environmental
wider
the
and
(GPS)
Systems
positioning
revenue
aggressive competition for advertising
about the use of energy and paper;
customer
in the wider economy; changing
from other media; the recent recession
magazines to transactional and personal
and
order
needs of ali kinds, frem mail
of the
mail; and the progressive liberahisation
mail; resistance by recipients to direct
(Directive
Directive
Postal
the 3rd EU
postal markets, notably in Europe through
20081061EC).

industry, er
predict the final curtain’ for the
It is against this background that some
over.simpliftes
beth
view
this
contention is that
at least for (paper-based) mai1. Our
Yes, the current landscape cuntains
situation.
current
the
and misrepresents
and opportunities available to
options
many challenges, but there are also many
in
of contributions from leading figures
operators. ihis book, with its cnllection
situation
current
of perspectives on the
the industry. rellects some of the diversity
an 0verwhelmingly positive agenda
reflects
also
it
facing the industry. Significantly,
heralding
there exists a depressing mantra
for the postal indostry. Se, although
to the
points
that
agenda
another more positive
the death of the post there is also
for
potential
the
and
innovation
scnpe for
new opportunities. revealing significant
age.
reinventing the post’ ina new post-digital
and
indicate that physical mai1 and products
The contributions in this book clearly
communications,
media
multi-channel
and
services related to addressing. delivery
by
say nothing ef opportunities offered
to
yet,
them
in
life
considerable
have
retailing.
growth in internet.based
document management and the spectacular

The opportunity is there for the industry to collaborate in order to make the streng
case about the value of mail to a wider audience, showing how it can still play an
important part in fulfilling any business strategy and contribute as the glue’ to
national economies.

Why Strategy and Why Now?
As postal operators look to the future their strategy becomes vital. Strategy can
be defined in many ways, but for now let us think of strategy as a plan a plan
for success. A key insight here is that, with the changes discussed earhier such as
hiberahisation, innovation, and changing customer needs, the nomber of possible
roads to success actuahly multiplies. The opportunities grow. Twenty years ago the
typical postal operator was a government agency. There were no shareholders to
satisfy, no market shares to defend, and little freedom of action for management.
Today, the story could net be more different. Therefore, strategy in the postal
sector has become more complex, more uncertain, and yet increasingly important.
Flowever, when we looked for a systematic account of strategy in the postal sector,
we found nothing. Until flow there has net been a set of thoughtful contributions
that might enable people interested in business and strategy to shed some light en
this important industry.
—

This book is intended to provide managers, supphiers, customers, policy-makers and
politicians, regulators, academics, and in fact anyone with an interest in the postal
industry, with some insights into the challenges and opportunities it is facing, and
how strategically the industry is responding. The main part of this book contains
contributions from many people (and organisations) invelved with the postal
industry world-wide. A groop of very experienced indostry professionals, people
who could be described as ‘thought leaders’, have heen invited to discu.s issues
relating to strategic developments and options for the postal industry.
Each contributor has considerable relevant experience in the industry and, in many
cases, holds er has held important positions in key organisations er businesses in
the sector. However, as readers will notice, their analyses are flot always identical.
Wc have deliberately retained a diversity of perspectives, since the contrast in
approach and conclusions is beth interesting to explore and meriting of serious
attention, A strategy can bea response to existing conditions, and in this case there
may be some responses more appropriate than others; but importantly strategy can
also lead to the creation of altogether entirely new conditions. Wc are reminded
here of George Bernard Shaw’s contention that The reasonable man adapts himseif
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trying to adapt the world to himself.
to the wnrld; the unreasenable one persists in
man.’ Readers will notice that
Therefore al! progress depends on the unreasonable
p in entirely new ways.
some of our contributors do call for posts to develo
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and is still a compelling medium.
Despite the digital challenges, paper has impact
the digital and the physical.
Mest infurmed analyses flow talk about integrating
industry is certainly b
postal
The
in order to maximise the benefits from each.
tion. The digital and physical
unique position to be at the heart of this integra
another, as some have suggested.
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other too. ln addition, the traditiona]
Through the post, they can complement each
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and citizens. The post can also sec the univer
old daily, as a potential strategic
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available with PDAs, RFID,
logies,
techno
advantage Dr differentiator. .%lure recent
value-added services, to
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tive
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more
for
bar-redes and GPS, open the way
recipient’s conditions. The real cltallenge
go with the convenience of delivery at the
person, at the right time, and at
is to be aNe to deliver in a secure way to the right
merce opens up real opportunities
the right place. The very fast growth in t’-com
give positive visibility to the
for providing exceptional delivery services that can
very best operators.
ali, and euch business will need to
Solutions du flot come in one size that fits
where their pain is, 50 that they can
discover what their customers’ needs are and
that need to be fixed. Nevertheless,
put effort into the right areas and fix the parts
to be more customer-oriented
strive
to
e
it remains true that posts must continu
innovative in ways that not
ally
continu
and
than they traditionally have been,
rmore, diversification into both
.
only improve, but also surprise and delight Furthe
likely to continue. There is no
related and relatively un-related business areas is
dropping more er less systematically
sense denying that mai! volumes have been
fied early into areas such as logistics,
for a decade, and those operators that diversi
have been reaping the rewards et
finance, transportatien nr telecommunication
but it brings with II its own set
gned,
very
that diversification. Diversification can be
to find sustainab!e synergies
how
is
which
of risks and challenges, net the least of
between business areas.
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Et is wnrth remembering that, whereas it has been argued that the traditinnal post

b North Amerka and Europe can be seen to be in detline (based at least on mail
volumes), the narrative is often somewhat different in other geographies, such as
the emerging ecennmies and regions like Asia-Paciflc and the .%liddle East. The vasE
continents of At’rsca and South America, as well as populous countries like lndia,
stil] contain majnr opportuoities (nr those pnsta] companies that can learn from
the mistakes el’ others. ]eapfrog technologies, and redefine cheir role in fasc-growing
econornies.

II

In the light of ali these factors, we strongly believe that the future is in the post
and, more particularly for those directly employed in the industry. the future
is in the indust ‘s hands. At the dawn of total market liberalisation in Europe,
and after a decade Dr more el’ massive technological progress in the indostry,
the futore is there for postal businesses that can master the transformatiun and
re’tonfigure their products and services in order to refresh and, in mmc cases,
reinvent their traditinnally streng brand position with new customers and new
markets, demonstrating an ability to deliver with choice and consistency. Given the
importance of winning the hearts and minds of employees, to retain motivation,
commitment ind the desire to succeed, the winning bosinesses will alm need
to achieve the dilficolt task of changing corporate culture and becoming more
c Ostomer-oriented

An Overview ofContrjbutions
Ibis volome opens with an upbeat preface from Moya Greene, ontil recent]y the
President and CEO nf Canada Post Corporatinn, who has overseen the beginning
et a major transformation (even revolution) in that company and who now faces the
challenge of moving Royal Mai! forward in the context of a large pension deficit,
backgreund of difhcult industrial relations, the need to steer many transformation
programmes in operattonal and costomer areas and, at the same time, engage with
new politkal agenda that coold indude new or different ownership and capital
investment,
In the next settion our contributors address many of the strategic cballenges and
choices that postal companies face currently. Alex Dieke and Antonia Niederprüm
analyse the impact of progressive liberalisation in Europe, and Susan Barton and
Stefano Gen nutline snme of the strategic options that have been, nr cnuld be,
adopted by different pustal operators. Maxine O’Brien then reviews the centext in
which this diversificatton is luppening a so-called perfect storm.
—

3

(191)3) ‘NI a xi nis
George Bernard Shaw. Mon a,,d Sisp rrnza,

for
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the
Particular strategic approaches that have been adopted include chalienging
as
logistics.
reverse
of
field
the
in
traditional business model. ibis has been done
so-called
in
interest
revhed
a
been
also
has
exemplifled by Ernst Hoestra. Ihere
\\‘ith the
hybrid solutions, a concept that has been discussed for many years.
pivotal
unique
and
the
occupy
can
posts
physical,
and
digital
convergence of the
different
very
in
discussed
is
integration
this
nrchestrating
and
centre,
‘space at the
ways by both Beat Friedli and Jacob Johnsen.

‘Ii

Andrew tarkey highlights the opportunities available if posts can engageeffectively
an
with the sharp growth in electronic commerce, whilst lngemar Persson reflects
to
the
products
the perceptible shift from a clear focus on the sender of postal
consideration of the recipient and what they want ar need.
From the perspective of customer channek, Dr. Tim Walsli argues that there are real
opportunities for more joined-up channel strategies to leverage benefits for beth posts
and business customers, According to Olaf Klargaard, the industry has traditionally

(O\ECS

i

Wc then provide, for each contribution, a hrief abstract together with some
questions for further thought, which can be used for discussion and to stimoiate
thinting. X’e hope that, in this way, this book can become a springbnard or
platform for some more informed discussion and interest. It (an also be used in
ciass-room or workshop environment,
Finally, as a possible guide to illuminating some of the cnniributors’ views and
suggestions, se have included a ‘refresher’ chaprer on strategy and the generic
strategic options which can be pursued by companies.
\t’e hope you will find this book and its contributions thooght-provoking and
interestlng, and ss’iU enjo reading it as much as we enjoyed putting it together.
Wc also extend an open invitation to engage with us direcrlv, with your reactions,
observation5, and suggestions. Strategy is a fascinating subject, and the postal
industry a fascinating industry. Let’s discuss...

to do this
flot been very good at knowing er managing its rost base and being able

and
better could be another key to success focusing en where profits can be made
streams.
product
or
work
different
about
decisions
informed
making more
The long years of enjoying unchallenged monopoly positions in the market place
Readers
meant that the customer voice was seldom heard. Alice Kijak. formerly with
that
partnerships
strategic
the
for
case
the
puts
mailer),
global
major
Digest (a
opportunities
postal supplier can have with Hs large costomers and some of the
—

I

i
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that this may lead to.

i

Most recognise that ene key ingredient for the sector at this crucial stage in ts
evolotion is innovation, which could and shoold enable it to come to the market in
newand exciting ways. Dirk Palderdiscusseadifferent types ofinnovation,suggesting
that some, in particular business model innovaUon, have been underexplored in the
postal sector, whilst Michaela Hohlwein and Hans Landgraf suggest success factors
for innovations enabled through IT.
Finally, Dennis Gilham sums op many of the strategic developments in a reflective
contribution that ranges over many topics but essentially always comes back to the
customer which is where some woold say ali our strategies should start, continue
and end.
and
in section 2 we offer a brief commentary on the different contributions,
summarise some of the similarities and differences they offer. Wc abe provide some
—

thoughts about possible ways ahead for posts.

I
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SECTION i

The Post: Strategic Perspectives

I

CHAPTER 2

The Economic Impact of FU Postal Liberalisation
An:ca NederprLm and Aex Dieke
Antonie Niederpram is a member cc, and Alex

Dieke manayes, rhe decartment

(ar Posul Sereices and Loçis&s a: the German renearch rnt:tute and consultancy
W!K (W senscho Ft irhea Institut (1 r Infrantruktu, ur. K:-nm unikar:oisd;ens:e which
specia isen itt reuIatcry c! cies Far in&astruc:ure rd u stries

r
As we stand an the verge of the complete liberalisation of the European postal
marker, the aurhars of Ihis chapter discuss the experience and impact al the
hrsr two decades al gradual marker liberalisation ifl the European Union. The
diversity of outcomes across the various cauntries that have liberalised early
gives some indkation of what to expecr in 20?? and 2013. Althaugh legat
liberalisarion go far has led only to retatively little camperitive entry, the authors
point an overwhetmingly positive picture, in terms both of the modernisatian,
profitability and competitiveness of the industry, and al the levet and prices al
services delivered to both business and private consumers.

1l
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been discussed in Europe for more than
The liberalisatiOn of postal markets has
on the verge of being accomplished. This
two decades. Today, this ambitiouS aim is
progress made with postal liberalisation
chapter takes the opportunity to reflect on
and the impact of policy reform
markets,
post
and competition in European letter
as a whole. This assessmeflt is based on
on market players, customers, and society
to the European Commission and
the experiences of the au’lhors as consuitants
and oversight of postal market&.
national institutions responsible ror regulation
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postal Liberalisation in the EU

1992, the DirectiVe 97/671EC (Postal
Foilowing the Postal Green Paper published in
more harmonised rules with
markets
Directive I) started establishing in postal
and the establlshment
opening.
and
access
regard to postal universal services, market
in market opening
steps
key
the
presents
I
of independent regulators. Figure
amendments in 2001 (Postal Directive II)
implemented by the Postal Directive and its
has betn characterised by intense political
and 2008 (Postal Directive lll).The process
demonstrated by the decision to open
discussions and substantial resistance. ihis was
gradually the weight and price thresholds
the letter markets cautioosly. by lowering
the European Union (FU) from 15 Member
for reserved services. lim enlargement of
has created an additional challenge to
States to 27 Member States in 200-I and 2007
Directive determifled the 6nal date
2008
the
the market opening procss’. Ultimately,
of the EU letter post market will
cent
per
95
Around
of fufl market opeoing in the FU:
while the remaining part will follow in
have to be opened in 2011(14 Member States)
and Greete).
2013 (most new Member Stales plus Luxembourg

i

I-

are to be found at tIds website: http.//ec.euroPa.eu/
A number uf studies by the authors
htm
internaLmarket/post/studies_eis
on
Parliament and 0f the Council of IS December 1997
2 Direccive 97/67/FC of the European
of Cummunity postal services and
martet
internal
of
the
developmcnt
the
for
commofi roles
15/11, 21.2 1998) amended by Directive 2002/39/
the improvemeflt ofquality ofservice (0) L
10 lune 20(12 amending Directive 97/67/
Et sif the European Parliament and of the Council of
postal services (0) t. 176/21.
oftommunlty
cempetition
to
FC with resard to further openiiig
and o( the Coenc:) o120
Parliamefli
5.7.2002) and by Dirertive 2005.6.EC nr the European
(ufl acenmpiishment ot the
to
the
regard
with
97.67/Et
Dirertive
February 2006 amending
Ol L 523. 27/2.200)
internal martet ofCommnity pitstal sen ires
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Under FU law, Member States were always free to open their markets faster
than reqoired by the Postal Directive. Today, nearly 60 per cent of the EU letter
post market, in 7 Member States. is liberalised (Figore 1). In around 30 per cent
of the EU letter post market. the Member States have opened their markets
following the weight and price thresholds determined by the Postal Directive. A
further live Member States have opened direct mail (addressed advertisements) to
competition.
Noticeable competition, with market shares around 10 per rent (combined market

share of ali entrants), has only evolved in letter markets of the ‘front’runner’
countries Sweden, Spain, Germany. and the Netherlands (Hgure 3). In these
countries either the full market (Sweden) ur signi6cant segments (direet mail in the
Netherlands, local delivery in Spain and letter services that are distinct to universal
postal services in Germany) have been npened. No perceptible competition has
emerged in those Member States that have merely liberalised at much at was
required by the Postal Directives (possibly except for Poland where a competitor,
lnPost, seriously challenges the market position of Polish Post in the letter and
parcel market). Even full market opening is flot a guarantee for market entry as
showo by esperiences in Finland, Estonia and the UK. Undue licence conditions
have effectively discouraged markel entry iii Estonia and Finland, sshile low arrest
tariffs have substantially limited competition in delivery services for letter post in
the UK.
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Since 2000, European letter post markets have been characterjsed by more op less
slaunatzng s’olumes (sec Figure 4). Letter post has even declined ifl countries with high
per capsta volumes (above 250 per inhabitant), eg. ja the Scandinavian countries, in
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Switzerland and in the Netherlands, The struc’tura( dccl inc in demand results, among
other factors, from the intreasing use et electronic communicat ion des’ices. Councries
affected by shrinking letter post volumes usually have the highest penerration rates
for broadband access. More recently due to the economic recession in 2008/2009
letter post volume has dropped roughly by rates of around five per cent,
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the role ef letter post services. Although the process of postal libera(isation has had
limited effect on competitjon, in terms of new market entrants or signi6cant loss
ofmarke shares for incumbent pustal operators, the threat of potentia( competition
has set important incencives for the commerciahsatjon of postal services and for
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enhancing the attractiveness of the letter as a communication and advertising
I__key mail business has been less affected, Volume and revenue decline resulted
decade
past
during
the
made
progress
the
from the cost saving measures of business customers. Where available, these have
highhght
we
medium. b the fobbowing,
Europe.
in
needs
customers’
switched
meeting
and
prices
volume from flrst-class to cheaper second-class mail services, and ad-hoc
efficiency,
with regard to
cutbacks
in
marketing budgets have resulted in less direct mad and/or a switch to
In the 1990s, national postaL operators or postal administrations, were often
unaddeessed
adveetising mad. Finally, express services have been substituted by less
inefficient and loss making’. During the last two decades the former postal
espensive
parcel
services. However, it appears that national postal operators have
administrations have transformed themselves into increasingly commercial postal
survived
the
crisis
mole easiby than have other industries.
been
companies which have improved efficiency and profitability. This process has
national
privatisation
of
The way in which universal postal services are provided has also changed
accompanied by the corporatisation and in some cases
substantially. Most national postal operators of the EU-l5 have modemnised er are
postal operators. Today ali national postal operators, except for the Cypriot one.
snu in the process of modemnisiog, their postal logistics .Simultaneous4; quality of
have been corporatised and five have been folly ur partly privatised: TNT, Deotsche
service has improved substantially measured in terms of transit time performance,
Post, Aostrian Post. Belgian De Post / La Poste and Maltapost. In 2009, two national
and reliability in postal service provision. Today, in many Member States, nat-day
postal operators, Post Danmark and Swedish Posten, have merged to form a new
delivery of letters has become a standard service. ln 2008, more tllan half of the
Scandinavian postal group, Posten Norden. [lowever, the majority of the national
national posta( operators achieved quality levels above 90 per cent, .6. On average
postaL operators are stil1 fully owned by the state.
90 per cent of these standard letters are delivered by the next working day. At the
Postal service provision has been gradually modernised. The introduction of highly
same
time postal tariffs for consurners have remained affordable, perhaps due to
eWicient sorting machines resolted in more centralised sortiag processes, in a
regulation.
b more than half of the Member States the 20g letter for next day
systems.
lower number of sorting centres, and the establishment of hub and spoke
delivery
has
flot become more costly in real terms. Furthermore, in around half of
restroctured.
been
have
Transport has often been ootsourced, and retail networks
the Member States, consumers still have a choice between a first-class service and
Since
o1wrators.
postal
empboyrnent
national
at
These measures have aftected postab
a cheaper second-class one. Finally the accessibilicy of poscal services has improved
1998, overall employment in mail services has declined substantially in the EU.
overall.
The increasing ose of more cost-ckient postal agencies has resulted in
Simultaneously, national postal operators have diversifted their business actlvities.
longer
openiog
hours, Furthermore, parcel operators have started establishing
The mail business is still important, particularly as a source of profits, but many
contact
points
for
parcel services to enter the growing distance selling markets, due
operators have extended their activities to neighbouring segments (such as parcel.
emerging
to
e-commerce
(mainly in the Western Member States).
express and logistits) in domestic markets and abroad, and to the financial sector
Deutsche
ln Member States where there is perceptible compecition in the letters market,
(notably French La Poste and Poste Italiane). In tom, others like TNT,
large- and medium-sized business customers have beneflted from it. Firstly,
Post and Swedish Posten have decided to exit the fmancial business.
in
countries like Germany, Sweden or the Netherlands, business customers have
had
In 2007, the year before the financial crisis started, most national pustal operators
choice between different postal operators when sending letters. However, this
within the EU-27 had positive profiL margins (based en EBIT). In particular, the
competicion has usually been limited to certain letter segmencs, eg. the direct
prepare
to
time
more
had
mail
had
which
national postal operaturs of the former EU-1S,
segment in the Necherlands, industrial inaii in Sweden and value-added services
substantially
States,
have
Member
new
the
for market opening than had those of
in Germany. Folbowing fubb marken upening in the Necherlands and Germany,
the
improved their profitability, and many of them have achieved margins well abow
competing
postal operators have the possibility of extending. their services to ali
sharp
the
and
crisis
flnancial
the
2009,
and
2008
course,
in
five per cent. Of
segments.
economk tecession have aftected the postal business. However, this has mainly
Secondl the incumhent postal operators have responded to the competition with
affected postal and express ilems sent between bosinesses, and direct mail. The
improved offers (in services and prices). b Germany and the UK, medium-sized
Afar&etfir Patal
and large business customers have directly benefited from mandatury downstream
B European Commisaion 1992), Green Paper en Chr DeeelepI7lL’nl ej the 5)ngk
-—
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actess and upcoming service providers offering consolidation senices. New
product offerings have emerged. lrs Netherlands, for example, iNT has introduced
low-budget produci (Budgetmail’) delivered by its subsidiary VSP to mccl more
effectively competition from Sandd and Selekt Mai! in the direct mail segment. ‘the
Swedish postal regulator (PTS) stated in its retrespective oa 14 years ufcompetition
in the Swedish postal market that after iberalisation, the developments have been
favourable for customers purchasing bulk mail services. The price level has gane

CHAPTER 3

Our Changing World
The Need for Strategy and Vision

down at the same time as service and quality has improved

—

Conclusions
Despite the introduction in the EU of postal liberalisation, prugress towards
etfective competition in mai! markets has been very limited- National postal
operators still have monopoly-like positions in mest European mai! markets.
However, liberalisatiun has fundamentally and successfully affected postal service
provision. The national postal operators have been transformed into more cost
efficient, profitable and customer-oriented cumpanies. Postal tariffs have remained
affordable for consumers, accessibility to postal services has often been improved.
and business customers today benefit from more choice (between products and,
sometimes, operators) and lower tariffs, Furthermore, reliability and routing times

Susan Barron
Susan Barton is the Accenture Posial Industry Lead for Europe.
Africa and Latin America,

fri the challenging ond often bewlldering contexr whfch posrol
operators flow
face os the backdrop to their bus/ness pfonning, this rontributjon
emphosises the
needforpostoIope,00130 be cteor obo ur theirsrrotegy ond Wsion for
the future.
Bosed on recent research, the author outllnes different strotegic
responses thor
have been adopted by postaf operarors ond otso some common
chorocterisrjcs
ofhigh-performjng posts.

of posta! services provision have greatly impruved.
Future challenges, particularly arising from the substitution of physical by
electronic mad, require ongoifig efforts better to meer the needs of senders and

recipients of mail, and therehy make mail a more attractive medium. To this end,
promoting effective competition in delivery and upstream markets establishes
the necessary incentivos to enhance the competitiveness of the letter within the
broader communication and advertising market.
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Figure 1 presenis our four strategic categories and positions each of our survcyed
organisation5 Under the category that hest reflects their assessed performance.
While such a snapshot at a point b time is interesting, it is the progress over time
that gives os the best nsight to the industry and the characteristjcs associated with
high performance.

Global plnyers: the geographic diversification that is being pursued by these
orgaflisattons is truly global. lhey have identified the market segmt’nts that
s.ork best ifl a global sense, le. lugistics and express, and invested heavily in
boilding capabilities across the international markeiplace. DPWN and TNT
are the only two postal organisatiofis that have adopted chis stracegy
such a global scale and the reality is that, when evaluating their businesses
at a corporate level, ii is difficult to make a comparison with other posts.
Therefore, express and logistics services players, UPS and FedEx are
inciuded tn our global player category for benchmarking purpuses. Looking
forward, it is dirncult to sec any other global players emerging.
Reg/mini dn’ersfiers: this category approathes geographic diversihcatjon
en a more regional basis, with organisations extending into adjacent
markets, Looking at the eperators who are pursuing this strategy highlights
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similarities in many of their domestic markets. Mast notable is the size of
the domestic market which ja mast cases is relatively small. As a result,
while a nationally based service diversification strategy coold offer new
revenue streams, these are likely to be limited. The proximity of other
geographies, therefore, offers an attractive opportuflity.

•

•

Traditionalists: the traditinnalist categoq historically has been the preserve
of the operators which are focused an continuing to provide traditional
postal services. The focus is on providing better versions of these services
by integrating technology, improviflg (lexibility and overall reducing cost.
Certairsly many, in fact most, of the operators offer products and services
that are the same as those orcanisations in the service providt’r category,
but the financial contribution of these services is too small to affect their

Sustniiabi1ity: the environment is a signi&ant factor for bosinesses today.
Postal organisations that achieve high performance view this flot as an
imposition ar an overhead cost bot as an opportonity. lbey have developed
products and pricing strategies with the impact of sostainability in mmd
and are osing the changed practices and behaviours to drive new revenues.

The common theme ronning throoghoot our research findings is the critical
importance of mindset, Postal organisations that achieve high performance appear
to have a mindset that actively seeks aut potential opportonities. Whatever changes
occur in their operating environment and the broad marketplace, tliey are willing
to challenge the fondamentals of their bosiness to gros’. It is this proactive, ‘survival
of the attest’ mentality which is perhaps the greatest asset in the path to achieving
high performance.

overall positioning in our categorisation.

The Path to High Performance

The Advantage of Ambition

While adoption of a specific strategy is important to achieving high performance,
ii is not the only factor. When we take a doser look at the postal organisations
that achieve high performance, we discover some common themes around their
business approaches;
adupt a customer-centric approach. prioritising customer needs at every
juncture of their business operations from product development through
to customer service. These operators recognise that customers have the
ultimate choice and they do ali they can to continue to improve their
offering and maintain their custumer base.

A final critical factor that anses from our analysis of postal nrganisations that
achieve high performance is ambition. Associated with mindset. ambition is the
starting point for growth and progress. Today, postal organisations are operating
in very different en’ ironments, with some still largely under the control of
government while many have to accommodate the needs of the private settor
marketplace. Tnis environment provides the context for each post: the balance of
focus betweefl social service provider and commercial bosiness; doing the same hat
better and diversifying into new bosiness areas. However, with the volume declmne
experienced as a resolt of the global economic recessiofi, it is clear that contifloing
to do the same bot better is not eflough.

Costforus: for postal organisations that achieve high performince cost
focus extends beyond improvement of their own operation to a fundamental
consideration of their structore and the opportunity to ootsoorce both core

Cost rt’doction alone will flot efisore survival
diversijication must be
consideration in every postal organisation’s strategy. By recognising the importance
of diversification, postal organisations can take action and target the future

Coat omer-centricity: postal organisations that achieve high performance
—

•

Digitisotion: technology is seen as an opportonity, flot just a thrcat,

by postal organisations achieving high performance. They are osing
digitisation to offer enhancements to the existing prodoct offering, to create
new products and to streamline their operational processes. Both physica)
and electronic operating model environments are being embraced to help
maximise their (‘oIl potential.

—

•

Thi NEED FOR STRAECV AND VI5:ON

and non-core elements. These operators are flot just looking to ootsoorce
back-office systems; they seek to incorporate lower cost, more flexible
providers into their core operations.

• Serrkeprowders: these postal operators have adnpted a focus that is
primarily based around expanding the range of services within their
domestic market. This would appear to be the mast obvious choice of
strategy for postal operators in large countries expanding operations
where their brand is already strong and they have an existing operational
platform. An additional factor may also be the lack of opportunity for
geographic expansion, since a significant proportiofi uf our service
providers are operating in geographies which are discrete islands,
•

-

—

—
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aspirations for their business By establishing positive future gnals, based on a core
ambition to succeed, postal organisations can generate the energy, enthusiasm
and commitment needed to emerge from this dimculc economic period with
sustainable business that sets the standard for achieving high performance.

The Postal Business of the Future

CHAPTER 4

The postal industry is at an interesting stage in ts development. The fulure of
the core mail business. which has consistently generated signiticant revenues
and profits and sunived the challenges at technulogical advances, is now in real
decline. Postal operators are now actively increasing the pace and scale at their
diversification strategies. This is no lauget about new producLs and services, it is
about new markets. ‘the need to take the existing core strengths and capabilities and
build them mio a reinvented postal business has never been greater. The challenge
is immense bot with vision, determination and ambition, the postal businesses of
the future will emerge and our futore landscape will be defined.

Postal Operators at a Crossroads:
What are the Strategic Options?1
Stefaro Can
Stefano GorI is Heed at International Business Strategy at Poste tallene and vice
Chairman of the Maeroeconomic Commieeee at the European Centre at Empluyers and
Enterprites pravidiny Public servicen ICEEP).

This chaprer discusses come af the key strategic decisions facing postal opero Fors
today. The authororgues that postol opewtors ore oto crossnoodondmustmol<e
emportanr decisions about what the business of post will be jo the futura, Such
decisions aften leod to diversificatjon. The author olso explores the notion ofa
strucrurol seporotion, ar in athen words, divestiture,

cisapter is a revised, updated and espanded vernton itt an esther paper: Gori, 5. (2009),
‘Alternative Directions Nawahitis. Duhai, lanuary’March, ‘The viewa expressed are the authors
and do nat necessarily represens the views ot Poste Itahiane.
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POSTAL OPERATORS Af A CROSSROAO WFIAr ARt THE STRATEGIC OPTrONS’

more efficient at this than managers, and that the information was available in
capital markels to allots’ investors to diversify.

Two roads diveeged in a yellow wood,
And sorry I could not trave! borIs,
And be one traveller...

The idea was that corporations focusing on what they know best are more
likely to be successfol than corporations who diversify into areas with which
they are not acqoainted. Accnrding to these pundits, firms should concentrate
on the elements that have brooght them to the position they have earned, and
this is especially so in a time of economic slowdown. Focusing on their tore
competences allows companies constantly to update and improve the colleetive
learning in organisations and makes it difficolt for competitors to cateh op or
imitate.

(The Road Not Taken’ by Robert Frost)
Like the traveller itt Robert Frost’s poem the Road not Taken, national pnstal
operators around the world are at a crossroads and have to evaluate various
strategic options, choosing from:
I) focusing on the tore or diversifying their business,
2) concentrating on their home markets or expanding internationally,
and

But, are we witnessing a paradigm shift? Mure and more ‘experts’ support the
idea tlsat companies should not be product driven bot customer driven instead.
This means that, at the end of the day. a firm’s customers are the real drivers to
diveesificaijon. Now, more and more in bosiness schools, we hear bon words such
as ‘customer lock in’. ‘one stop shopping’, ‘synergy’, ‘viral marketing to enhance
brand awareness’ and redefining your market’. Ali these terms focus not on the
tore competences of prodocers bot on the pereeptions of costomers. When Apple
has diversified from computers to i-pods, to selling phone Isandsets (whicls are
considered a commodity) and more recently i-pads, it has soccessfuily leveraged its
brand by utilising viral marketinte.

3) structurally separating the postal service division from the rest of the
company or maintaining it as the cnre of the company.

L

Historically. these operators have generally been directly or indirectly linked to
the State, and have been taken for granted by citizens and governments. In the last
few decades, rapid technological changes have led to a complete change fri methods
of communication and consomer choice (eg. e-suhstitution). Furthermure,
deereasing or stagnant postal volumes, the opening op of international markets,
inereased cnmpetition from new operators, dramatic growth ni the courier and
express industry. and decreasing government intervention and ownership nf
network industries have challenged the traditional role of these operators. These
exteEnal changes and the looming economic perspectlves in many countries, as
we slowly emerge from one of the worst recessions In the post-World tVar It era.
are forcing postal operators to reconsider some of the strategic decisions made
in the past few years.

Diversification, however, foor decades ago was already at the tore of the strategies
of conspanies such at Coca-Cola. The 1960s and 1970s brought acquisitions and
diversil1cation for Coci- Cola, ‘flsey porelsased Minote Maid and later acquired
Dontan Foods. The Cora-Cola Company Foods Division was ereated ira 1967 and
was later renansed Coc- Cola Foods, Doring the 1980s, as consomers became
more health conscioos (eg. reading from labels the sogar and caffeine content of
drink), the entire soft drink indostry started to fare competition from the makers
of bottled water. ln response, Coca Cola developed (ow-calorie and catfeine-free
beverages, soeh as Diet Coke. In the 1990s consomers started to demand ‘New Age’
beverages such as readyto-drink teas, froit juice beverages, and Ilavoored waters,
From the simple cola, Coea.Cola (followed by Pepsi in this strategy) expanded
dramatically its offering into a kaleidoscope of traditional sodas, natural sodas,

Focusing on the Core Versus Diversification
tn the decades after the 1960s and early 1970s, when multinational and highly
diversified corporations were growing dramaticafly, world management gurus.
strategic consoltants and fresh graduates from business schools around the
world often repeated the mantra that companies shoold coneentrate on their
core competences and business, se!1 their non-strategic assets and outsoorce
at much as possible. The finance-trained graduates tended to articulate their
arguments by adding that companies cannot create value by lowering elsk
through diversification. Generally they believed that capital markets were mueh

2

L

In 197(1 Eugrne Fama formulased the Elficiens Martet hypushesis IEMH), auggesting that
at any g:ven time. prices fulty retleet ali avaitable information one particutar stock and’er
manet: Fama, Eugene (1970): ‘Efficient Capisal Markers: A Rrview of iheory and Esnpirical
Work’, Journal of Finance 25: 383—4a7.
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fruit juice drinks, and various kinds of bottled water’. Thus, Cnca.CoIa decided to
redefine ts market and how it wanted to be perteived by its customers. It seemed
to move away from the comfortable position of being the biggest player in the Cola
market. to start competing for the ‘thirst of people by divcrsifying to the water and
juice business.

The Strategy of Postal Operators in North America, Europe
and Japan
In terms of the diversification path undertaken by operators in North America
and Europe, we can distinguish four general clusters of operators based on their
diversificacion strategies. These are as follos 5:

How do Postal Operators Fit in this New Paradigm?

Cluster I Dit’ersificatiw, utro i,;dustries linkcd to poste! sentces and’er muring
upscrcn,,s ii: the poste! supply chef,, forexample USPS (USA), which has historically
—

In many countries, postal operators are marked by a number of superlatives. They
are among:

fr

•

The oldest companies

•

The largest empinyers

—

held a monopoly an delivery of ‘last mile’ services and is now moving upstream to
provide new postal vabue-added services and offer solutions encompassing the
traditional mail’stream flow. Meanwhile, Scandinavian operators have gradually
grown their logistics businesses, leveraging their experience in postal logistics and
courier express.

The mast recognized, respected and trusted brands.
These are distinct competitive advantages which allow postal operators to be
well positioned to face tougher competition. Postal operators oecd to be more
like the Coca-Colas of Ihis world, where they redefine the market b which they
operate, drifting a»-ay from the mere postal market definition toward being
plaver in the larger communication market. Furthermore, as proof that postal
operators are considered to be trustworthy, during the recent international
financial meltdown some postal operators have experienced a dramatic growth
in fonds managed by their financial snos, due to the so-called flight to safety’.
Ihus, postal operators and safety go hand in band, and it is this perception that
needs to be leveraged when diversifying. The recent decisinn by the French postal
operator. La Poste, to diversify into the mobile telephony business (like operators
have done in the past few years in [taly, Portugal and Ireland) is a step in this
direttion’. Similarly, lndia Post is moving into the pre-paid credit card business,
and in the first quarter of 2010 the Russian Post has launched a partnership with
the Italian Post to prepare the huge Russian post oflice network for the launch

Ciuster 2

Gcograp!,ie divers!fication ej core products and serWces (poste! ar
coudsr exprcss business) for example TNl’ (mail and courier express) and Austria
—

—

Post (courier express) have in the past few years acqubred medium-sized companbes
abroad, mostly in predetermined regions (TNT in \\‘escern Europe, Austria Post
in Central and Lastern Europe). Ihis development will be discussed in the next
sectbon.

Ciuster 3
Dit’ersificatjo,, biro olier comnuenicatjon inediums and finuncial
sen-ices for example Canada Post (e-services), Japan Post, La Poste and Correos
(financial services), Italy (financial services, 0-service,, mobile telephony).
—

—

Ciuster 4 Mixed strategies for example DPWN has implemented ali possible
diversification strategtes from international, to moviog upstream, to diversifying
into other businesses, Belgium Post has pursued both an international strategy,
setting up an international subsidiary, and also expanding in financial services
through a partnership with Fortis bank and Swiss Post both of which have a similar
strategy to Belgiunt Post.
—

—

of a post-finance company.

5

i

Gale Group (2010’:’. http://busiress highbearn.comindustry.reports;food!bottled.canned
seft drinks-carbonated-waters

4

Seithumer P1. (2010): is Poste mise sur l’mnovation pour continuer 5 rester dans la course’,
Li Tribune. 12 March.

6

Crews C., DeduytsLh, I. . Pucasse IV., Gnri 5. (2006): ‘Ina decade what type of cake will the
European Nisiling Industri’ tora nul to be? A Pancake, a Mi?Iefeutlk a Sacher Torte nr,
Fores t, presented at the I4th Conference no tktstat and 0e,verv Ecencmics, Rem June.
Japan Post is one the largest fioancial inst:tutiont in Che world with anets of more thaet
300,000 bn and sits at tSe hear: oEa system of public instituuons owning almas: half of the
lapsoese national debt IHardine R., Nakamots, NI & Whlpp L. (2010): ‘Pragmatism drises
stance an lapa n Pat:’, Financuti Times. 6 Apr: I).
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What about Diversifying to the Point that Postal Services are
no Longer Core?
Ifl early April 2010, the Dutch mail and express delivery company TN r announced

In emerging countries, the postal industry has experienced similar trends. For

example, Egypt Post woud tit ifl Ciuster 3 due to ts diversification into financial
services, along with Saudi Post and Qatar Post, which have invested significantiy
in 0-services. Meanwhile, Emirates Post would Ih in the fourth ciuster because
it has accumpanied its geographical diversificatiun (through acquisitions and
partnerships) with the decision to enter into other businesses (eg. money transfer).
The strategy of diversifying into other seitors has also been driven by a political
and social objective to intrease econumic inciusion and reduce the digital divide.
Tapping the lower end of financial markets and communication businesses is
playing a significant role in economic inclusion. these opcrators are de fade
following the lessons of recently-deceased management guru C. IC Prahalad, who
presented new business models targeted at providing goods and services to the
poorest seetion of the population, making the case that the fastest gruwing
entrepreneurial opportunities have to be found among the millions of poor people
at the bottom of the [fmancialj pyramidr.

Geographical Diversification
.7

As we have seen above, some operators which have developed best practices in their

Lure competences (mail and coorier express) have built up international networks,
in either Ciuster 2 (geographical diversification) nr Ciuster 4 (mixed strategies).
Tbis strategy has been developed flot only to diversify their risk but also to cater
for the needs of Iheir cuslomers. ln order to protect their domestic markets, they
had to offer solutions across borders and provide services internationally, to be
able to offer ‘one stop shopping sulutions’. The growth of international trade and
the dependence of countries like Germany and the Netherlands on international
markets for both inputs and for export markets, have stimulated the two incumbent
posta) operators et these countries to develop international operations. Ihis has
led these companies also to modify their organisational structures, their missions
and their corporale values to adapt to a more diversifled workforce and different
regulatory environments.

7

Prabalad C IC (2004): Eje Forsone nr
Publishing.
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that II was thinking of spinning off ts mail operations shifring its gro th
ambitions to the express delivery division. Even though the debate b this
case is restricted to the particular characterjstics of the Dutch market, the
announcement coold stimulate similar debates ja other industrial ised countries,
and eventually also in emerging markets. The issue at stake is whether it is in the
inlcresr of the policv-rnakers to discuss a possible separation of the mai) business
from a diversified postal operator, due to growing market competition and lower
volumes. If the answer is ‘yes’, who should control this separate entity the
market nr perhaps the regulalor? Or does II have to remain under the control of
the postal operator?
—

of the case studies outside the postal industry, strutinised and analysed by
postal operators across Europe, is the weII’known case of the UK telecoms industry.
In this, a legal (and operational) separation has recently been implemented, but
retaining reporting to a single hulding company (which therefore does not
involve a real ownership separatinn). Openreach, a separate division of the
United Kingdom teiecommunications operator BT, was created to ‘ensure that
ali rival operators have equality of access to BT’s own local network’, and sell
range of products to communal areas. Part ol this regulatory package was the
creation of an Equality of Access Board. The Board is supported by an Fquality ol
Access Otlice, which monilors the performance by Openreach of us obligations
En the Undertakings, The Equality of Access Board monitors complianc-e with
the legally binding Undertakings given by the BT Gruup to Ofcom (the UK
Telecommuiiication Regulator), assesses the delivery of equivalence by Openreach,
and reports regularly on this to the BT Gruup Board it consists ol five members
Lhree independents, one BT Group non-executive bnard direutor and one senior
BT manager’.
One

—

The postal sector is no different, in that the UK postal regulacor, Postcomm, first
studied this option back in 2001. Therc is an ongoing debate about the impact ol the
unbundling of network industries, The same logic, howecer, may not be apphed to the
mailing industr» wh,ch needs mass solumes to generate economies o( scale, absorb

SAL’

Bestem ej rAc’ Pyrnrnid, \Vharlon SNoet

8

Openreach (2005): ‘Undersakings given to Ofrom by BT purnuant to the Enterprise Acc as

accessed un www.openraachcouk
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chain may

the mail value
high fixed costs9 and keep delivery costs low. Unbundling
ecks. Thus, the vertical
bottlen
onal
operati
and
problems,
quality
,
kad to inefficiencies
than an unbundled value
integration of the post’s activities can be more effective
and economies of scale,
chain in terms of transaction costs’, operational efficiencies

Lzi

and a seurce of the financial reseurce necessary to leverage diversificatien
(eg. TNT DPWN),
•

Diversilication lowers the overall nisk to the firm, because the whole
company does net fold if one business area performs peorly. However, this
will especiatly be the case if diversi&ation is carnied out inte markets with
high growth potential and with the potential to hold up under less (han
optimal conditions (eg. e-servites, mobile services),

•

Diversificatien (whether preduci, service or geographical) should be driven
by the customers.

•

Net ali diversificatiens are seccesses (eg INT in Jogisiics, DP’sX,’N in
counier express in the US) and the>’ should nut be considered to be the
panacea to salve ali the problems faced by postal operaters,

•

Geoaraphicai diversification needs to take place in ceuntries with strong
ecenomic and social links (eg. Austria Post debnes markets in central and
eastern Europe as ‘its China’),

•

it appears that postal operators in emerging ceuntnies need to implement
innovative prodoction and pricing strategies. If they want to rap ‘the lower
end of the pyramid’ they need to copy companies like Procter and Gamble
(P&G). Jo marketing coods to low-income shoppers, P&G takes into
consideration the budget constraints of its customers. It uses what it calis
‘reverse engineering’ where rather than create an item, and then assign
price b it. the company first censiders what censumers can afford and atter
that it adjusts the features and manufacturing processes to meet vanious
pricing targets”.

•

Sometimes, dis’ersiflcatioe into sectors that are considered to be mature,
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saturated er highiv competitive is not necessarily a bad idea. For exampie,
who would think that in Switzerland there would bea market for another
financial institution like Swiss Post financial services, or ina country
like Italy, that it was pessible to enten a saturated and highiy competitive
market like mobile telepheny and acquire 1,600,000 customers in two

years? In times et crisis the brand vaiues like trust and safety hecome

12 Byron E. (2007): ‘P&G’5 Gluba!Target:ShelvesofTjnysteres’ lite Walt Street journal, I6Iuly
Pnisate Sector Deve!oprnent B!og (2007): ‘P&G linds fartune at the bcttcun et the pyramid’,
t.,5f0.111
httP:llpsdblog.werIdbankorg:ped5iog:)7/07/pgf
IS July.
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(eg. in
relevant instruments to generate growth through diversification
financial services),

i
•

Diversication can aha take the form of amt ventures or partnerships with
Post’s
more experienced players (eg. Correos and Deutsche Bank, or Saudi
providers).
technology
alliance with top.notch

CHAPTER 5
Diversification to New Revenue Streams:
‘A Perfect Storm’

• The impact of separating structurally the mail network from the rest ofthe
postal uperator needs to be assessed carefully because it generates rippie
etfects iii the whole economy
around
There are plenty of lessons to be learned from the past experience of posts
Frosts
from
traveller
the
(ar
operators
postal
If
the
day,
end
of
at
the
the world. But,
core
their
and
poem) are nat to lose their way they have to understand their history
path.
travelled
values and then sometimes have the courage to take the Iess

Maxi’€ OB’en
Maxine OBrien has WD,kee asa ranager wiEhn Austra’a Post and asa consUItan ta
the pcs:aI sect,’ She i currersly Oirecror for Busress Developneti at KPMG Austr&ia.

—

whatever that might be.
• .1 shall be telling this with a sigh
Somewhere ages and ages hente:
Two mads diverged in a wood, and I
took the one less travelled by,
And that has made al) the difference

b this reflective chopte, the author sug gests that strategic diversificarion
decisions ore like weathering the perfecr storm. They require both potience
and skilL The messoge is that, white challenges fo, the sector ore numerous,
the opporwnities for diversification are endless, and os lang os a carefolly
pbanned ond analyticol oppro.ach is taken borh to opportunity identiäcarion and
selecrion, and to subsequent implementation, polio? organisotions have every
chance at succeeding.

L
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Diversify! Grow Innovate! Economise! flecome more competitive! Think laterally!
Wc have heard these bosiness mantras mans limes as reminders to remain relevant
and profitable. As we pass through decades and social cydes, and develop different
needs, we need to remain relevant and viable. flot how should we capitalise on this
change to create a sustainable postal business If ts mail service functions primarily
under a series of aged and increasingly irrelevant government regolations that are
responsible for how they look and operate today ina time where hundred-year-old
businesses typically are no longer in existence?

it would effectively be working towards a crossroads whereby
costomers svould
declare it obsolete, costly and not fulfihling their expectalic,ns,
flot Ihere are
preceding examples of other organisations, privatised for similar
reasons, which
are still underperforming yet at adequate cost and service levels
to meet the needs
of the growing population.
The answers are not easy. The current chinking is to continue
to make the
mail delivery network as efficient as pm.sible by deploying more
efficient sorting
equipment, routing, fuelefficient delivery vehicles and staffing
levels, while
investigating diversification into new core products and services.
flot how do we
take an organisation with strong historical origins mainly around
mail delivery and
steeped in government regolation and tom it tito a modern.day,
diversified, agile
and enduring business?

—

Future Challenges
The modern mail service as we now know it has existed since the mid-iSOOs,
though evidence shows earlier letter communications methods dating back to 200
UC (in China for example) when they were created for the various government and
military authorities who continued to increase their geographical footprint. Mail
services have evolved and are more unifled, organised, standardised and systemised
to the needs of the country’s citizens.

i

Wc need new revenue streams which are profitable and which
can be adopted
qoickly. These activities also need to naake sense to staif and
customers alike, and
pronde bosiness sustainability vis.avis the investment reqoired.
flot what are
they? If we look at the vista which impacts these decisii,ns, it
makes the multi
faceted selection process even harder.

To survive, remain competitive and provide needed services to customers, the mail
service business has grown from the provision of the initial letter and bosiness
document service to the provision of a wider range of postal services, banking
services, identity services and bill payment to name a few. This decade presents
new challenges to the postal business, and it is widely acknowledged globally that
the core letter business is declining. Challenges inciude mail costs increasing more
than revenue, thus placing pressure on prices to maintain revenue levels, meeting
regulatory reqoirements which inhibit the reduction of network infrastructure, and
addressing the need to expand delivery points to match population increases.

Diver5jficatjon but with Structure
D’git sation, multi’channell ing, instant response and interaci ion, susta
inability,
dcmographics, an ageing popolation and workforce, and matore
and more agile
competitors ell present challenges to any pnstal organisation
grappling with what
to develop and offer, apart from a traditionally phs-sical mail
service and presence.
Should tisese services be delivered via the postal ootlets, online
or using multi
channels as an increasing number of businesses go down that roote?
What will that
do to the core phvsical service and customer perception of the
poscal organisation?
How do we assess which products and services to pursue
and take to the floard?
I n short, a robust and well-struccored approach to opportunity
assessment is
reqoircd whjch enables the effective comparison of ideas,
assessment of their

The revenue and profit is also declining from the range of other services which
were introduced to offset the decrease in mail revenue .As Wc move into the digital
age. paper-based and repeatable transaction-type services no longer support a viable
business (service and profit), placing the postal service under considerable stress. The
postal service is reacting to this by creacing new products and serv!ces that currently sit
comfortably within its outlets and delivery network framework. flot is this enoogh?
The postal business could attempt to brine about change in ts regulatory
requirements and so operate a viable bosiness and creMe change markedly different
from what it was established to do and what customers expect. flot this would be
likely to attract posh back from the government. regulator and customers. The
business coold continue to operate as it is, knowing that with the current trends

merils and appropriate allocation of time, money and other
resoortes. Opportonity

assessment fondamentally involves a critical exploration of
the strengths,
‘Àeaknesses, opportonities and threats associated with particular
ideas and related
bosiness models. The questions that need to be asked inciode:
•

i

•

How svill the proposed venture, prodocc or service otfering make
money?
Who are the target costomers and how large is the potential market’
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and personal gifts such as toys, music and gift cards. These products and services
are ali offered in-store or via other channels such as the internet or mobile phone
applications.

Who are the competitors and how fragmented are they?
•

Has any organisation been successful doing what you plan to do and if nat,
why not?

•

What are the antitipated pricing dynamics distribution channets and
marketplace ongevity of the proposed venture, product or service offering?
existing market

•

How weli dues the proposed venture or product
offerings and in-house capabilities?

•

What inputs, processes or partners would you depend on to succeed?

fit

withLn

CriticaI Success Factors
The critical success factors that will make these products and services successfol
post the critical oppurtuniev assessment phase inctude proect management,
stakehoider management, partnering and accountability, to name a few,
Strong projett management skiBs are required to develop the product and define the
business model for operation. Buyin and support from key stakeholders also needs
to occur upfront, throughout the project, and aftcr it is offered to customers.

Before commencing with opportunity assessment, it is important to gain agreement
on an assessment framework failure to do so is likely to icad to inappropriate
investment decisions and associated issues of cost, risk, time and elfort, Ihis
may reqoire a detailed assessment of customer trends, market dynamics and
the preparation of business plan feasibility and scoping documenti wluch are
ultimately presented for senior executive andor Bnard approvaL
—

Ii partnering with other organisations for new products and services requires new
or estended capabilities, then partner collaboration and cuntribution to the design
of the new product or service should occur upfront, to make sure the hest oltering
is defined and nifered in a timely way to capitalise on the initiative,

Where a number of opportunities or permutations on tliuse opportunities require
assessment it may be of value to develop a ‘go/nogo assessment matrix providing

Accuuntability is key to ensuring that ali parties deliver against their commftments
and that benefits are realised, Product otTerings around the world can be considered
and adapted for local markets, thus lessening the risk of going the bleeding edge.
and are a good starting point which can lead to new thinking and prngressive
ideolug in us own right.

—

quick, visual means of considering the relative merits of particular ideas.
Experience suggests the following to be cummon mistakes:
•

Poor understanding of market dynamics;

•

Limited consideration of current organisational pusitioning;

•

Failure to gain input from various stakeholder perspectives and harness the
insights of mutti-disciplinary teams; and

In summary, these are either exciting times if you like to set the course of the
river nr they are scary times if you take a ‘go with the flow’ approach and follow
safehç If you can view this as the ‘perfect storm’ turbulent huL with opportunity
to develop new products and senices in a calculated and considered way yuu will
remain buoyant.
—

•

—

—

—

Failure to align service olferings with established product and service
otferings.

ln the Asia-Patific region many postal organisations have already seized
opportunities to create products and services to cnmplement or supplant their mail
revenue. These involve forays into products and services which sit nicely within
the current nutlet and delivery framework. Examples inciude banking, insurance
and foreign currency services. online integrated bill payment, mobile applicatiuns
for store locator and parcel tracking, identity verification, ontine shopping, parcel
and courier services with full tracking, ticketing, flight bookings, kiosk services for
cash, postage and basic postage products and in-store ranges of otfice stationery

-i
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CHAPTER 6

Challenging the Status Quo:
Opportunities for New Entrants n Niche Areas
Ernst W Hoestra
W. Hnes1r )cined Cycison n rebruary 2009 as Chiel Operaljng Officer, and
appointed Chief Eaecutive Officer is January 2010 to lead Cycicuns continued
expansion In delivering panEuropean reverse Iogistics solutions.

Eenst
was

In the ropidty changing environment in which postat straregies are currently
being developed and tesred, apparrunities are opening up far new entranrs
to challenge the status quo nat just by challenging the incumbents in rheir
traditional markers with similar products ond services bur in niche areas, and by
looking at quite different business models. This case study is an example at a very
success fut company that has emerged in the last frie years and grawn very fast by
identifying same specific cusramer needs én the area at reverse lagisrics.
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How can companies gro” their business in the European market while delivering
a unique service experience? En the current economic dimate it is more than eer
important to play proactively into the kay trends, ina fiexible manner. Trends such
at environmental awareness, internationalisation and e-commerce are changing
the landscape for post and parcel companies. Et will become increasingly important
to offer services which address the critical client issues from the traditional parcel
delivery model with a data rich value add senke ranne.

Reverse Logistics

—

clients existing ET systems, billing mssdules, call centers, websites and customer
loyalty programs. This leads to a significant improvcmeflt and reduction in
operational costs. For example the clienc no longe r needs to set up itt own call
centre(s) to provide a service to its consumers, and this leads to savifigs which can
reduce back office costs by 70%.
The increased custonser service experience which an integrated solucion provides
leads to repeat consumer purchases which ha’-e a positive impact on the clienc’s
bottom line. lncreased customer loyalty and the delivery of best-in-class services,
usually leads to repurchasing and retentiun. Sireamlining internal processes redoces
overhead costs. For example clients no lunger require their own custumer service
department since Cycleun themse]ves are able to offer this. Additionally. selecting
cost-elficient return routes for specific products, impacts positively an the client’s
bottom line. In short, lower value items can be processed locally, whereas high value
items require a speedv international service.

a New Business Model

Cydeon is a new company which has started ts business recently by targeting the
niche for cross-border returns management. lt has become the market-leading
provider of pan-European reverse logistics solutions very quickly. and has been
challenging the traditional return business models. lt has done this by offering
cumplete reverse-supply-chain for ts clients through ts returns management ET
system which it has developed in-house, iNt inulodes both physical transportalion
and a high--quality data (low,

Extending Reach through Partnership

Cydeun’s approauh challenges traditiunal return models by developing innovatve
solutions for end-to-end return management, and by successfully offering
highly focused product line- Most logistics service providers do not prioritise the
management of returns, offering this only on request. They do flot sec it asa valuc
added service. Cyeleon saw chis at a niche opportunity and focused exclusively on
the returns market.

Another innovation has been Cycleon’s partnerships with national postal networks
and a number of other high-quality logiscics!network providers. Through these,
Cycleon can focus on the clients’ requirements rather than on network limitations.
With a powerful lT system, any returo management solution can be designet!
without the limitacions of an owned logistics infrastructure or network.

Consumers like to have a hassle free shopping experience- An undear. unreliable
returns process is a major irritation. to Cycleun support their c-lients with a returns
manacement solution that cuts the cost of returns and improves customer service.
By managing cunsumer returns in a flexible and transparent way, chents consistently
receive detailed information on returned products throughout the entire process. The
client can receive and retrieve information whenever required, for example online.
The system combines atcess to millions of easily accessible tocations and state-oG
the-art logistics facilities across Europe. Tnis enhances the shopping experlence.
eifeccively making any return process equha!ent to a local returfi.

The rulam process starts with the end-user whu recekes a user-gcnerated label.
simpl attaches it to the package, and drops off the returri at any postal drop-otf
location. Ihe end- user is no longer required to wait ft,r a courier, and is able to drop
the parcel off at any post otfice or mail room at a time that suits tisem. Cycleon
has ensured tlsat there is always a postal drop-off location near the end-aser.
Additionally, the abilitv to have a choice of pick-up solution is an important asset
which can be olkred to the end- user.

How Does it Create Value for the End-user?

After entecing the domescic networks, any recurn is intercepted, consolidated in
a Cycleon national return centre, and furwarded to the flnal destination using
preferred parcel carrier, This allows al! stakeholders to track and trace the return
throughout the entire return process. In this way transparent, simple and etficient
product returfis are made possible ,\loreover, consumer protection laws prolect
online consumers by enforcing a fourteen day returfi period.

Driven by Client Value and Better Customer Service
‘the client efljoys the services of a traditional express company witlsout incurring.
when it comes to reverse lugistic solutions, the cnsts associated with this premium
offering. Cycleon has developed capabilities which allow it to integrate with the

L
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Value Added for Several Segments
E-commerce offers significant growth potential, especially for returns of cross
border business-to-consumer (B2C) parcels. The compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) is estimated to be around 10-159. flue to centralization, internet and
catalogue retailers need to offer consumers simple and etficient return solutions.
The hi-tech and electronic segment is also showing signs of potencial future
growth.
In the highly sensitive product recall settor, which requires comprehensive reactions
to urgent customer needs, Cycleon scored major successes in the past fest ycars by
setting up within 30 hours a product recall system for the return of overheating
batteriet. Produci returns are an opportunity to satisfy customers beyond the
point of sale, and they are increasingly viewed as a means of increasing customer
satisfaction and facilitating repeat purchases.

Value for the National (Postal) Networks
National domestic postal networks are a natural strategic fir with the Cytleon
business model, since being linked to them opens up millions of easily accessible
locations and facilities across Europe. Traditionally, for larger international
companies,solutions based on express networks were often the default option in
returns management, since national (postal) networks were nnt equipped to provide
pan-European solution However, by leveraging national networks for the first
mile, Cycleon can offer international companies a very etficient and consumer
friendly alternative one-stop-shop solution, and as a result deliver new growth and
increased volumes to the local networks,

Environmental Programs
‘Coiog greco’ is a term that compaoies are taking more seriously. not just usiog
it at a catch phrase. Companies are working hard to reduce the impact that their
products and solutions have on the environment, Cycleon has bëeo able to support
ts clients io the development uf enviroomeotal programs, for example settiog up an
environmental program for clients, which eoables their cod-users casily to returo
their used iokjet and toner cartridges.
The company can also play an important role when it comes down to the collection
and transportation of waste (eg. used toner cartridges) within Europe. There is
a compliant pan-European network available since Cycleun only uses partners
that are meeting legal waste requirements. Beside this, the development of waste

(HALL ENGING THE STATUS QUO OPPORTUNITIFS FOR NEW ENTRANT5 IN MOlE ARFAS

legislation is monitorcd continuously se Cycleon can be able to react proactively to
any changes that might be implemented and have an impact on the business

Achievements and Sustainability?
Cycleon has already established itseif at a market leader in returos management.
Trends 0 the market already indicate the valoe that ease of rerurns transparenc>
trust and lower costs have for end-user satisfaction. High an company agendas are
the importance placed 00 customer loyalty, retention, lower costs and environmental
awareness. The internet will continuo to dominatc’ consumer purchases, growing
Lite retail market rapidly.
AlI of these factors suggest that Cvcleon will continuo to further strengthen itt
partnerships with logistics providers across Europe in order to satisfy these growing
trends. A company which has started with an ambitious niche operation seems to
hein the process of consolidating its growth and has every chance of sustaining itt
position at a market bader for some time to come.
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CHAPTER 7

New Digital Business Models:
the e-Postal Operator
Beat Friedli
Deat rrledli

S

Head of Businets eveIopment nternational at SwssSign, a subsidiary
a( Swiss Post, deriverng ettreme security and identity solutions

Thi chopter discusses how postol operotors will need to odopt in response to
digital delivery and the internet. tn particulot the author suggests that o new
de&sirion al Universol Service must prevoil, ond postol operotors must step
up the developmene al secure ond trustwonhy solutions to digital deilvery. it
is argued that postol operators, because of the trut traditionally put itt their
bronds, ore Én on ideal place to capitolise on these developments.

——‘i
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Many articles have been published about the digital ec000my, digital natives, the
digital divide and many other digital inventions. A number of experts have shared
their views about what postal operatnrs should dø or avoid iii terms of digital media.
The more we transfer business processes into the web, the more important it is to
secure the identities of those individuals and companies involved. The importance
of, and demand for, secure authentication and verified identities (secure access and
digital signatures) will gro” further. Applications for secure communication will
become a standard element within the supply chains of ali kinds of industries.
Postai operators are perceived as crusted third parties like no ocher instituHons.
Therefore they can reinvent themselves to be the future provider of verified
identities and secure communications, To do this, it is crociai that postal operators
understand the necessity of supplying secure solotions whieh at the same time are
easy to access, easy to use and applicable across the various operating systems and
platfbrms. Tnis chapter will provide an approath and a solution for those pustal
operators that vant to position themseives as a trusted third party in the new and
growing e’postal markets, applying new business models but endeavouring to limit
cost, risk and time to a minimum.

NEW DIOPTAt BUSINESS MØDEtS THE EPOSTAt OPERATØR

Irreversibfe Postal Market Development
There are no Unger an>’ voices claiming that a decline of letter mad volumes is
mainiy a temporary result of the 6nancial crisis. Postal operators ali around the
world have accepted the ned to adopt new business models If they are to retain
their market relevancy. Most advanced, and man>’ emerging, postal operators could
reinvent themse)ves jo the v,rwal world with new business models by building
Un key success faetors and unique core competences such as proximity, brand
awarenets, capability to manage mass volumes and complexity. Last, but definitely
not least, usually they have avery high perceived level of trust, at east theoretically.
Practically, many (ali due to a number of reasons.
•

Lack of decisiveness: the>’ (au tn realise that there is no ‘right timiniz’ to
adapt the business model. The consequence of waiting for the right moment
is being too late.

•

Lack of competencies: they are unable to replace logistics expertise by
information technology expertise.

•

Lack of patience in execution: tlscy expett the new business to be profitable
within a very short term.

Availability and Penetration of Emerging Technologies
Soon, new wthnologies will completely dominate the way Wc communitate,
They will change the way information is stored and accessed, if not sent from A
to B. ‘fliere are two important technoiogical trends that cannot and will not be
ignored by customers, postal operators, legislators and regulators. Ihese trends
have enormous impact on future cuscomer needs and hehaviour and the resuking
service offerings:

Lack of suffitient funding: the>’ tut budgets down to a tritical level or below,
•

Lack of appropriate organisational evolution and cultural capabilities:
they hesitate to empower new business while maintaining the power of
tonservahve eminences. Furthermore they are often unable simultaneoutly
to dowosize workforces in classical mass business while recruiting people
‘sith necessary skilis in the still unprofitable new businesses.

1. Penetration of Broadband Networks
More and more frequently, we wonder how the speedy penetration of broadband, in
both urban and rural areas, will accelerate postal operators’ change of services.

Consequently, incumbents must answer a basic questiun: How can traditional
perceptions of trust be leveraged to maintain relevancy in a reshufiled postal
market?

2. Mability and Convergence

Undouhtedls the increase ot revenue from new business models in the virtual
postal ssorld will flot compensate for the loss of revenue that postal operators face
in thesr ageing core businesses, Sut the bottom line need flot sutfer necessarily from
the transfer of transactions and postal business into the World \Vide Web. The
result of growing virtual volumes is better margins. Even more than with physical
posts, postal operators are entering a fixed-cost business with associated scalc
etfects. Success is alI about overcoming two simple hurdles’

i-Phone and i-Pad are more than a fashion. ‘fl’iey are pointing to a future with
convenient and easy wireless access to worldwide internet services, anywhere and
anytime. Unmistakably, they indicate how and where individuals will manage
incoming information, in their private as well as in their professional life, or will
accest services via a login to a platform. Hosvever. users often forget how casily
their virtual data or their digital identity can be stolen, If they are not sufficiently
protetted.
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services which meet the functional needs and the lift style of customers much
better than anything else- The services must be fun to use, easy to access,
predictable and secure.
Second: Reduced total cost of consumption: These services must be attractive to

Security in a Digital Setting

businesses, govcrnments and other institutions wlsich seek continuously ways to
communicate more cheaply, rapidly and in a user friendly fashion. Both sender
and receiver of information strive to reduce the total cost of sent and received
information and communication, and follow every promising track which increases
individuals’ perceived value,

Ifa product or application is to be perceived to be digitallysecurt’ and
commercially
success(ul, t must not only address the needs of companies and individuals
to
asoid data theft, espionage and misuse, In addition it must be simple, and it must
be distributed by a reliable trusted part>’. Postal operators are predominantly in
a
very gond position to be accepted as a trusted provider and acknow]edged
issuer of
cccli iveb-based security products for unique identificacion, digital
signatures and
secure communit-ation

Reinvention of the USO for the Last Mile: ULMSO
Today, and even more tomorrow, nearly everyone will be able to receive messages
digically on a mobile device ur conveniently at home with a connection to the Wnr!d
Wide Web. More and more therefore, digital delivery services will replace physical
delivery ifl a world of powerful broadband networks. Sooner er later, regulators and
governments will accept digital delivery, at no rost for the receiver, as the fullilment
Df the Universal Last Mile Service Obligation (ULMSO) while expecting the postal
operator to continue to deliver to homes if customers art willing to pay for the

Once postal operators have realised that they are well placed to position themselves
at the core of seturicy products, they have to hud out how to position
themselves
strategically. ln the past, only excepcionally did postal operators exchange and
sublicense tethnologjes and products to other postal operators. The lunger Wc
consider it, the more we sec not only postal operators giving the
opportunity to
anotlier postal operacor to takt over a white labeP, but also ve sec
potencially
relevant benefits in the (ross-country transfer of white label technologies
and
products, in particular with secure e-postal services,

upgraded service.

--

Some innovative posta] operators are starting to push towards the new rules of the
game: The Finnish postal operator Itella is piloting a new service mode! for combined
electronic/physical delivery by scanning addressees’ mail and making the mail digitally

-

SwtssPost has invested over the years in the development of products and snlutions
which are qualified to be white labelled by other postal operaturs. For
a number
nf secure e’postal services, to reduce costs it is both possible
and meaningful to
transfer and re-use solutiuns developed by one poslal operator to anotlier.
luis is

available daily and with a physical feed of the classical mailbox twice a week. Earlier,
Swiss Post had successfully launched the Reverse Hybrid Solution, ‘SwissPostBux’,
providing digital reception of the exterior of dit piece of mail and in addition
of the content (www.swisspostbox.ch). The receiver is managing
if requested
the inbound flow while postal opentors fulfil the customer’s indutted work orders
accordingly. Undoubtedly, the future will be one of reverse hybrid mail solutions.
—

something SwissPost is currently duing.

—

Conclusion
The supply and demand for postal services are heavily affected by
digital
develupments. How to redefine the concept of postal service for the digital world
is a cardinal question. [low du we combine electronic solutions to the
provision of
postal servlces, ss’hsle preservjng the universal service oblication? Ic is time to
adjusc
the different postal regulatory frameworks to the digital change.

These examples show how, at the same time, costs can be reduced significantly and
customers can perceive equal Dr even increased value because they can access their
mail cont’eniently anywhere and anytime.

t
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world of nationsside broadband access, a rapid)y diminishing community ofinternet
philistines, and alternatives available such as top quality multi-channel access to
companies’ customer services. Clearly the future definition of the Universal Service
Obligation for the Last Mile will be ‘technology-neutraI

Firs:: Jncreased perceived value: It is a key success factor to lutroduce virtual

L.
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tt is no coincidence, that the European Commission held its Second High Level
Conference on Postal Services in Valencia, Spain, on 29—30 April 2010 with a debate
00 ‘Delivery Services for a Digital World’. The maintenance of a strongly labour
intensive, frequently revolving, historically grown, service cannot be sustained in a

A white label product or service is a prnduct ur servjse produced
by one company (the
producer) that other companies the marketers) rebrand to mate it appear as if tbey
flade it,

i
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—

—

—

—

—

j5p5redb>statistician\XFdsard5DLmm %ho at thi a6e of92 statid Dont just
postal nperators must mitsgate the Lhallengeby
remodel the prisen get sut of tÇ
investing in digital postal services One obvious and cust-effective way is by sharing
and rebranding epestaI-solutiunS (rens other postal operaters. Postal opertors
might one day remember Deming with another quote: Change is flot necessar)
—

SurvhaI is optional.

CHAPTER 8
The Re-emergence of Hybrid Mail
I

Jacob Johnsen
Jacob Johnsen has worked ifl the posul and telecommunicasions industries for more
shan 25 years, focusing en hybrid mail and electronic ,e,vices,

Developments in digital media and printing technalogy have enabled postal
operatars to find new ways to connecr rheir customers in the messaging and
communicatians markets. .4 variety ofsun’s options come under the generic label
at hybrid mail which incorporates the integration ar convergence ofphysicat
and electronic salutians and leads to new strategic oppartunities being explored
by innovative postal operators, same af which are described here.
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1w concept of hybrid mail has aften been discussed as a strategic

topic

when

recipient. and senders are very aware of the possible saving in using electronic

planning postal activities. However, only recently, andonly in some postal businesses,
has hybrid mad become a central part of postal delivery strategy. Some operators
are offering hybrid mail as an additional service for volume mailers, while others
have either flot acquired hybrid mail yet, or have evaluated the need and deiided
against it. This position, however, may be about to change.

delivery.

Hybrid Mail is Changing

day in the US’ (and 15 billion globally’) have not directly affeited postal volumes.
But the winds of change are picking op.

For several decades, hybrid mail was a service whereby the pust would receive
data from the sender and perform some actions on it (such as validation, sorting,
transportation) before printing and delivering the letter. The general benefit was
that part of the postal handling could be done electronically, and the letter could
be produced (printed and enveloped) close to the recipient, sorted and in a high,
uniform, printed quality.
Hybrid mail has also given additional benefits for senders and postal operators.
The focus of senders has always been an delivery assurance, delivery speed and
cost. In most cases, posts can nifer improvements through hybrid mail en ali
these aspects, as well as offering the clear benefits of oulsourcing print prodoction
(externalization of porihase of materials, warehoosing, stafling, investment and
maintenante). The fact thai letters are produced inside the postal operator can give
an additional competitive edge over private prini shops.
For the post, the additional strategic benelits are the potentrnl fnr a doser
interface and relationship with major senders, the opportonity to stimolate an
increase in mailing volumes, and the option to provide nomerous additional
services, Valoe added services that may be offered by hybrid mail are: address
control (including reject of errors or automatic change of addresses); insertion of
additional messages on the printed pages, or with inserts; track and tracing (as far
as the postal logistic may permit) and more. These services can also be offered
by competing print shops. On top of this, postal hybrid mad services may be able
to handle registered mail aùtomatically, reduce delivery time ur scan return mail
(mail that has not been able to be delivered) and provide senders with information
improving their data,
This basic hybrid-mail offering has both great value and potential for many
posts. However, the arrival and general acceptance by many receivers of
electronic delivery has dramaticalh changed the landscape in thi’ last fe’’
years An increasing number of documents are transmitted electronically to the

Arrival o[the Electronic Delivery
With the emergence of e’mail many predicted the end of physical mail, The same
was said when the fax appeared in the 1970’s. And neither have proven to be true.
Instead, communication has increased dramatically. Even 4 billion 5Mb sent every

The broad adoption of electronic messaging has started a change in the minds
of mail recipients. They are increasingl accepting electronic delivery of much
information that previously was only acceptable on paper: accnunt statements,
tax bills, invoices and even insurance policies. s-loreover, an increasing number of
recipiencs prefer electronic delivery to prinied paper. and are pushing senders to
offer the electronic alternative.
This deveiopment is also being pushed by governments and municipalilies, who are
always under financial pressure. In many developed countries these have embraced
electronic communication inlernally in iheir organisations and in their interface
with their citizens. Developing countries are also increasingly osing hybrid mail as
way to leapfrog development and achieve both improved postal quality (espeiially
regarding their delivery obligations) and offering the comhination of physical and
electronic delivery to itt customers.

The e-Chojce Facing Posts
With the arrival of electronic delivery, most posts are standing at a crossroads.

Either they choose to embrace alternatives to the physical letter, and integrate
various electronic services in their postal portfolio, or they focus an their existing
business with an emphasis on logistics and last mile delivery. Business as usual is
no longer an option, since it seems likely that the physical letter market will slowly
but surely diminish over the coming decade.
Looking at the alternaUves to the physical letter, posts have a strong edge over any
competitor. Even if e.service competitors may have numeroos electronic services,

—

—
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an offer that inciudes a physical letter will need the post. cither to bring a letter to
that
the service or to deliver a letter from the service. The post is the only player
has the ability to mlx physical and electronic sen’ices at us will, and be in charge
of the entire delivery chain.
ectonic. se rnes. the pss can offer

haute 1: WNe,eas elecl,onic operators aj limi:ad top
rnbinvion of phys!cal and &erTroni deLeiy.

Electronic
input

There may still be a question mark over the sustainability of current levels of mail
volumes, but there seems to be little doubt that hybrid mai! volumes will be growing
in coming years. ‘the market share of hybrid mail is simply growing faster than
the erosiun in mail volumes. The pressure on companies to perform is pushing
them to outsource this type of operation. At the same time, the service offerino is
continuously improving quality, sccurity and pricing.

i,

al
Ifl

Physical
input

z
Physical
delivery

Receiver

Electronic

delivery

This means that posts better than anyone can offer a combination of physical
and electronic delivery. For ihh, the posts have some unique advantages:
—

—

Being a hybrid mail provider means active access to ali outgoing letters
from the sender, inciuding candidates for a migration to electronic delivery;

•

Ciose interface to the sender, thereby knowing (and maybe iniluencing)
their delivery strategy;

•

The drivers for outsourcing thai are pushing the use of hybrid maj) are
also true for electronic delivery offerinos however, margins are lower;
—

kit____

However, hyhrid mail is not ali about offering a mix of physical letter pruduction
combined with alternative electronic detivery. Hybrid mad in lis basic form can
simply mean making it easy, ecient and cheap for mailers to produce letters and
have them delivered, and is still a strong and valid offer to sustain mail volumes and
thereby the role of posts in the future.

The Future of Hybrid Mail

‘0

•

Even for senders not ising hybrid mail, posts have the possibility to monitor
level and development in mail volumes per major sender, based on stamp
revenues,

•

Reverse hybrid mahl, where incoming letters are scanned and delavered
electronically, may be propused as an additional service;

•

Offering electronic delivery reqoires trust from both senders and recipients;
posts traditionally have a highly trusted position in almost any country;

The op-to-date hybrid mail service nffering can now offer bespoke colour printing
at low prices (0,02 €/page), printed envelopes (colour or black/white), inserts of any
kind (intluding embossed credit cards, train ar plane tickets, etc.) and numerous
editing and composition services. The traceability gives assurance of entirety and
integrity, and senders are given feedback at each step of the process. Electronic
archives may be provided, with web access to flnd archive copies. Web may also be
used for secure uploading uf documenis, which can be transferred directly from
any desktop PC, or composed on a web page, for instance letters. The list goes on
and an.
If we look at the various posts’ ways of conducting their hybrid mad business,
we see some who have been successful and some who have flot, The majority of
successful posts have embraced hybrid mail kilo the heart of their postal business.
The offer is folly integrated into the posta! portfolio, letters are produced in the
maior sorting centret, and the hybrid mad productitin planning is optimised for
optimum performance, as well as for delivery and other business indicators. Some
have tried to mount hybrid mail as a separate business, and missed out on many
of the advantages. The lesson learned is that hybrid mai! is flot to be taken lightly
when being introduced intu a postal business strategy.
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rhis may very wc!1 be a decisive time for posts global!>: is the post going to define
itself as a messaging provider regardless of the media er is the post watching the
erosion of letter volumes and instead focusing on the increased volumes of parcels
through ecommerce?

CHAPTER 9
Horne Delivery for e-Retailers:
a New Relevance for Postal Services1
Andrew Starkey
Andrew Starkey, a recognited erpert on the UK posial and eretail horne deteery
markets, is the founder and mad consultant for Spiral4So!utions,

This can tribution ernphosises the Importance of horne delivery servkes to the
fastgro wing e-retail sector. Pro viding high quality and innovanve horne delivery
service5 for the e-retailsector hos become o vital ond relevontstrotegic priority for
postol operotors at o time when sorne other traditional services ore in decline.
—

(‘herta and data uontained in this chapter art reproduced with the kind permhsion at IM RG
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In 2009, online retailing intim UK accounted for £19.8 billion of goods and services,
having grown 17% on the previous year (December to December). Even through
deep recession this sector continues to thrive but, with an increasing number of
companies looking to eretail to get their product to market, it has become a very
competitive environment.

The key findings of this survey demonstrate that for e-retailers delivering physical
products, the delivery service offered is an important element of their overall retail
offer.

Winning and retainiog onhne shoppers is a daily challenge and when, during
some recent research. IMRG (Interaetive Media in Retail Group tIm UK’s e-recail
trade association) asked e-retailers about consumer loyalty it was told, ‘there is no
sut!; t/dirg’ and wc only expect 20% of our custonwrs to shop with os two ycars i’;

Amongst seasoned online consumers, 43% agreed that the delivery experience
and the delierv offer from a retailer can infiuence their choice. The main reasons
given were concerns about failed delivery (no one at mmc to accept the goods) and
additional costs, but as the table below demonstrates a number of different etements
go together to make the overall delivery offer.

—

a ron’
So, with shoppers able to compare products and prices across the whole market
from the comfort of their homes and change retailers at the chck of a mouse, how
do e-retailers ereate that hook’ that improves acquisition and reduces customer
churn?

Delivery Experience

Tigr.?

1

Product choice and price used to be enough but now service is the key differentiator
and within that the horne delivery offer is perliaps the most important.
In early 2010 ‘.1kG undertonk two pieces of research, providing results which
demonstrate that the delivery offer provided by an e-retailer has a cnnsiderable
impact on Is bottom line.

Consumers’ Perceptions, Attitudes and Behaviours
The IMRG Consumer Delivery Survey 201t) (published in February 2010), the
tenth in the series, examines the perceptions, attitudes and behaviours of online
shoppers and the importance of delivery service in relation to customer acquisition
and loyalty.
Between 7 November and 17 December 2009 a detailed questionnaire was received
from a sample of 450 households representing active online consumers. These
respondents’ hooseholds included some 1,210 people (an average of 2.72 people per
household) ofwhom 757 (63%) were over l8years old,
The geodemographic breakdown of the survey base was confirmed to be
representative of the online ecommerce populatiun and the average respondent
was approximately 43 years of age with a household income in the region of €42.000
per annum; notably, this year 59% of the respondents were women.

Ifl addition to this, almost 40% of consumers surveyed confirmed that a poor
dehvery experience has stopped them from repeal shopping with a particular
retailer
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This is the equivalent ofa shopper walking into a high street outlet and, not being
convinced of the service they are likely to receive, walking straight out again.

2

i

Is Anyone at Horne?
A key concern for online shoppers is the risk of failure due to 00 one being at horne
to accept and/or sign for the delivery. Looking mLu Lise detail, wo find that 17.5%
of households never have anyone at horne during normal delivery hours and 37.5%
only du on some days. This means that 55% uf homes run the risk ofa failed delivery
because no one is there to accept or sign for the goods (unattended delivery).
this, ‘l-lorne’ delivery remains the firm preference (er 86% of the survey and
‘Work’ is less favoured than in 2008, perhaps for reasons relating to company pelicy
and workplace security.
flespite

4

Delivery Information
It appears that consurners are becorning more aware of the importance of delivery
as part of the overall retail offer with 45% of those surveyed seeking headline
delivery information before they even start to shop.
A further 33% check their delivery options os they add goods to their shopping
cart, making a total of 78% who ant to know about delivery BEFORE they get to
checkout.

At
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Conciusions of the Survey
The survey leads us to the overall findings that 75% of consumers have experienced
complete or ‘first time’ delivery failure and that, in the consumer’s mmd. 17 evt
of every 100 orders are not delivered in line with their expectations.
The supporting data in the survey shows that, when asked to name the retailer and
the carrier from which thev had received good and bad service, most can remember
the name of the retailer but only some can recall the name of the carrier. This
demonstrates that, no matter the reasan for 0ood or bad service, lt is the retailer’s
brand that is associated with it.

densonstrated that the delivery offer is relevant to e-retailers because of
the perception of consumers, WC are also able to show the importance of delivery
pt rforma nce
Having

IMRG ‘Valuing Home Delivery Review 2010’ (the third in the series) was
published in April 2010 and boks at the cost—henefit equation of’first time, an time
delivery’ for the three main stakeholder groups: consumers. retailers and carriers
ira the UK.

The

i’
Ii

•

Databases containing more chan 12 million online consumers

•

Over 15 million active online shoppers

•

In excess of 13 million orders

•

Purchases to the value offl billion

•

Over 14 million parcels dispatched.

Resuks from Poor Delivery Service

The Strategic Impact on the Bottom Line

I

Taking a range of scenarios, (MRG booked at the performance and cyst data from
data sets representing 95 retailers and taking into account:

The results shown in the tables below demonstrate the cost impact of ailed first
delivery for retailers and carriers.

time, on time

From an e-rctailers perspeetive, althovgh ali failed delivery scenerios result in some
customer service cost and potential dissatisfaction, the mast damaging is the one
that results in a cancelled order and last customer.
Fc.eéPc.C:;r:.__,.,;_.,.ce.ye...

Overall, the current east of dehvery faibore across alI three stakeholder groups in
the UK is estimated to be between £790 million and £1 billion per annum.
figure
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that each time this happens the average cost to the retailer is

From a carrier’s perspeccive, the greatest cost is the recurn to depot and second
attempt following a failed rsl time delivery.
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Getting the Message Across
There are certain aids that can be used to give the shopper confidence in delivery
and information about deliven.

a

INTERNET
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IMRG itseif runs a trust scheme that signifies to consumers that the retailer
provides a good delivery service. These icons are aften used on comparison websites,
alongside star rating schemes, to provide online shoppers the means to make an
informed choice of retailer when faced with comparable products und prices.
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The Relevance of the Delivery Offer
\Xe can sec from this research that delivery plavs a vital part in the whnle e-retail
supply chain. Wc also know that in the UK an estimated 1.1 billion packets and
parcels were delivered to homes jo 2009, and that providers of postal services
provide the majority of the delivery capacity needed, ‘the reality is that without an
eflicient and effective postal service this whole sector would struggie to exist.
The challenge for the postal services industry is to recognise the important role it
pIa as part of the overall e-retail delivery infrastructure, and to strive to meet the
growing expectations and real needs of the final consumer. it also needs to engage
retailers to convey the delivery massage’, involving these consumers In the process
ofselecting the right services for each order and playing their part jo achieving first
time delivery success.

INTERNET

SAFE
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INTERNET
DELIVERY
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In April 2010 IMRG launihed a Gold Standard, incorporating a ‘plain language
guide to horne delivery’ to help get the message acrnss to consumers,

This Gold Standard is designed to allow e-retailers to benchmark their delivery offer
against consumer’s needs and expectatiuns and against industry good practice. It
also allows indostry suppliers, including postal operators, to flok their solutions to
the Gold Standard to demonstrate how they can support the achievement of this
good practice. lsttp:fiwwwidisgold.org/

Conciusion
The condusion that can be drawn from the wurk referenced is that online shoppers
and the e-relail sector can benefit from the quality and diversity of horne delivery
solutions. inciuding mast importantly, those provided by postal operators.
With comparison websites making it incrcdibly easy for consumers to compare
products and prices. their decisions are often iniluenced by the price they will pay
for delivery and the speed and convenience of that delivery.
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Postal operator5 ned to appreciate the strategic importance ol their offer to the
prosperity ot ali eretailers, and work to develop solutions that will support this
sector and provide a firm foundation for is continued growth from which postal
opertors ihemselves can only henefit.

CHAPTER 10
Relating to Delivery Customers
a Paradigm Shift for the Industry?

—

lngema Persson
Ingemar Persson is the former Secretay General of PostEurep and a former EeecuCse
Vice President et Posten AS Sweden.

With vag experience over mony yeors in the industry, combined with perceptive
insights inro the chonging world Fn whkh WO flow live, the author is moking an
impossioned pleo for the industry to change ifs orientotion towords customers,
from the senders to the recipients. Ho orgues that this is being rellected Ifl mony
other medio ond communicotion sectors, so the postol industry should stort to
reflect this lrs their opprooch to product ond service innovotion. Sut Ft is more
thon thot Fn his words, this will need 0 complete shift in mindset and requires
wider colloboration ocross the industry.
—

I
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For the last decade the maj! industry in Western Europe has suffered from
decreasing mai! volumes. Some claim this is because of the economic downturn,
and some claim that it is because of increased competition and liberalisation.
The latter might be true to some extent bit today I think it is obviuus to most
stakeholders in the mai! industry that, from an industry perspective, the downturn
is about electronic substitution and substitution from other media.
Is this an evolution with a no-return scenario? Wc!!, I think we need to realise that
most of the so-called transactional mail volumes that have been replaced in the
last 10 years will probably not come back. However, for mnst of the other volumes,
such as magazines and direct majl, it is up to the industry to manage. It is op to
the industry to ensure its place among others jo the ‘media-mix’. In other words,
our future in the industry is in oor hands. Sut, this will not happen if the industry
does not manage a huge mind-shift to turn from focusing only on the senders to
considering the views of recipients!

-

A PARADJGM SHIrT FOR THE INDUSTRv?

that if there are no receivers there will be no senders. The receivers have more power
now than they used to have. Even if, to date, receivers typically send and pay only for
some 5—10% of total volumes, they normally represent 50—70% of the recipients.
So, from a communications point of view, how is life for the individual consumer
or recipient now in the new media landscape?
First of alI, they are bombarded by alI kinds of media. Technical opportunities are
fantastic compared even to those of a couple of years ago. The problem is that the
same human brain has to deal with alI these new options. So, simply for survival,
consumers start to opt out of what they do not want. They start making choices. In
the digital world they save some, they delete some. Sut they are still communicating
bt, much more than ever before. And they will certainly take op sume new
options as well!

—

In fact, it is an old truth that ‘ali communication is on the terms of the recipient.
No matter what you say, it is what the other person perceives or understands that
has the importance!
I must admit that, despite having spent more than 40 years in the industry, it has
taken mc too long to realise that this has great importance for one of the biggest
groups of actors in the communications industry the postal operators. Operators
have sent or carried very many messages without necessarily caring in any depth
about how those messages were perceived or received.
—

New technology, which otfers increased transparency, increased consumer power
and increased possibilities of choice, potentially is a real threat to the mail industry.
Sut this threat might also be the key to the industry’s survival. If the industry can
learn from what it is that makes the new alternative means of communication so
interesting, attractive and preferred by the new consumers or receivers, then there
might be a change for the better. But there is not much time to adapt, and to do so
could take hoge changes by the operators. The question is, will the industry make it?

On the ‘Recipients’ Conditions’ ina New Media Landscape
Why should we care so much about the recipients, and especially about private
individuals, in this matter? The given wisdom hs been that private individuals do
nnt pay much, and that what matters are the big businesses, the senders, who pay
for the whole operation. Until now that has been more or less true, but it is also troe

From a technical point ofview, the new media landscape offers the opportunity to
interact with the sender instantly. It is a henefit if a recipient notices that there is
someone at the other end who is prepared to deal with their needs. CRM systems
have often put in place sophisticated technical solutions which have made it possible,
in a systematic way, to analyse a customer’s needs. ‘flaere are solotions for gathering
information so that, for example, the history of the customer’s transactions with
business can be available for the customer service department when it is dealing
with a reqoest, complaint, attempt to purchase or just a question.
So forme it is very powerful if there is someone at the other end’, doing their best
to heip, to sd! or to make solutions more efficient, Companies could make this
connecting with the customer work if they really tried, by both understanding and
integrating al! the relevant data the customer has already given them when or
before calling in, sending a coupon, an email or communicating in any other
way.
—

—

My own experience as a customer tells mc that it is very rare for those companies
to use these new opportunities or to make them work. Perhaps postal operators can
take a lead here and make the changes happen. It is my experience that when postal
operators decide to change then change does luppen!
Other features of the new media landscape are the social media, Facebook, IWitter
and suchlike, which show that people do not want only to be recipients, they
very much want to interact and be senders too. And the content of messages also
changes. Now there is the instantaneoos component. In times past, ynu might have
written a letter about how this sommer was. Now you also tell the rest of the world
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that you managed to have breakfast this morning, that you probably will go to work,
have lunch, that you made it horne for dinner and that you had a fantastic day. I
don’t know where such enlightenina information will take us but cenainly it will
foster a whule lut of new communications.

Until now, the senders’ and operators’ responses have been to replace the former
lost volumes with new volumes of exactly the same kind. Asa result more and more
people react by putting stickers on their doors, and volumes dechne even more, Is
there a way out of this?

The reason why electronic communkation is substituting for a bt of tmditional
mail is nnt only because it is cheaper and faster, but because it also provides new
opportunities for communication,

From experience so far, continuing jo this way means that 5000cr or later, and
perhaps sooner, the iodustry will go out cfbusiness,
is there a solution? Yes, I think there is.

an the Conditions for Senders and the Mail Operators in the
Traditional Mail Indu5try

II is about acceptingfeu’er rolo,ncs

The whole mail industry has been built from the sender’s perspective, with a focus
on the sender and on handling large vnlumes. The huge infrastructure has been built
to deal with ibe sender’s needs. ‘lo put it rather bluntly, the only time the operators
communicate with the recipients, if they ever do so, is to tell them to move their

expressed by the recipieots tizen cach ,nall picce can be “tore ca/ned by
both senders and recipients, and therefore more valuable for operators.

mail box so ii will be more convenient for the postman to deliver, or to tell them
tlsat the time of their delivery will thange (probably to suit the operator).
The postal operatnrs come from a world where there was (and ofteo still is)
monopoiv. It has been a m000puly situation where there were not many other ways
of communicating.
With a large infrastructure, of which a maor part represeots fixed costs, the
chalienize is to Ml the nperational pipeline and the reipients’ mailboxes with more
volumt’s. b this scenario, the greater the volumes that are sold to large mailing
customers the better .A sales representative who comes home with a new contract
ensuring more volume is rewarded with a bigger bonus,
So the paradox is tisat operaturs stil1 try to MI mailboxes with more vobume, ‘more
of the same, no matter what these volumes contain, and no matter what the
recipients request. But at the same time recipients can now access more and more
alternative ways of communicating. In some places. the levels of mai! perceived
to be irrelevant by the custumer are beginning to generate cunsiderahie customer
resistance, sometimes to the point of putting up a sign saying ‘Du not mail’.
So, when it comes to physical mail, what can recipients du to deal with the mail
volumes? How can they express their choices? So far, ali they can du is to put a sticker
on tiseir door saying ‘Leave mc alone. I don’t want this kind of communication’, and
they say ‘no’ to it ali! Some operators respect those stickers, and some do not, As
long as a sender pays for the volumes, why care?

—

but to e,zsure these are the right

s’ohin,es from the recipients’ point of view. IC it is about the right volumes,
based on more sophisticated targeting by the senders and on the needs
—

A few attempts save been made by some operators to try to give recipients the
option to express their preferences, for example about what kind of publicity or
information thev do ‘vant to receive. \X’itli today’s tethnulogy and with today’s
experieoces with other media it should be possible to establish recipient-driveo
CR\l’based systems.
•

It is about starting to listen carefully to recipients

•

It is about combining postal media with other media in elever mixes, mixes
whiLh are ‘elever’ from the sender’s viewpoint as ss ell as from the recipient’s

•

It is about making the CRM systems more personal and more innuvativt’,
ic. making people work hand in’hand with new tethnologs’

•

It is about linding out more about the younger generation’s communication
patterns.

The Challenges Will the Industry Make Tt?
—

‘rise biggest challeoges for the postal industry, in my opinion, du not come from

outside but rather from within the industry itself, Traditionally, it is too sender
focused. It is saddled with huge infrastructures and uverheads, and preoccupied
with so many issues which relate to the old conditions.
With a few promising exceptiuos, there has not been much interest in innovation.
lonovation is the base for survival for ali businesses, and most operators have
great deal to du jo this respect. b itself, that is a big challenge, since it requires
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shift in both corporate culture and behavioor in ordet to foster and implement

t

innovative ideas.

Perhaps the incumbents ifl Western Europe have focussed too much an liberalisation
and the opening up of the postal markets from 2Ott—20t3. has, this is a great shift,
but perhaps it is overshadowing the fart that the fundamental, basic business is
moving somewhere else, while the respective incumbents and potential entrants
are discussing regulatory and competitive issues. Why nat face the crucial issues
together like an industry, and collaborate to ght the real competition from the
other media?

CHAPTER 11
A Channel Perspective an Postal Strategy

So what does it take to rescue the mail industry? This is easy to say bot hard to
do.
from sender to receiver

•

A shift of mindset

•

A shift of resources, with new competencies needed for dealing with
product and service development for the recipient

•

A slnift of speed, when it comes to retponses to fundamental changes for
the industry most of the fundamental changes in turms of new media,
technology etc, have already happened

—

Dr. Tim Walsh
Dr. Tim Walah is Vice President for Corporate and flegularo,y Affairs for Pinney Bowes.
I-le is a Board Menber of Che Federation of European Dirert and Interaceive Marketing
IrEDMAI and President

ar ‘Is posnal aftairs commitine,

—

A focus on innovation
•

A shift from the incumbents’/entran(s perspectives to an industry-wide
perspective.

to fhis onalysis at costamer payment channels for posrol service;, the aut/jer
reviews the chef/enge; and dilemma; postat operators face ifl view et the USO
and other constrainrs. He argues that there ore some real oppartuniries for
post; to deride how ro serve their wstomers and, once rhey understand their
pro lite bility in specilic channels, to develap a structured and srrategic approach
to chonnel management. Thi; would inc/ude an appropriare mix at payment
channels to serie different customersegments.
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Prior to the introduction of the Penny Black on 6 May 1840, postage was paid by
recipients. Ihis cash-on-delivery arrangement provided a streng incentive to deliver
the item to the correct address, hut it also created substantial transaction costs. Sir
Rowland Hill’s critique of the Post Oflic& in his day was that tariffs were based,
not on costs, bot on the Treasury’s desire to maximise revenues, and that morh of
the high and often illogital tariffs were eaten up by the cumbersome bureaucracy
involved in collccting the revenoe.

A Payment Channel Revolution
HilFs rritique of the British Post Office ali those years ago was essentially a critique
of the post’s payment channel strategv. Toda» the insights that onderpinned Hill’s
payment channel revolotion 170 years ago remain highly relevant. ‘They have taken
on a new importance as posts seek to reduce costs, boost customer loyalty and
provide more differentiated products and prices to distinct segments of the market,
based flot only on the needs of the customers bot also their value to the post.
At the time, Hill’s pre-paid, adhesive stamp won out over William Mulready’s
pro paid envelope, on grounds of both customer acceptance and cost. And of
course, Hill’s own Penny Black lasted just ten months, replaced by the Penny Red,
because the Post Olfice was worried that its stamp cancellations Un red) were flot
showing up on the black stamps. Red stamps with black rancellation ink boller
protected Post SIlke revenues. Customer acceptance, channel costs and revenue
protection remain the tests for designing an effective mix for today’s postal
payment channels,

The Universal in USO
National posts face a unique challenge; to serve ali bosinesses and individoals
wherever they are located. no matter ho” much thev spend, at a low value. uniform
price everyone, everything, everywhere. everyday’. Posts cannot choose which
customers, svhich sectors or which geographies to serve .As a result, posts fare
nomber of related go-in-market choices, specifically how to:
—

•

1

2

Maximise market coverage while minimising costs, balancing the cost of
customer contact with segment’appropriate leveis of access and service;

Post Ofre E’vrm lis bnporrance and Practicabihty, 1837, Rowland Hill
Or in the missions nflsrael Post: ‘Anywhere for Evrrc,ne’; Bolgiuns Post: ‘Everydoor Eseryday’;
‘Thailand Post- ‘Service ti. Everyorse dciiwr tcsererywhere
--

.4
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•

Evidence, accoont and hill such a large, diverse and dispersed customer base
in a secure and cost--effective way;

•

Optimise inter-connections with mailers based on the relative importance
of the transactional and the relational (control v. cost v. effectiveness), and
on mutual needs in respert of the physical, data and payment flows between
the post and the customer.

The good news is that while posts must serve ali customers, they can choose how
to serve them, both in terms of payment channels:
•

pre-paid (stamps. meters and internet postage) and deferred (printed
postage impression);

and in terms of sales channels:
•

direct (eg. own sales force), remote (telesales) and third-party (such as highstreet relailers),

The bad news is that, for many posts, channel strategy has developed in an ad-bor
way. Revenue mix by channel often reflects an historic go-to-market plan, where
patterns of service are based on outdated policios, technologies and processes.
There is evidence that sometimes channels are not managed in a joined-up way,
with the result that different parts of a postal organisation encage in costly channel
competition, where revenue shifts betsveen channt’ls, irrespective of profitability
impacts, because internal sales Incentives are poorly ahgned. Certainly, many posts
appear to be flying blind with respect to channel economics, such that channel
strategy is neither actively designed nor managed based on the wider commercial
and fnancial objectives of the post.
Rather, the focus has tended to be on efficiencies s-ithj,, channels (cc. reducing
selling and distribution costs of stamps) rather than en efficiency betit-cc,, channels
(aligning custumers to the most efficient channel). Cost accounting systems tend
ti) focus on direct costs rather than ali relevant channel costs (billing, credit
management and revenue collertion, return costs associated with channels) with
the resolt that posis typicaily do not actively migrate customers from the least to
the most cost-etficient channel.
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•

Reduce complexity for endusers:

A primary way that customers experience postal services is through the tales
and payment channels of the post sec Figure i. An SME perspective of a postal
service is shaped perhaps as much by their queuing at 5.00pm ina busy postal retail
unit at by the quality of the service received in the downstream part of the posiut
operation. A mailer who incurs heavy costs reconciling manifests with invoices,
too. s’ill have a particular view of how easy it is to do business with the operator.

•

Boost customer satisfaction and loyaliy; and

•

Facilitate postal modernisation, particularly in front of the customer.

F ‘gure I. Posul

531e5

sno Peymor,t C nr:e);

jr

To achieve such postal and mailer benefits, channels need to be managed in an
integrated fashion based on an appreciation of the intrinsic strengths of each
channel vis-à-vis particolar customer segments. The challenge is to design a suite of
channek wlsich meets the needs of diverse users (for access, coverage, convenience
etc.) white managing ctsannels for profstability. Effective channel stewardship
involves:
•

Measures to promote efficiency within and between channels;

•

Policies and tcrms which drive the right customer behaviour; and

•

Priess which rewurd such choices based om the costs’avoided for the post.

En sum, a strong channel system is one that is not easy to replicate and whicls can
become a source of competitive advantage.

o

The Economics of Channels
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Channek represent. therefore, a ‘gateway’ between a post’s services and the enduser. On the supply-side, channels support the routinisation of transactions and.
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Customers and Channel Strategy
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jo the sale of a product or service, can significantly reduce the. costs and number
of events between a post and a customer. Channels represent an important asset
for the company En tcrms ot its mart<eting and posttioning strategy, serving to

Understanding customer profitability in specific channels is especially critical,
because the unit costs of providing services are shaped by costomer behaviour, and
transactional and operational suppurt costs, as much as they are produtt-related.
Pipeline costs an business mail are broadly similar but the management processes
around ‘arious trafik streams (revenue protection, credit referencing of accoonis,
cash flosv impacts) can be relatively expensive when compared with the cost of the
phvsical activity itself.
For example, stamp channel costs3 are such that it can be difficult to generate
profits on stamped mail without high tarilfs that are not appropriate for SMEs with
a range of physical, hybrid and electronic alternatives. Royal Mail’s profitability data
shows that the UK universal service provider lost E250m on its stamped products
in 2008—9 (Figure 2).

dilferentiate a post from its cumpetitors. Channel differentiabon is especially
important in mature industries or for what are otherwise commodity products.

On the demand side, channels facilitate in 8 costeffective and focused way scarth
and access to suitable products for sub-sets of custumers. A well-designed channel
strategy can:

3

To culleet each St billion in rcveoue from stamps, the USPS incun costa wlskh are more
chan ISO times greater than the costs incurred to collert the samt rewouc from-. meters. john
Haldai (2000) Proposal to Institute a Discount for Firat- Clast Single Piere Metered Malt,

Evidence bt-fort the Postal Rate Commission, Washington DC. 20268-000t.
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4 (HANNa PERSPELTIVE ON POSTAL STRATEGY

FigLne 2- Royal ?.‘Jil (hannel and Prcduct Group Praf,abilitv

Figute 3 Se’.- enu ePrcrtv_Tiori and Tne Stasnp (hanne!
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Costs associated with revenue protection are a particular driver of payment channel
costs. The UPU report that stamp forgeries:
...designed for postage [rand are rife on dev&oped country markets, New
reprographic technologies and the availability of papers and inks have
facilitated the spread of counterfeiting.5
In 2007, Sweden Post experienced a major stamp forgery operation involving
seizure of 700000 forged stamps, resulting nat only in Inst of revenue but also
additional coste in scamp cancellation and stamp production (prpLective print and
gold feacure across the stamps’ denomination) to fight forgery. Royal .‘.lail, too,
redesigned stamps in 2009 to prevent reuse by adding two tamper-detecting oblong
strips either side of the Queen’s head. The stamps also have a micro iridescent
overprint. ‘Royal Mait’, printed on them, reminiscent of the security features on

The three broad categories of revenoe protection failure across the three main types
of payment channels are set out in Figore 4. Praod, bad debt and reve000 collectfnn

6

5

\X’alsh, T. (2008) Inde P,,,t Rcgotaeon, Co,,e,,ecrcial and Reve,ttie Prnteceien CkaU,eea,
Rugby, mimeo November. Sec amo US General Accounting Office Rcports, one 2006, Sln’nger
Mai! Acceptanre’ Conlre(a Ctuadd Helt’ Pvc vent Revenue Lette,; and November 1999, Change’
Made To bnpror’e Aecepta’sce Conirenle For Biisiiteaa Mad on bolt mail revenue proteçtion.
And DIR15 ol lnnpertnr General. L’SPS Audit Repo:t Businese Mail Entry L’n:s Sampling
and Verification Proceduren Report No. MS’AR-o8.005.
Bolt mai! mvvnue coHeetiun fadure is rarety repor:ed publivly tlno’agh chere have been recent
scandals in lapait (2004) and ((tina (2005, where China Post idrnt,fled t.65ns pieces of fake
pontagt voucisera, Annual Report, 2005).
—

7
Source: Royal Mail Regulalory Accoonts 2008—2009.
UPU Congreen Due 23 Add 5, 17 March 2008.

Fond

si4,

ln bulk mail, too, revenue leakage can be a significant cost to posts, with an
estimated 5% of total revenue failing to be collected because of acceptance and
verificatiun failures)’ Typically, low levels of integration between mailers and
posts an pavment, data and physiral llows make hulk-mad revenue protection
costly and prone to failure. .‘elany posts simply lack consi.stently deploved control
processes and, as such, are exposed to substantial revenue beses, mast of which
go undetecled. Further, the adequacy of verification of hulk mail’s conformance to
preparation standards (an whkh pre-sort discounts are based) is sometimes poor,
with the resulc that revenues are lower and processing costs higher for the post than
need to be the case.’

banknotes (Figure 3).
4

&
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fai!ure intrinsic to the three channe!s are such that a risk-based alignment of
to the correct channel is a key strategy for posts in reducing costs and
in collecting al! the revenue owing to a post.
custumers
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The Changing Face of Channels
flwre are signs, however, that a structurcd approach to channel management is
gaining ground within posts. There is an increasing focus on channel costa, and
an understanding that prohtability per unit of mai! differs between channels.
fliere is recognition that channel costs inciude buth direct costa (eg. stamp
prodution and secure distribution; counter cierk sales costs) and channel-driven
costs (revenue protection credit checking and account set-op). Aa a result, some
poscs have reviewed the terms and conditions associated with specilic channels
inciuding minimum postage spend Le qua!ify for the post-pay PPI channel. Others
are reviewiog the mix of prepay and post-pay channels and the profitability of
customer segments which wou!d justify the availability of credit terms. Severa!
are !enlng charges where mai!ers fail to meet pavment terms, and for services
provided by the post in particu!ar channels (eg. the service element in Post Office
counter franking). And a growing number are reviewing po!icies and prices actively
in migrate customers from the high-cost stamp channe! to the more efficient meter
channe!, Figure 5.

[n a growing number of posts, too, there are signs of a shift in the management
of the meter channe! from a passive approach, restrieted to the mechanies ni’
meter approval, to a partnership appruach where channel projects are designed to
dc!iver the post’s wider commercial objectives. inciuding the efficient management
nf SMEs. Historically, posts typically saw little benefit from doser re!ationships
with, and more insight about, crnptii’e 5Mb, not !east because the posts knew
instinctive!y the high costs associated with more active management of a lage
number of highly dispersed, smal!er mailers.
Toda» there is a growing understanding that SME trafik (and the unsorted
vo!umes from larger mai!ers) is high!> profitab!& and that the emergence ni’ 00w
techno!ogies can Foster crist-etfective, data-driven insights for the post among this
sub-set of costomers. Faced, too, with growing competition for these profitab!e
streams a growing nomber of posts ‘vant greater visibi!ity into their SME customer
base so as to shape product development and pricing. It is in this context that
the meter channe! is increasingly seen not just as a payment platform but also
is

For exaw.pte,

SMEs

and unsorted commerciat mai! from the back offlces and branche’s el
typically paid at full tarifl and through etficient pre p.sid
paymrnt technotogies suchn as meters,
banks, insurance companies etc, is
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sales channel, whith can support the ability of posts to make informed marketing
decisions lrs relation to a critical segment of mailers.
In particular, there are signs of a new maturity among posis in understanding
that channel partners can bring significant value to customers and that the post’s
role is fundamentally about setting the terms and conditions to allow partners to
achieve the posts’ goals for the mailer; for coverage, for market share and for the
scope dilferentially to respond coinpilandy to new competitive offerings. The trick
is to leverage channel partners postal retail, third-party retail, meter technology
companies, stamp producers, mailing lsi,uses in a new go-to-market approach
based on the active stewardship of channel mix for profkable and ioyal custnmers.
—

—

The mindset shift involved is in viewing partners such as mailing houses and meter
technology companies, flot as potential intermediaries, but as channels to the
customer base. An exampie of the shift underway is Royal Mail’s 20t0 partnership
to foster dialogue with the mailing houses, who handle around 90% of ali bulk
maihngs. The aim is to coliaborate more clos€iy in developing products and tackling
issues affetting the industry.
In sum, there is a growing imperative and practice among posts to integrate
previously undermanaged and stand-alone channels within an overall commercial
framework, to meet the different needs of customers in separate market segments
with distinct value propositions and segment-specific prices.

Channel Pricing and Innovation

[i

Channel innovation is best exemplified by a new revolution in payment channel
pricing. Stamp prices have been de-averaged for meter channel users, reflecting the
cost efticiency of the meter channel (compared to stamps) and the dilferent demand
conditions in the unsorted business mail segment. \Vhile many of the posts
s.hich have introduced dscounts for metered mal] operate in Ilberalised postal
markets (Royal Mail, Sweden Post, New Zealand), others are not yet experiencing
competition in their domestic markets (eg. Australia, Finland)
Tariff structures which reflect the per-unit avoided cosis of payment channels
incentivise mailers to access, evidence and pay for postage services in the most
efficient manner. Such prices send the correct signals to the wider industry, thereby
stimulating innovation, R&D and dynamic efficiency. Where relative price signals
are distorted then the incentives Ifl technolog providers and mailers will be
unbalanced, leading to less dynamism in the sector than might otherwise be the
case. Facilitacing innovation and dynamic efficiencv is a key objective of NRAs,
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and pricing regimes need to ensure that there are no distortions to the incentives
to invest in nets solutions for mailers and for posts which technology companies
receive

Conclusjon
The richness of the channel experience for mailers is an important source of
differentiation for posts. There is some evidence that, over the last few years, some
posts are re learning the lessons of Rowiand lilli’s payment channel innovation,
It is ciear why regulators wouid wish to drive channel aiignment through cost
reflective pricing:
•

To reduce universal service providers’ costs;

•

To bring benefits of market opening to small, and not only to large,
businesses; and

•

To send the right price signals to the wider industry to drive innovation and
tecisnological development.

For posts too, cost-refiective channel pricing is the right way forward to reduce
cost-to-serve and to incentivise customers to access, evidence and pay fur postal
services In the most efficieni manner. A channel.centric perspective is therefore
critical for sales and marketing, inciuding:
•

Iniproving efliciency within channels;

•

Reconfiguring prices and policies to optimise customers between channels;
and

•

Engaging more elft’criveiy with third•party tales and paymenc channel
partners,

Posts have an obligation to serve ali customers wllerever they are based. inevitably.
different customer groups in different sectors or geographies, and with different
ievels of expenditure, have different costs-to’serve, An appropriate mix ofpayment
channels can meet the dual objective of reaching ali customers and minimising
cost. It is clear that payment channel strategy is as important an issue today (for
mailers, regulators and for the posts) as it was in the days of the payment channel
revolutionary, Sir Rowiand Hill,

i

i

CHAPTER 12

The Evolution ofCosting and Pricing: from
Regulatory Compliance to Pricing Strategies
Olaf Klargaard
Olaf Klargaard is DJ,ector for Corporate & Regulatory Affairs at Pitney Bowes.

U,is contribution, the author explores how the poste! industry hos existed for
o long time without relioble cost data but b recent yeors rost aflocotion ond
understonding rost drivers have become eritical to strategicp!onning, porticularly
ifl relation to pricing strotegies.
fri
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Tot FuTuRE IS IN THE POST

r•.
When Rowiand Hill’s principle is referred to it is uniformity that is meant
and flot that prices should be related to costs. (...j What he advocated was
not uniformity, but uniformity insofar as it was justified by costs...
R. H. Coase in ‘Rowland Hill and the Penny Post’, 1939

:j

In 1837, Rowland Hill cditcd a pamphlet displaying his plan for a Post office reform’.
The two main points were reduced and uniform postage (the penny post), and
payment by the sender instead of the recipient. This proposal gained great support
and, as it was put by kis brother Mathe” Hill, ‘in two-and-a half vears, the theory
of a private individual became the law of the land’.’

Cost Accounting Systems at the Heart of Postal Reforms
It is interesting to note that Rowland Hill’s plan was flot to introduce uniformity in
pricing, but ‘uniformity insofar as it was justi6ed by costs’ OZ. H. Coase). Kis point
was that differences in prices could only be justified by difierences in costs and
that for the prilitary distribution (ic. inter and intra city mail as opposed to mail
delivered in remoto areas) variation ja distance affected costs to such a small extent
that it would be fairer to charge a uniform price. An Coase pointed out, a century
after the reform was introduced:
the fact that costs also depend on the number of letters carried and the
density of the population (that basis of the distinction between primary and
secondary distribution) is flow largely ignored..!

i

The main concern of this misunderstanding and partial implementation ofRowland
Hill’s proposals is not in itself the abandonment of the secondary distribution
but the false idea that Hill’s major heritage is the low uniform postage principle.
Instead, the real value of the penny post father was his scientific appraisal of real
postal costs, in which he found the only legitimate source for its proposed reform.

i

F
L

lnterestingl» it is through new accounting rules that the most impurtant pustal
reform since Rowiand Hill was accomplished iii Europe, nearly a century and a half
later. Even b€fore marlet opening was planned in the postal settur. in 1997 the first
Postal Direetive stated that:
universal service providers shuuld implement, within a reasonable time
limit, cust accounting systems, which can be independently verified. by

2

In an unsiuned artisle in the Edinb:,rghReiiew, lanuary »Ho; sild by tt H. Coase i1939L
Coase. R. [I. ‘Rossland Hill and the Peanyposl’.Eccnom,ca, Vol. 6. Nat Nov. 1939

which custs can be allocated to services as accurately as possible en the basis
of transparent prucedures.
This new European rule was accompanied by a detailed Activity Based Costing
(ABC) methodology applicable to al! European pustal operators.
In the United States, some accounting rules existed under the 1970 legislation,
where the then Postal Rate Commission, when receiving a request for rate change,
was in charge of controlling that
each class of mail er type of mai! service bear the direct and indirect postal
costs attributable to that class or type plus that portion of ali other costs of
the Postal Service reasunably assignable to such class or type.’
In 2006, a major reform was adopted with the Postal Accountability and
Enhancement Act (PAEA), with no liberalisation plan, but with requirement for
separate accounting and funding for United States Postal Service dans and subclass
products that compete with similar products uffered by commercial entities. Mere
again, new cost-accounting rules consituted one of the key points of the reform.

Postal Modernisation Has Facilitated the Development of
Relevant Cost-accounting Systems
In many countries, postal history has long been characterised by political control
of prices together with the absence of reliable cost-accounting systems. Legitimate
social and political goals explained some misalignment between prices and costs,
for example geugraphical uniform pricing. But many pricing distortions were more
the consequences of igfiorance of the actual costs’,
After more than a decade of postal reform in Europe, an increased regulatury control
of accounts, and a husiness-driven strategy of accounting systems modernisation
on the side of the ponts, a consensus has emerged un the major principles of rcliable
cost-accounting systems. Tho two main issues were the quality of data on posta!
volumes and revenues, used as inputs for accounting systems, and the heart of
the methodolugy cost allocation and identification of cust drivers.
—

—

3
4

Paragraph 3622 3) utthe Postal Reurganizatien Act. t970
Sec Adra. M., A Avob, C. Crum and St. Plankett (2004:: ‘Pricing tnnovatiun fors transititining
Postal Administ:at;nn’, in Csmpctilzve Transformatian of the Posen? and Dcl,;’crysector, M. A.
Crcw and P. R. Kleindorfer (cds). Boston: Kluwer Academic Peblishers
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As an industry characterised by mass transportation of lrnv-value items, the postal
soctor has always experienced difficulties in measuring precisely mai! volumes and
associated revenues. Some posts identify volume indirectly, by dividing revenue
figures by an average price for the service. This methodology uses data recorded
at the time of purchase, for different payment channels (ic. stamps, meter and
PPI channel). This method dilfers from a purely operational measurement, which
counts volume directly, via machine and/ur hand counts, or weighing consignments
of mai! batches. Operational measurement is the more widespread techniquc in
its ‘Best practices for cost-accounting rules’ document, the European Committee
for Postal Regulation (CERP) considered that ‘operational traffic methodology. if
available and reliable, should be used as the basis of measuring volume’.

The Postal Directive relies on an Activity Based Costing (ABC) methodology
to allocate the indirect costs to products. The key is then the definition of the
pertinent cost drivers (ic. any factor which causes a change in the cost of the
activity). b cases where an ABC analysis is not possible (i.e. no appropriate cost
driver is identiflable), the Directive states that non•attributable common costs
should be allocated en the basis of a general allocator’.

On the other band, it has been noted that in most European markets, the coverage
of detailed revenue data is increasing. The use of computerised labelling systems
in post offices (kiosks) means that revenue, volume and format data are being
recurded for mai! that is typically nonmechanised in the postal pipeline. In
addition, the proliferation of new generation meters has increased the ability of
accounting systems to record detailed information’. It is now generally considered
that both approaches aro complementary. and that an additional step, consisting of
reconciling revenue- and operationally-based measures of volumes, is particularly
valuable in revealing areas in which both measures can be improved. In recent
years. most European posts have successfully implemented these methodologies,
improving their knowledge of revenues and associated volumes, and ensuring
morereliable cost-accounting systems.

Figure 1: Mcm (ost Dreers ifl the Postar ProcesÇ

Most European posts have new implemented ABC methodology to build modern
cust-accounting systems, with variations in cost allocations and cost-driver
identification following organisational and cost differences among posts. However,
major cost drivers are flow widely known in the postal sector (see Figure 1).
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In short, once relevant basic data is available, the strategic part of cost-accounting
systems building is cost allocation and the identification and definition of cost
drivers.
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The industrial processes of posts are multiproduct, and characterised by significant
fixed costs. Only a small proportion of costs is directly attributable by product.
Consequently, costs allocation by products or divisions can only be based on
conceptual analysis of cost drivers in each step of the production process. Postal
accounting systems rely on economic models for treatment processes to allocate
direct and non•-direct costs. Thcse models allow costs to be allocated to the products,
thanks to the identification of causal links between processes, costs and products.
Recommendatiuns on Best Practices for (ost Accouneing Rubea Ill, CERP, B May 2009
For more information en ehis point. sea LECG Report for Comreg, available en the Comreg
Website http://wwwcomreg.ia.

soHino

B

Article t1ofDirective97/67/ECofthe European Parliament andofthe council ofis December
1997 on ctnmmon rules for the developmene at the internal martet of Community postal
services and the impruvetnenc ofquality ofservice
Source: Picnny Bowes
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THE EVOLU1’ION OF COSTING AND PRICING

Cost-accounting Systems Supporting Posts’ New Pricing
Strategies
In the context of European and US postal reform, cost-accounting systems have
been considered as a major regulatnry issue. However, posts need to rely on
relevant accounting information more than regulators do. In this challenging
period of downward trends jo mail volume. development of competition and
increased pressure from governments and/or shareholders on profitability, posls
have many reasons to be focused on cost and pricing policies other than regulatory
compliance.
Posts have been developing new sales and marketing strategies, and it is now
widely accepted idea that detailed accounting information is essential in supporting
strategic renewal, notably by identifying the relative profitability of business
segments. products, channels and customers, Consequ€nth, posts’ focus is both
on cost-based pricing with prices more geared to costs than in ihe past and
value-based pricing
with renewed consideration of consumer willingnest to
pa for specific postal services. Through increased market sogmentation and cost
analysis, posts have developed difterentiated pricing in relation to speci6c products
(eg. Direct Maib, provided and paid through speciflc chaonels (stampe, meters and
accounts) to specific customers (consumers, bolk mailers, SMEs)’.
—

If work-sharing rebates were a direct consequence of avoided costs for poste,
new discounts for bulk mailers developed in the t9YOs based on mail volume
nr purchased amoonts. Under a growing pressure from bulk mailers requesting
commercially oriented pricing policies. many posts have granted rebates to their
major customers without avuiding any direct costs. However, in an opinion on La
Poste rebates, the French competition aothority recognised that the rebates granted
to top bulk mailers according to purchased amounts were justified by economies of
scale in the delivery segment’.

—

—

Pricing Policies for Bulk Mailers
Hulk mailers were tlse first customers to benefit from discounte At a time when
threat to switch to competitors was not possible, and consequendy the negotiating
power of mailers was limited, the debate on discounts started with discussions on
cost accounting and avoided costs.
Rebates were first granted on the basis of the work-sharing principle (USPS
introduced work-share discoonts in 1976, La Poste in 1967)”. Pricing of work
sharing products are based upon avoided-cost principles. ‘(hus, work-shared

9

products are priced at the respective end-to-end price of the product minus cost
avoided by posts due to the work undertaken by the work-sharing organisation.
Thanks to increased knowledge of postal cost accounting, most posts have
implemented these pricing schemes, realising that avoided costs could bea source
of increased profitability while etficient mailers coold reduce their postal costs
througls work-sharing.

Sec Kleindorfer. I’. 0. and i Szirmay (2009) ‘PHcing practice in the postal indestry; current
appruaches and challences onder liberaljeation’, Rrsrarch paper, INSEAD & Rotand Berger,

June 2009
10 Analyss of sotne recent innuvative postal pricing strategies can be fl,znd in Kleind’,rfer and
Szirmay, op. eN.
Sec for more details on wurt’sharing at L’Si’S and b Poste the P\5 C rep”rt for the European
Comnissinn, ‘The lnpact on Universal Sersice of the full Martet Accumptishment uf the
Postal lnterr.al Martet in 2009’. pp.133—45

Since most posts now save a detailed knowiedge of costs associated with bolt
mal! foss’s, they can propose competitive prites to thoir customers and remain
proficable, while being cnmpliant in terms of regulation.

Pricing Policies for SMEs and Medium-sized Mailers
Medium-size mailers (SslEs, associations, public local authoritios) formed the
secund custtsmer segment to be identified by posts. though only recently. Posts
had traditionally priced the unsorted mail ftsws of SMEs at similar level to that of
stamps’ lncreased knowledge of cost drivers and, in particular, channel costs has
revealed that the avoided costs compared to stamps of the meter channel which
is the SME’s main payment channel were significant, allowing large rebates to
be granted while keeping the high’profitability profile of these mail fows”. At the
end of the day, these rebates have provided greater protits to pusts, since customers
have switched from less etficient and profitable paymenc channels (stamps) to the
meter channel.
.

—

—

12 Opinion n’O7-A-)7, 20 December 21107. concerning a reqaest from the Frer.cl, Regulator
Aothority (ARCEP on b l’oste’s volume rebates mrchanism
13 Sec WIK Consuh Gmbti (20(B). ‘flusineas cuatoner demand (nr postal .services’, study

for Bundrsnetzagantur, avajIabe (jo German) on www.bundesnetzagentur.de;nedia!
archive i6237.pdf
14 b Europe. Itella {Einland) is granting meter rcbates up to 23 8%. Royal Msi op to 219%.
Ncrway Post tip to 25.5%. Sweden Post tip to 12.7%,TNT tip to9%, etr.
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In a context of declining mai! volume and the deve!opment of competition, posts
have been considering their interests in stimulating mail growth in the under
penetrated SME segment, but also the necessity at securing these profitable mai!
flows and customers in the light at market opening. This explains why one of the
most widespread pricing policies implemented an this ground in recent years has
been the proliferation at rebates granted for unsorted mai! (ranked by meters.

CHAPTER 13

Considering the cost-reOective approach at these discounts, regulators have been
strongly supportive of such changes. The regulatory accounts et mast pests flow
distinguish channel costs, and some are required to communicate payment
channel cost ditferences to regulators (France, lre!andV and ifl some cases to
publish it (Royal Mail)15,

Strategic Focus on Business Customer Needs:
Partnership for Mutual Advantage
A!ce Kijak
Alice Kijak is an independent consultans and former Vice President
ot Global Ooeratsons Services for the Readers Digest

Conciusion
A!thoueh modernisalion at cost-accoonting systems has been initiated by posta!
reforms ifl many countries, these systems today constitute key stralegic 10015 for
defininginnovativecommercia!andpricingpo!icies,andformonitoringprofitabi!ity.
Ihis chapter provides some examples of discounss targeted to bu!k mai!ers and
SMEs which leveraged posta! profitability as ‘vel! as ensuring regu!alory compliance,
thanks to re!iab!e cost-accounting systems. Posts wi!l have to rely even more an
cost-accounting systems as they plan to implement customised and Aexib!e pricing
po!icies in the face of declining mail volumes and growing competition.

ji

15 Sec ARCEP decison n2007-0143 relative aus spicihcarions dec uys:kmcs de ccmptabi!isatiur
iS May 20(17 ur Comregs Accounting Direttirm to An Post, December 2006
16 Sec Annual Rrgiilatory flnancio! Siotenjcnta. avaiiabk on Royal Mai! Group website
—

This conrrjburion focuses on the strategic opporruniry that exisrs for p0510!
operotors to work dosely olongside their !a’gest bu!k-malling cusromers to
ensure thor they integrote their processes os for os possible, understand eoch
other3 needs in some depth, ond work to ensure eoch orheYs success lrs short,
to operare notjustossuppilerond customeç butos business partners. The aurhor
hos a wea!th of experience from the cyst om er perspective ond offers sug gesrions
for posto! operotors to consider ond odopt orodopr, induding good procrice ond
the poten rio! dimensions ofo producrive ond enduring portnership.
—

i
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Large husiness mailers and postal operators have a bt to gain by forming
partnership. It is in both their hest interests to support each other. The postal
operater wants to be the carrier of choice, especially in the light of postal reform
and the expanded use of electronic commerce and banking. The mailer wants to use

STRAE(!C FOCUS ON ?JS.ESS CLSTCM[ ‘IEEDS

BESTPRAGICE

SCORE

WEIGHT

Yes1

WEIEHTED

SCORE

Does the postal operator offer best prattire 41?

I

3

the most reliabbe, consistent, cost-effective and trustful delivery service.

Does the postal operator offer best prattire 42?

0

2

The success of a marketing campaign using mail depends on delivery quality

Does the postal operator offer best practice 43?

i

i

and cost-effective delivery. Cost-effective delivery is important because, if postal

TOTAL

2

3

4

operator rates are too lugh, the mailer is forced to reduce the volume of mail. To

ensure a win—win relationship, a partnership approach is the answer. The business
success of each partner is uniquely intertwined with that of the other. When
mailer expands their use of direct mail, postal operators can generate more revenue.
When a customer responds positively to the first directmail piece. there are usually
additional revenue opportunicies for the postal operator from the multiple pieces of
maib genemted by sending further promotions, bills, pavments and parcels.

Topics that Could be the Focus for the Report Card
Tne following ideas could be considered when compiling a report card with kev
customers, since they are based on proven best practices that the author has seen
and experienced in the global mailing industry:
•

Expansion of the direct-maib channel and generation of additional revenue

Mutual Advantage

•

A partnership approach to work sharing

To foster a good partnership relationship, strategic discussions must be conducted

•

Range and diversification of services

•

Performance and quality of service.

on a rootine basis. These are where the two parties exchange ideas, jointly devebop
mutual goals and plan ways to impbement profitable and efficient new products and
services. Ideas for improvements and innovations can come from either side and
be deveboped together. Tisis enhances the sense of combined ownership and the
chance of implementing successful outcomes.
One effective way to track the progress and health of the partnership is through
formal measurement system. From a mailer’s perspective. a ‘report card’ approach
is not only a cood way to monitor progress but also 5 way to encourage better
service offerings from the postal operator. The report card measures how many
hest prattices are being offered or performed by the postal operatur. Some best
practices are more important to the mailer than others, 50 a weiglsting factor can
be incorporated. The report card can be a simple table with a column for the best
practice, a column for a score and two optional columns for a weight and a weighted
score, such as the example shown bebow:

Other best practices may be considered as organisations determine what is best for
their circumstances, but these four will be the focus here.

Expansion of the Direct Mail Channel and Generation of
Additional Revenue
The postal operacor can offer a prodocc range tailored to direcc mailers, such

as advertising mail, which includes printed matter, flyets. circulan, advertising,
newsletters, bulletins, catalogues and small packages under a speufic weight, This
incentivises the mass mailcrs to expand their use of postal services and so benefic from
reduced costs and more flexibility. The postal operator can benefit from the additional
or subsequent revenue generated in other classes of mail (eg., first, parcels).
The postal operator can offer reduced postage rates, or no additional postage rates,
for attached mail, ic. where a promotion, bill, renewal or product sample is attached
to a magazine er parcel. The postal operator handles only one piece of mail instead
of two. The mailer pays the normal postage for the magazine er product but the
attached promotionaf piece is charged at a minimaL addition rate, er at no additional
cost, in retognicion of the potential for revenue growth in other classes of mail.
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Equally, the postal operator can offer a special discount based on a maile?s guaranteed
annual spend across ali mai! ciasses. With a guaranteed spend and discount, both the
postal operator and mailer can benefit when planning their budgets.
The postal operator can also consider offering a special discount based en a mailers
ioyahy, since they need to rely on tepeat business and customer loyaky. Th’s can
be accomplished by offering a discount based en a malier’s exclusive use of the
postal operator for the entire order cycle (Le. promotion, response and shipment of
the product) and for ali customer correspondence. Since the mailer has a choice ol
media channels it could be rewarded with a discount if ali components of the order
cycle are accomplished via the mai). Otherwise the mailer could use a Direct TV
channel for the promotion, a call centre for the response, and electronic commerce
for the payment. Incentives are impertant for loyalty!
Another useful idea that many posts have used is the idea of an investment er
prospcct maihng. As an exampie, the postai operator can cover the postage for the
initial magazine promotion and maybe the first magazine. The revenue generated
from the postage for the remaining ii issues and the additional promotions for
books and horne entertainment prodocts should cover the initial investment plus
anuther 30%, for example.
Another good opportunity for useful collaborauon with large mailers, particularly
ifthey have (lexibility with the timing of their mailings, cou(d beta post them when
the postal nperator knows they will have lower levels of trafik than normal and
extra capacity in their system. Ali businesses have workload peaks and troughs. To
encourage more volume doring low-volume periods, postal operators could offer
reduced seasonal rates as an effective way to generate more revenue. This would
encourage mailers to add new campaigns at different times ar to promote more
names in an existing mailing.
The mast obvious discount has always been the one given for volorne, which makes
good business sense, but the operator needs to ensure it is still profitable, and both
parties need to be sure they art not building more customer resistance by delivering
unwanted items .Address lists most be up LO date and the mailings well targeted. If
so, this kind of incentive is good for both the operator and the mailer. \Xhen it is
applied as an annual volume discount, ii is a combination of a loyaity and volume
incentive, whic-h guarantees future revenoe.
Postal operators can also offer address hygiene services that dean address lists
and ensure the accuracy of the name and address information an a mailing list.

STRATEGIC FOCUS ON BUSINESS CUSTOMER NEEOS

The greater the hygiene, the greater the deliverability of the mail produced. Postal
operators can validace the address on a mailer’s list as weli as provide change-of
address notifications either manually or electronically Address hygiene services
can generate revenue and minimise the postal operator’s costs by reducing the
number of undelivered promotions and products. There are cost savings for beth
the postal operator and mailer. Ideall» the lee should be minimal, the regularity
of changes frequent, and the mode of notificauon electronic. To protect privacy,
special controis can be utilised or licensed service bureaus can provide the interface
for an addressvalidation service.

A Partnership Approach to Work Sharing
If mailers print a harcode which encodes the destination delivery point en the outer
envelope. magazine er parcel this can be useful to the postal operator. The bar code
can easily be scanned by automated mail-processing equiprnent, thus reducing
costly manual sorting efforts. En effect, it assists cost containment and improves
efficiency and, ultimately, the bottom line for the postal operator Huwever, it can
also ensure greator accuracy and quality of sorting and delivery which is what the
mailer wants. The mailer will incur the costs of programming and printing of the
bar code on the mail piece, as well as of maintaining address accuracy on its (le.
So there art benefits en both sides by sharing the work in this way. By integrating
the processes the overall cost is lower and that benefit can be shared, The concept
is applicabie for reply mail as weli as magazinus, parcels and letters.
The same principle applies to mail preparation, where the mailer can present tise
work to the poslal operator in trays or in other formats which are easy to process,
instead of entering it as loose mail. This eliminates expensive manual handling
work for the postal operator. It could include presenting mafl in order of postcode,
carrier route, delivery point er walk sequence, depending on the volume. This can
be done with assistance from the postal operator when enveloping and printing
from a mailing list.
Downstream access for the (ina! mile’ delivery, er drepship’ delivery. has become
more famihar since it has been used more widely as part of market liberalisation,
The mailer sorts and processes the rnaii before dolivering it directly to the poscat
operator. who tisen uses its postmen to deliver the mail to the household. The mailer
incurs the cost of the transportation from the point of production to a postal facility
doser to the mail recipient. The doser to the recipient, the better the discount
received. Delivery appointments are made with postal operators for worklead
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planning, which also assists the mailer with better control over timed mailings. The
postal operator also eliminates upstream processing and transportation costs,
Notification of up-coming mailings may seem insignificant on hrst glance but on
furiher analysis this proves to be very help[ul for both the postal operator and the
mailer, It enables betler workload management at the post office and optimises
timed delivery caiculations for the mailer. the mailer, jo addition, can better
predict the intake tyde of responses. The notification could inciode an image of
the outer envelope.
How is ali this agreed between mailer and postal oporator? Best practice formalises
the partnership relationship jo a negotiated and agreed contract. Both partners
benefit from a contract, It guarantees revenue for the postal operator and budget
control ror the mailer. Negotiated contradts are preferable to agreements. Contracts
are negotiable, confidential, price-protetted and binding with a fixed term. In
contrast, acreements art generally considered annual price grids available to any
company ss’ho qoalihcs and signs.

Range and Diversification of Services
The postal operator can offer hybrid mai! services which immediately expand the
range of electronic and physical solutions at both posting and delivery, together
with the potential advantages of tracking, information and document management.
With hybrid mai!, content can be sent as an electronic document to a postal
operatnr’s printing location near the (ina! destination, thus reducing mailer costs
and improving day-certain delivery.
Another additiona! service that could enhance the partnership wou!d be for
the pustal operator to offer wider marketing services, especially to small- and
medium-size enterprises. Such marketing services coold inciude list generation.
list selection, mai! targeting, direct mai! design and printing. Postal operators can
become a one-stop shop ror mailers.
Oder value-added services which operators often provide include forwarding
of mai!, magazines and parcels from an old address to a new address. The cost
to forward the item can be built into the rate strocture, or a nomina! fee can
be charged. The service is usua!ly avai!ab!e for a specific time period (eg. three
months, one year. etc.). ibis service ensures that items, for which postage is paid,
are delivered, Further consideration can be given to the timeliness of forwarding
and Lise !ength of time that fons’arding is pro’ided. Tnere can now be increasing!y
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sophisticated digital elements which update the address list at al! points in the
logistica pipeline, but this needs particular attention to keep jr accurate and updated
since it abu has the potentiat for significant ertors and causing a dispsoportionate
amount of customer complaints.
How the postal operator deals with non-delivery is becoming increasingly important
for receiving customers and hente also fur mailers. Does the posta! operator
provide a notification to the sending customer, along with the reason for non
delivery, if mad, magazine or parcel is undeliverable? This service enables the mailer
to correct er mark their file as appropriate. Avoidance of non-delivery situations
is a cost saving to both the postal operator and the mailer. Further consideration
should be given to the list of actionable nnn-de!ivery reasons (eg. refused. deceased,
addressee moved with no forwarding address), nominal [cc for service, timeliness of
notifications. electronic notiflcation, and mulriple handling options for parcels (eg.
destroy product, return product etc.).
In addition, the postal operator can offer multiple return handling options
for parcels that are refused by the customer or nul delivered. Sometirnes the
mailer wants the product returned to the return addres of the warehouse so
it can be refurbished. On other occasions the mailer dnes not want to incor
the cost of returning the product to its warehouse, since the cost of return and
refurbishment is more than the original cost to print. ln order to tell the postal
operator which option to use, the mailer must print on the front of the parcel in
special place a message or endorsement (ic. authorised words or abbreviations)
indicating the desired return-handling instruttions. One example ol a return
handling option is called returned service’ where the parcel is returned to the
warehouse with reason for non-deiiverabilitv. Another example is called ‘change
service’ where the parcel is not returned to the mailer and the postal operator
destroys the parcel but provides a separate notice to the mailer detailing the
reasun for non-deliverability. These options avoid cross in the mail situatiuns,

redoce overall costs, improve inventory management and are excelient customer
service initiatives.
Postal operators can also offer payment-collection services. One exampie is cash
on delivery (COD) where the postman collects the payment when the product is
delivered. Hosvever, there are security and other considerations to consider when
postmen are on the street with cash. The customer is mure likely to keep their
product if it is delivered to their home. Another example is nver-the-counter
payment coflecrion at the post office or a retaii out!et.

r
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Tisese days mest postal operators will offer track-and-trace services. Retailers
arten desire this option, especially for time-sensitive parcels, but it is nat aiways
necessary for ali parcels. Examples of services inciude:
•

Delivery confirmatinn: mailer receives informalion about the date and time
mail pjece was delivered nr attempted to be delivered; this confirmation
can be electronic nr manual

•

Signature confirmanon: mailer receives information about the date and
time a mail piece was delivered or attempted to be delivered; the postal
operator keeps the delivery record, inciuding the recipienCs signature

•

Registered mail: a system of receipts monitors the movement of the mail
from the point of acceptance to dehverv: the sender receives a mailing
receipt and the poscal operator keeps a record of the delivery

•

CHAPTER 14

How to Create Value
by Managing Innovation in Changing Times
Drk Palder
DIrk P&der eVice President, Globat Posta! teader,h!p Team. far Capgernini
Deutschland Crnbh.

Return receipt: a return receipt is mailed to the mailer after delivery to the
destination,

Performance and Quality of Service
What ure the kry quality parameters for the mailer? Is it speed of service, day

certain delivery, consistent performance or assurance of delivery in some other way?
The postal operator needs proactively to monitur and report on their perfnrmance
and, mast importantly, comply with their pnbiished delivery standard in ali ciasses
of mail, while keeping the custumer informed, This information is vital to any
mailer which requires reliability and cnnsistency in delivery performance. ihis is
especially important for time-sensitive mailings.

This chapter orgues thor monoging innovotion is more criticol (hon eve, jo the
postalindustry. This innovotion can toke place an fourlevels:process innovotion,
service innovotion, product innovation and business model innavotion. The
authar argues that business model innavotion is pro bably the least explared type
ofinnovation wfthin the postal industry yet may hold o tot ofpromise,

Conciusion
For a strategic partnership between mailer and postal operator to be effective it needs

to be strong, maintained at ali levels, and built on trust and good cummunication
by both sides. This inciudes setting up good day-to-day monitoring, reporting and
access/cnntact arrangements between the mailer and the pnstai operator.
Examination of the idea of repnrt cards shows that mast of the elements relate
to partnership working in the context uf regular large mailings and how that
relationship and the service partnership can be enhanced and develuped.
However, it is also vitally important to hold regular strategic discussions around
future plans and deveiopments, which provide the opportunity to consider how both
parties can bette, heip each other to meet their strategic goais and objectives.
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Today’s market offers exciting uppurtunities if postal operators are willing to tackle
the management of innovatiun. There are four key drivers for this:
The economic crisis
The availability of digital tools and applications
Changes in the direct’mail business
The growth ufe-business.
ln 2010, the economic dnwnturn continues to drive mail volumes lower than in
recent vears, shrinking them by op to 2% in some markets. ibis may not seem
much when compared to detlines in other sectors, but a volume reduction of 3 to
5% can erode Earnings Before Interest and Taxes (ESIT) by between 30 and 60%.
This figure is 3 to 5 times higher than that in other dynamic industries, such as
logistics. And while adaptability and Ilexibility are essential in any business and
any market. postal operators have proved that un the whole they lack adaptability.
Furthermore, they must learn to adapt to a much more volatile market in the future,
perhaps by enbancing their service portfulios to increase their FBU]’ even if the
market shrinks by as much as, say, 1596.
The good news is that today the postal market can boast of several groundbreaking
innovations. However, only a few operators have been bold enough to establish
strong guvernance model around their innuvations, The challenge for operators is
to gross’ revenues and volumes without entering a price svar on services. Innovation
management is the solutiun.
Befure t give some examples of innovation management, let mc explain why
the fundamental transattion of sending and receiving post must be revamped,
and why the quality of products as perceived by the receivers must be enhanced
signWkantl In the present model, which has existed fur over a hundred vears,
the sender decides what to send, how much to send, when to send it, and
how often to send it. The receiver has had no say in the transaction. Today,
different mudel is required. in part because receivers are much more powerful
than they are perceived to be. Receivers are learning, and gaining inspiration
and empowerment from the Coogles of Ihis world, Online, people can find the
information they want whenever they need it. Sut why should they only be able
to access what they svant online?

hOV! TO CEAE VJE E MA\AC’N3 INQVA1’.C\ INC CANC:N3 TI’.IES

The reason is that direct marketing focuses on different success rates. A campaign
with a 3% response rate is called a success, and sometimes even 1% is acceptab!e.
Sut how dues the receiver fed if 97 to 99% of the time they get information at the
wrong time, or, worse stil!, about the wrong issue completely?
This raises several questions about the service itself. Is it a quality product? Would
you use a bus which only takes you to your intended destination 3% of the time,
even if it were free? If the percentage of the low’quality stream (of unwanted,
wrnng or untimely information) increases because parallel ‘transactional’ (wanted)
volumes are declining, then the relative perception of the quality of the service
decreases even (aster. This erusion, which is one consequence et the digital age. is
more wnrrying than the impact of the economic crisis. And it prevides a chance to
use the crisis as a reason to start managing innovation flow..

What is Innovation?
Of course, innevation can mean one thing to one person, and something quite
different to another. The twenticth.century economist Joseph Schumpetersuggested
that the term innovation refers to a new way of doing something. It may refer to
incremental and emergent er radical and revolutionary changes in thinking,
products, processes, or organisations. Professor Jan Fagerherg of the University of
Oslo suggests that invention is the first occurrence of an idea for a new product or
process, sehile innovation is the first attempt to carry it out into practice.
In slsort, innovation means getting new things done. So what have we seen of
innovatiun in the postal market? At the highest leve!, we have seen three svaves:
1. Standardisation: letter furmats, weights and addre5.ses
2. Industrialisation: sorting line haul and last-mile sequencing
3. Cusiomisatiun: multichannel access, franking, etc.
Sut what structure lies belsind tisese waves? On what have tlse postal uperaturs
concentrated to date? The malority of researchers into innovation separate it into
three areas:
1. Process: internal process optimisation to reduce costs and time
2. Service: accessibility nr usability for greater client satisfaction
3. Products: growing new revenues by providing new solutions for existing
tlients, or extending existing products into new markets.

2
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The mator postal operators ure Very good at the flrst area. process optimisation, but
the> have a tot of work to do to improve iheir services and products. isvo gems of
successful services and products can be found in India and Germany.

Gold Coins from Post lndia3
One Indian tradition is to buy gold for friends or family asa birthday or wedding
gift. People on low incomes often only boy small arnounts of gold in )ewellery
shops, but these are sometimes located in unsafe areas where customers can fed
vulnerable to thieves. Post India came up with an innovative solution by designing
an affordable product which is both easy to buy and guaranteed to be safe. The gold
coins are sold and secured in small packages from 0.5 LoS grams, while the quality
is ensured by the Reliance Group of lndia and a trusted Swiss producer. Prices are
set fairly by every outlet showing the price of the gold online. This otfering has
clear advantage over the traditional method of customers negotiating prices in the
shops. Asa result of the design to customer neod’ model, outiets have grown sales
and revenues, and lndia Post now has a much better image in the mass market
space.

Service Innovation: 5Handyporto’ from Deut5che Post4
ln German Deutsche Post has launched a high tech meets high touch’ product
called Handyporto. This won the Innovation Award at the World Mail Conferene
in 2009, 170 years after the first prepaid solution for mail was launched in the
form of the One Penny Black stamp. Handyporto works by a customer sending
an SMS message to a central numher, from which they receive an SMS back with
l2-digit secured ID-Code (high tech). The custumer then writes this number as
the pre-paid ‘stamp’ in the top right corner of the poscard or letter (high touch).
Handyporto, which has proved a hit with young people, gives a high-icch touch 10
an old prodoct and really helps customers who do not know where to buy stamps.
With an app on the Apple iPhone, people can also cither buy this product or locate
their nearest outlet to purchase stamps. Deutsche Post has created a good example
of the convergence of the physical and digital worlds.

3 Information availalde on http:/iwwwindiapost.gnvin?NetsrapeiGoldCoinhtml
4 Information available on http’iiwww.deutschepost.de
http:iww.dcutschepost de:mlmnf!dpagiinsages/flashapps/handyporto_biiVindexhtm
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Business Model Innovation
Innovation involves stepping up to a much more holistic approach and dimension.
New thinking from Professor Christopls Zott of the IESE Susiness school in
Barcelona and Professor Raphael Amit from the Wharton school expands the range
from process, service and product innovation to one additional area: the business
model5. Instead of isolated optimisatiun and concentration in only one area, they
recommend focussing on the model itself to understand. in detail, where and why
customers are read>’ to pay, and to ensure a sustainable business.
There are five advantages to this model:
1, Less R&D investment is needed, leaving more money for commercialisation
2. Less investmcnt is required in properties, plants and equipment
light’
3. More smart technology is used
4. Smarter production is involved
differently

—

—

—

is is ‘asset

use it right
use available technology bot assemble it

5. More partnering is involved to increase security. reliability and extend the
reach of markets and costomer groups.
—

With this model, the shift is from prodoct invention and innovation thinking into
usage, user and bosiness-model thinking. It soonds easy, bot is much more ditficolt
to realise than it seems.

How a Great Idea Leads to a New Business Model
‘GetFriday.com’ and ‘Prosper’

—

The web-based business ‘GetFriday.com’ is an example ofa new bosiness model which
is based on the idea of a VPA a virtual private assistant. flere, you can hire your
assistant by task: you need a (light booked? You need to plan roond trips with hotel
resenatiuns and yoo have no time to find the hest value dccision and have no assistant
OU (an use? You (an outsource the task via a platform (like Getfriday) and somebody
in Poland, Ukraine or lndia will receive the order from thetn. He/she will keep you
updated, will inform you and will keep updated your preference profile, to that the
next time yoo decide, they will know your favourite place, hotel or restaurant,
—

Sec for exampLe lort, Æ & R Amit, Busineas Model Design and the Performance of
Entrepreneuriat Firma’, Organizat:on Stience, t82: tSI—99, March ‘April2007
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Which klods of services are offered by this method? They include calendar
management. cold calling of clients, purchase or internet research plus a long
list of special tasks, executed for you by specialists. And ;ou pay per hour used.
which is often faster and cheaper than keeping your general assiscant at horne.
The business model is simple: use labour arbitrage. a cask-based service model,
modern Ft technology as a platfurm to cunncct the service provider with the
person who requires the service, and nianage specialist performers 00 behalf of
your customer.
Anocher example to explain jo more detail the concept of innuvative business
models is that of P2P (Peer2Peer) lending companies. ‘Ihese have a new web 2.0
approach, bypassing the traditional banking business, especially attractive since the
financjal crisis. One example is Prosper (www.prosper.com). a company founded jo
2006. The busine.s idea was to eliminate banks by allowing lenders and borrowers
to give each other money directly, to increase the interest rate for the people
borrowing the muney and lower the rate for people who lend. As an idea thjs is very
similar to that of micro-credits, but the model uses web 2.0 LouIs and connectivity
and not ilse traditional ecusystern.
Overall, these examples are about connecting people. b many ways, this is the
overall ‘strapline’ 00 which the historical postal service provjder’s business model
was built. In the new digital century, very new and very young companles are
catching up with a business model which is jo some ways near to the pustal one.
The dilference lies in the content. So far, pusts have focused 00 physical distribution
for connecting or communicatiun and for linancial transactions. Connecting
people could abu mean document delivery, warehouse management for llycrs and
to forth.

A Conciusion
Summarising the headlines of thjs article:

•

lt is important not to overemphasise the economic crisis or the digital
substitution effects

•

For postal service operators. innovation is nothing new

•

Innovation management should focus on portfulio areas, creation and
launch processes and sustainability

•

The range of innovations should be expanded to include business model
innovation

3 C2,TE VAL’ZE BY ,‘AN<!t.3 nNCVAT,Dk I’. CHA%3.N3 T!%IES

•

The convergence uf new and traditional physical solutions will enable for
the flrst time the re-launch til the letter’.

In future the focus will be more on the output or resuits of solutions, and clients will
expect commercial commitments from the operators. Without this, the operators
will remain on the community, low-margin end of service pusitinning (‘the last mile
transportation company’), jnstead of using the spirit of the changing world and the
crisis to start to establish the vision of connecting people as a business position.
Moving forward, it will not be enuugh to have creativity and products. The key
will be how postal uperators organise their processes from concept to linal service,
their capability to innovate and thejr capacity to analyse which parts of the value
chain they can deliver and which parts they will outsource. In the end, Wc will
lind new postal operators which are still serving the core market with renovated
letter products, but also providing integrated digital solutions based 00 web 2.0

techoologies and the experience of the receiver, the bal customer.
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CHAPTER 15
Innovation Made Easy: Ten Pillars ofSuccessful
IT-Enabled Transformation Projects
M;chas.e -oh ve.n

5nJ

Hans G andgraf

Michaela Hohlw&n is rencnsbIe Fc, e’c seRi,e ana enablernent. and Hans
Lsndgral Is a sclution manager renponulbie for pesnal services, ifl the Public Sector
industry businese unit cl SAP.

The trans format/an and modern/sm/an at paslal organ/sal/ons is usually
accompanied by major investmenrs in information rechnology. In this chapter;
the authars share the!, extensive experience at planning and implementing
innavative IT-related prajects. From their ten pt/lars at success, it is evident that
the right chaice at partner; ca’etut/jr planned praject management, and change
and stakehalder management largely determine the successful autcame at such
prajects.
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In these challenging times it is even more important for businesses to stay profitable
and gro’ at a sustainable ievel. Different initiativet can be taken to increase revenue
nr reduce costs. However, in over faster changing markets, simply doing things at
they were done in the past most likely will not prove to be successful. To return their
businesses to the growth path, postat organisations ned to innovate. Innovation
an be contempiated in many difterent areas (for example. new markets, customer
centricity, peop[e, nr organisational processes). [oformation technology UT) can be
i key enabler for these organisations and their transformalion journey.

to changes in the netvork, thus avoiding under- and over-utilisation uf resources.
Indeed, i recent study commissioned by SAP found that the most impurlant
barriers to innovations had to do with too slow decision-making, too much
boreaucracy, and having a corporate culture that does flot encourage creativity.

Ten Pillars at Success
It is widely accepted that innovation is a key factor if postal organisations are
to
remain successful and competitive in their traditional markets and in new markets.
Information technology is a key enabler for successfui transformation projects
and is able to drie innovation through the organisation. overcoming the barriers

Drivers for Innovation
Business Strategy

described above. ibus the kev question becomes, ‘What are key success factors for
successful IT transformation projects?’ Wc have identified what we believe are the
ten piilars of successfui IT-enabled transformation projects.

Postal organisations have been responding differently to market challenges. Actions
taken to date range from the development of partnering and acquisition strategies
to product and service diversification Some organisatiuns have invested in financial
activities to compete in the marketplate. with other institution’ providing (oil
end-to-end mail services to their customers. Many postai organisations have aiso
deployod retaii strategies to optimise the revenues of their post office network
through product and service diversification.

Custo me r-cent ricity
In the era of 24/7 availability of information via the internet and mobile devices,
customers’ expectations and requirements have changed significantly. loday,
custoniers expect reliable on-time services. They also prefer proHled services which
take into account their differentiated needs, Customers demand fast, flexible and
inventive delivery solutions. Improved bosiness performance depends significantly
itt relationships with
customers, as wel) as on iLs abihty to incorpurale partners into itt network -A key
component of success is also the muiti-divisionai view of the customer. However,
in practice customer and employee data typicaily is divided between several iegacy
systems with dilferent types and quality of data.

on how weli a postal company develops, sustains. and grows

People and Process Organisation
lue market-driven furces are complemented by organisational challenges. Today,

postal planning capabiiities are often based on historic data, and are planned in
sorting centre ‘silos’. Lnternationa[ transfers of unit may be delayed, and service
levet agreements flot met, because of a lack of visibility in incoming mail volumes,
c’ausing high pena[ty fees. To gain operational etficiency. postal organisations need

to improve their planning capabilities with the ability to sense and respond quickly

i’EN PiLLARS GF SUCCESSFUL IT’ENABLFD TRANSFORMATION PROJECi’S

u. learn From Others and Look Beyond the Baundaries
Tvpically, postal organisations needed to follow strict procurement rules. lt is
therefore crucial that the ‘Reqoest for Proposal’ and even a Request for Information’
ask the right questions and define appropriately the required IL system. Talking to
peer organisations to learn from their experiences is recommended, even at a very

early stage in a project. In doing this one does flot necessarily have to stay within
the postal industry. Look over the fence! One of our customers was planning a
change in itt billing and invoicing process and looked at companies with similar
challenges. for example very large numbers of customers, standardised products,
and large numbers of small amounts needing to be invoiced. The customer then
looked at telephone and utility coinpanies and investigated how to achieve high
standardised and automated processing of mass events, inciuding dirert accessing
from the data source to invoicing and account bakncing. Well-prepared reference
calls and visits can help to scope tlse planned project better.

2. ldentify the Right Project Sponsor
The projec[ sponsor should be senior enough in the hierarchy to demonstrate that
the project is important. The sponsor also has to be avaitable to fotlow the pruject
and make major decisions. In most cases it is probably best to have a project
sponsor from the business side ratlier tisan from the ET’ department. Puroly ET
driven prnjects which change business processes are likely tn lack support from

I

Sund, K I (2008) Ionovati,,n to the Postal Secior: Strategies, Barriers and Enablers, rede
Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne/SAP
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the businesa side and are often doomed to fail. Wc have encountered examples
where the divisional CEO chaired a number of initial steering committee meetings,
underscoring that the project is supported at a very high level.

3. Set up the Project Team Properly
The most impertant feature here is not to underestimate the effort reguired by
new transfurmation prnject that includes IT! II is crucial to have a full-time project
leader and [oil-time projeci members who can concentrate selely en the project.
The core team should comprise IT staif, business experts and censuitants. Tnis
team should be complemented by part-time members from the business and IT
departments. Clcarly defined roles, responsibilities. and engagement rules will
heip. especially in times of challenges. Additionally, streng prnject governance is
crucial. Forming a steering committee, which also inciudes the vendors, has proven
successful. The committee or the project sponsor should report regulark’ to the
Board.

4. Deflne Key Performance Indicators (KPI) and Objectives

providing werkers with a capability to use ceil phones to register their heurs
worked for payroll processing. Pre-cnnfigured processes (best practices built into
the software, without the ned to code) can also reduce the cests of implementing

the seftware. Additionally, the benefit of choosing a well-known brand could be that
it increases the ability to attract top talent.

6. Select an Experienced Implementation Partner
Although this might seem obvious, it is an important source ef project success er

failure. It may be necessary to go down to the level of individual consultants to
get true proof of solotion know-how and indostry knowledge. Make sure that the
implementation partner understands the user requirements en both the expert
and management levels. An experienced implementation partner will also have
templates available to speed up implementation. However, you need to check if
those are based en the latest software release. The introduction of pretotypes can
help to gain users’ acceptance and cooperation. The implementation partner ceuld
also help with rollout suppert, including sofcware documentatinn speci& for the
end-customer.

lT projects can be questioned if the benefits cannot be articutated properly, and
this is especially likely when a change in management happens. lt is much easier to
describe the advanlages gained from any ur project by users and organisations if
the objectives and <Pis are defined dearly and ina measorable way. KPIs shoold be
measured before and after the project. Sometimes new software can help to track
the KPIs for future purposes as well. In ene example wc encountered, a customer

streamlined the supply process and used e-commerce as the order channel for
82B customers, and also transformed the order-to-cash process from paper to
electronic. As a result, the organisation reduced mistakes, improved overall rost
etficiency, and increased Internet sales to 45 percent of total turnover.

5. Pick the Most Suitable Software Partner
One approach which has proved to be successful is to pick a vender that brings
extensive expertise in best business practices. A streng global presence could be
helpful as weil, one with a proven track record in the industry er in the processes
which it is planned to implement. Clearly a vender who is financially stable is
more likely to ensure long-time support and enhancements. For example. a tiexible
business process platform. run en a single, consolidated IT infrastructure helps to
standardise processes across different locations and business units, and can provide
unified source of data. Multi language and multi-currency support might be
required as weli. Software with a wide tange o functionalitv and integration will
lower costs. It can also provide an addicional source of innovation: for example,

7. Have a Feasible Project Plan
Some customers have started the project planning with a strategic bosiness blueprint

(ollowed by a business case. Sut the key for soccess is detailed implementation
planning, with a cohesive plan including data migration, change management,
testing, and training. Seme snftware venders may bring their implementation
methodolegy as a summary of best practices, reducing errors and costs while
—

shortening the implementatien lime, The time and reseurces required for data
transfer from legacy systems and testing sheuld not be underestimated. With a
phased and well-planned rolloet it is even possible to have an applicatinn live in 57
countries within tg months.

Typically, custemers have started with lT-enabled transfermation projects in
finance and porchasing, creating cross unit visibility of porchasing information

aod osage of a standardised set of accoonts across ali business units and locations,
including standardised cost-ceotre stroctures. Such projects could be followed by
further projects in HR, real estate, and asset management.
Customer relationship management (CRM) software projects can then help to
enable customer-centric business transformation, integrating and standardising
business processes across divisiuns and channeis: opportunities for cross-selling

can be found, cuslomer-tailored offerings made, and different saies appreaches can
be taken through integrated customer views, inciuding porchase history analysis.

I
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Therefore, the customer master data is a hev element and should be handled
thoughtfully and carefully.

8. Design for Growth
As postal organisations are typically among the largest employers in a country,
with a hugo customer base, it is important that the software and hardware choson
is able to scale with an appropriate performance. As some posts have found, when
entering diversification and acquisition strategies the data volume will increase
over time through the inclusion of new divisions and subsidiaries. \\è have soen
the customer data of some organisations grow from tOO,000 accounts to 32 million
in a few years,

9. Consider Security
Postal operators are considered to be trustworthy and safe’ and no IT pruject
should compromise this. iberefore implementation should be built solidly. proven
against harker attacks, and it shoold support role concepts pre-defined to reduce
costs as vell as access right management. An easy implemeniation of workllows
which establish correct security principles will also increase sakty wlule reduc ing
costa. It is advisable to set standards where possible. For example, report creation
standards help to redoce intidences of errors. Ideally the software should support
a threetier model from test system to quality-check system to the live productive
system, to avoid changes that endanger the productive system.
—

—

10. Remember the lmportance of Change Management
Last bot not least, any IT’-enabled transformation project needs solid change
management. Good cummunication to ali stakehulders is important during oach
project phase and should be intensive in the beginning. Comprehensive training
programmes with mdi’ idualised conteot will acielerate the transfurmatiun.
Additionaliy a process for future software-change requests should be established,
To save costa in the long term, typically we recommend keeping customer-specific
coding within standard software to an absolute minimum. A strong centralised
committee should define what processes should be standardised and then enforce
this across different implementations. It is also possible to restrict the report
creation to power users.

In Summary
Innovation and transformation are surely no easy tasks. Not only do organisations
have to have the right ideas for the right markets but also they need to have
innovative people in the right positions. Success will depend significantly on having

the information technology in place to support people and processes. Providing
management with real-time, accurate data for decision-making, reducing the
administrative borden of emplovees, and improving customer satisfaction and
retention is only possible with the appropriate information tecisnology.
ibe implications of transformation projects can be hoge for postal organisations.
Building un the best practices and lessons learned from similar projects will make
ii easier to deliver innovation to remain successful in the marketplacc.
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CHAPTER 16
Thriving in Times of Complexity and Turbulence
Dennis GiFham
Dennis Gilham is an Indapendent Ssralegy Advitor with over 30years experienre at
delivering rustomer-facing solutions in the postal settor,

This fnat chapter offers same reflectians about the cantextualisation af
strategy and an some af the many questions that strategic managers afpostal
organisations must ask. One of the key messages, and a goad message with
which to canclude these contributians, is that there are no silver bullets’ in the
game af postol strategy. From penetratian to diversification, from optimisatian
to segmentotion, there are no right ar wrong chaices per se. There are, however
paorlyimptementedstrategies, arones thatdo nat ode quately respond tomarket
forces.
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rethink mest start at the top. Tt requires leadership with a persistent fucus on
gaining market insight. setting relevant objectives for the business, and addressing
strategic marketing questions such as:

Economic downturns have been with us throughout history, so perhaps they
are a necessary cvii. The surprise comes from our lack of readiness. Stili, maybe
downturns art not always sucls a bad thing. Perhaps business and the sector need to
be shaken up occasionaily to get the hest out of them, Perhaps the results at a good
stress test are enough to tell management that a fundamental rethink is required.
So perhaps we should treat recessions as an opportunity. Neverthdess, whatever

•

\X’here are our future markets?
What will we be selling?

the cause uf the crisis, the consequences basicaliv come down to the need to tot
costs. Tt is a good thing that the cost base is tuned regularly to remain competitive.
However, cost tutting that cannot distinguish between cost and investment is
damaging. The differente, should there be any doubt, lies with customer added
value.

•

\X’hy will we be successful
build?

—

what strategic competences do we need to
$1

Such questions nest within a business’s generic and growth strategies, for example
its strategies to achieve operatiunal excellence and its strategies fur new product nr
market development respectively.

Cost can be taken out without impacting an the customer whereas investment
cannot, althouch one basic problem is in telling the difference. \Xitliout good
market insight it is net 5° easy to identify, either directiy er indirectk; which mone
adds customer value and shich does net. Therefore a strong strategv that puts
customers at the centre of operations is necessarv to survive let emne to thrive,
in a nutshel), we have to understand the market even thougll every market is in
state of change. The level of cumplexity and turbulence that needs tube understood
and managed will depend open the chosen market and the current phase of its hfe
tyde.

Reading the Market
In my experience there are no killer solutions or silver bullets, and different
success strategies are always possible, Strategic plannine requires a dedicated,
determined and joined-up approach. Success comes from achieving a balanced mix
of objectives, spcciHc to the organisation, in a manner that alluws the business to
learn and thrive. Markut insight. at the centre of successful strategy, need net be
million miles away from the traditionel business the post, mail, express and
parcels.
—

Market Penetration or Diversification?

The post is about connecting customers whu are iii, or wish to have, a mutual
relationship. Such relationships can be based un assistance, support, couperation,
transactiun ur interaction. The value resides in enabling the relationship itself.
Market insight may identify lasting opportunities er chances that will pass
quickly. Look upun insight as B key to unlock an opportunity in the business
er market. It is about orienting a business to its market, It is fundamentally
important to understand that such insight is largely about orientating our offer
to customer needs. Re-engineering a business model can be a strung strategy. ar
incremental product er service develctpment can form the basis of a business’s
growth plans.

How do we create a streng strategy, one that correlates with success? Before
addressing this question we should challenge a common view, namely that
diversification offers a greater chance of success than operating in what is often
described as a mature ur a declining mail market. Unfortunately, experience shows
that diversification that takes a business outside its ture capahilities and market is
very likely to fail. Yet, time and time again, we sec valuable management time and
setter investment going into high-risk projects which du little more than cunfuse
the customers it wants to serve. Additiunally, undertaking such projects without
evidence et strong future free cash fluws generated by the core business will be
challenging. Therefore another key question fur any business concerns the set uf
resource allocatjon decisiuns about which customers it wants to serve and which
offers it wants to make to them.

A fundamental rethink requires B longer-term, innovative approach. Before
considering factors that can be influenced, Us developing er reviewing their
strategy senior managers need to have an onderstanding of how remote factors
can impact on the business going forward, oven though they can have little
er no influence over these. The basic remote faclors can be categorised as

After thirty.five years of working en many successful initiatives in the international
postal sector it should come at no surprise to hear mc say that a fundamental

i
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political, economic, social, technological, legal and environmental. Examples
might include:
•

hw postal operator being corporatized;

•

The impact of increasing economic volatility and increasing distribution
(OstS;

•

Tne shift from the sixties generation to generations X and Y;

•

The value to customers of internet and mobile technolog;
The pan-out of deregulation and attitodes lowards high carbon footprints.

Se what are the implications on a business of a particular development wilhin Ihese
remote fleids of iniluence? The important points are: firstly, to highlight the most
significant remote factors that can iniluence the ability of a business to thrive and
which therefore warrant consideration and the most attention in developing a strong
strategy; and secondly, to monitor developments and to adapt. Taking a ten-year
view, although the search for climate-neutral solotions is important, deregolation
and tecbnology developments probably are the most significant change drivers for
the postal sector.
What is t about strategy that correlates to success? Before looking at an example ofa
case where leadership and strong strategic execution is evident, please accept a svord
ofcaution. Success comes from balanced planning that is sjwcific to the organisation.
New, jean-Paul Bailly, Chairman and CEO of La Poste in France, has alsvas
impressed mc with his clarity and conviction La Poste’s stated strateev includes:
•

Objective: to remain profitable even if mail volumes should dccline by 30%
by 2015

•

Generic strategy: innovative and responsible operational excellence built
on a foundation of trust, keeping margin without compromising quality
(cutting costs. not value)

•

Growth strategy developing a balanced business portfolio, new products
and building on a solid future for parcels. Fxpansion around the core;
end-to-end solutions given that at least one part of the delivery process is
materialised.

To aclsieve the programme of modernisation implied by such bold plans needs
additional capitalisation and the transformation of La Poste into a commercial
entity and that requires good leadership.
—

——
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A big challenge ali postal operators face in modernising inclodes managing the
social impaci of change and achieving something important and new for customers.
Indeed, mudernisaiion which has the goal of just doing things better, rather chan
doing different things which are appreciated by tustumers. will ultimately fail. So
understanding the influence of remote factors guides the longer-term direction,
whereas central factors provide the available space around which the business can
adapt.

Customer Segmentation and Focus Strategies
The four central factors, components whicb are at the heart of a business, are
customers, competitors, channels and suppliers. AlI of these will naturally have
implitations for the marketing strategy. The twenty-firsl century is becoming ever
more complex. Business processes are digital, business cycles are speeding up,
interconnectinns are increasing, and we ali need ways to simplify our life, Wc need
things to work efficiently, to be easy and convenient, and to give us some advantage
and good value.
The complication. however, is that generally we as customers do not know what
would be great until wc sec it. Another complication is that not everyone is looking
for the same thing. This can be quite disconcerting for an organisation that has
always worked on the basis of everyone accepting a standardised product and
service offering, where there has been little need or motivation for the organisation
to learn from the customer. In addition there are now direct competitors who
segment their target market and bring new business models and new olters to the
marketp!ace. Cnnsequently the combined implications of changes in customer
needs, sales channels, competition, the environment, and what constitutes good
customer value means that business is becoming more complex and turbulent.
With grnwing tompetition, market segmentation and mure tailored offers which
satisfy customer needs have become increasingly important. In fact, ifyou are serious
about putting customers at the centre of operations. astute market segmentation
is the key to eerything. It is about iffiproving the eifectiveness of the business.
Everything starts and ends with the market. Markets are about cuslomers, and
not al! customers want the same thing, particularly when given the choice. So, in a
nutshell, the ‘mass markec’ ideal is nnw dead!
There are different ways to segment the market by identifying recognised customer
groups or profiles. Usage and behaviour are perhaps the mest common approaches
to market segmentation which I have found b the postal sector. However, in the
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future more attention should be given to context-driven marketing establishing
more emotional connection with the consumer where customers choose an offer
because it reinforces their own sense of identity as an individual er business.

channel to develop new business, to have the right customer relationships and to
have conversations designed to identify business problems and to deliver effective
postal solutions.

recently attended a cechnology forum for marketing and advertising in London,
and was impressed with the vibrancy of the show and how the electronic media
industry is developing the tools and know-how to build stronger relationships
with customers. Fur example, Lhe use of personalised VRLs (PURLs) unique
to each customer allows personalised website landings (text and images) and
improved campaign analysis and control. Also, new levels of marketing analytics
can be achieved since everything in e-marketing can be measured and acted upon
success metrics. There are new developments in conversion marketing. Cost
effective analytic and intelligence reporting tools can test and help optimise the
performance and effectiveness of a website. There is growing indirect competition,
and there are also many good things which we can learn and emulate using our
expertise. and the unique attributes of the mail service, to personalise customer
relaiionships.

The second example is about exploiting computer technologv to create a completeiv
new business model for the controlled acceptance, payment and distribution of the
top 50% of mail. It staried with the objective of achieving the seamless end-to-end
management of mail within a total quality program, Cap Qualité Courrier (CQC),
at La Poste in France.

—

—

Channel Strategies
Channel factors refer to ways in which to deliver the offer. Channels include the
methods used for promotion. purchasing and phvsical distribution. New business
methods can have profound impacts no the ways to serve customers and achieve
cost flexibility. Clearly. the postal sector is making more and better use of the
Internet, which is often considered as the lowest-cost channel. However, we need to
be a little more innovative in considering the different market segments.
News media businesses are successfully turning to new share-in-benefits mndels
with advertising’. In the postal sector, considerable attention is given to big volume
mailers, business-critical direet marketing er transaction mailers. Here are two
examples of channel development.
The 6rst is with Allan Robinson, Group Manager, Letters and his team at Australia
Post, in re-orientating the sales team towards developing new husiness. Local
authorities commonlv face problems communicating with residents in an effective
way. Prublems include bringing together the relevant editorial tuntent, business
input, design, processinç, distribution and cost control. Australia Post provided
the solution from project management, database address services. design, print
and quarterly distribution, ali within a carbon-neutral scheme. Success has opened
the door to a big new market. The important point here is in managing the sales

La Poste decided to work with expert partners to access technology that could
achieve the required improvement in quality for big mailers, to generate cost
savings, and to provide a return on investment, through an effective wurk-sharing
programme. the result was a transformation in the top segment of the market
that will continue to improve, where mail campaigns are processed according to
established rules, using automated processes, data-qualitv-driven mail productiun.
palletised mail. bar-coding and scanning. and audit controls to aclsieve optimised
efficiency. Real-time and optimised routing of batches of mail direut to delivery
ollices achieved new levels of efficiency. New senices included simplified tracking,
performance repnrting and dav-specific delivery.
During subsequent conversations with Operations Directors of some of the biggest
mail factories in France it was interesting to note that some of the main advantages
cited were about the internal benetits that the programme achieved, incloding the
improved visibility and control over the mail factory production processes (snlving
business problems even when customers generally de not know what woold be
great until they sec it). Customers were very satisfied, and liked the improved
end-to-end customer service and reporting. the project was different since it
really put custumers at the centre of operations, with expert support, turnkey
solutions, valued benefits and ROl. Clearly, new business models like CQC need
to be considered before major investment is made in just doing the same things
better. The eutbound sort capacity and inbound requirements changed significantly
as a result of the programme. Se evvrything significant must be recegnised and
understood.
These examples illustrate well the advantage of supplier relations in ireating
customer loyalty, providing specialised resources, solutions and new capabilities.
Traditiooally, for many reasons, it has been diflicult for a public institution to
embrace open partnerships. It has net been in its culture and will take time to
change. Nevertheless, I have experienced many successes once partners share a
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common interest, contributing cumpiementarv capabilities and achieving together
the ‘one-aim-one-team strategic objective.

Change and Organisational Rigidities
Wc can sec that complicatinns anse as ali business factors combine to create the
dynamic forces of change. Commonly, crises are encountered at each stage in
journey of transformation it takes dedication, determination and time. However,
it is impurtant that any strategic plan can synchrunise with the business process.
Many large and estabhshed organisations have become very structured, specialised
and efficient, but also inward looking and probahly Iess agilc and reactive to market
changcs. Estabhsiied’ often means managers charged to administer standardiscd
processes and conseqoendy not used to change. In addition, structures and
speciahsation create silos with inherent barriers to good communication. Often
—

safeguanding efficiency leads to becnming risk averse.

So what can be done? It needs a leader who has the skillis carefully to confront
convenuonai wisdom and to work out what needs to be done. What can be
cisanged with the minimum disruption but with maximum impact? Ideally the
organisation should assign a senior manager with the capability and power
base to lead each new cruss-functional programme. There may be several major
projects working at any one time and quick wins might heip convince people of
the merits of a new way.
Programmes can be phascd and tested along the way and a high-level planning
chart can be used to show how each program fits into the grand schume nf things,
which will improve cummunications. \%‘e need to convince the implementers, so
communication, culture and motivation come nsu play and one will be dominant.
Remember, change usualiy takes longer than one imagines, the outcnme is not
exactiy as anticipated, and there will by unfureseen spin-offs su patience, focus
and timing are everyching.
—

Roy success factors, especially for the postal sector, are quality, incloding secunity,
performance and customer experience. For the postal sector to stay relevant and
valued each must impruve and gruw according to the changes in the market.
Mail has unique attributes; however, ts ollr must realign with a market where
businesses ali have digital processes and in which professional mailers need the
services and tools to achieve continued improvement, visibility und control.

tS O
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Creating Value
So, if customers do not know what would be great until tlsey sec ic, how can
husinesses develop their ohens and thus sustain and thrive? Wo know that customers
seek value from the product and service as weli as value from the experience. 50
customers sec value for themseives and then the value of themseives in the offer.
The stronger the match that the offer has to their multi’layered needs, the stronger
the customer preference. in terms of product benefits we should consider whether
the offer reaily works fr a customer. Does it make hfe easier, does it solve a
problem. or does it build or impruve the relationship betwecn business and its
customers? is it reaily easy to access or use the service. or to find the support that
the customer noeds? Does it heip the customer’s business stand out in some distinct
way? Does it offer some synergistic benefit. such as more visibility and control over
the customer’s business process? is the price affordable for a business and does it
offer good value for money?
in cerms of the value of che experience, are there benefits that will improve
customer’s personal effectiveness? Can tim offer bring some emntional or status
benefits? For example, can improving business results heip a manager achieve
recognition either inside or outside the company?
Another quite different example was that of an advertising campaign to address
why use mail?’ made by Allan Robinson and his team at Australia Post. They
took a beautiful picture of a young man embracing a young lady through a large
personalised letter, with the sound bite ‘If you really vant to touch someune.
send them a letter’, which had a phenomc’nal emotional impact. So much so that
Australia Post was encnuraged to expand its campaign and introduce a successfol
range of franchises based on the picture.
Pricing is i key mechanism with which to persuade customers to use more
appropniate ways to benefit from the mail. It can also be an answer to address
those businesses that are more price-sensitive and less engaged with the medium
of mail. Many current tariff structures were designed when private or consumer
mail was far more significant, and social rather than commercial responsibihity was
paramount in the charter of national Post Offices, There are many ways to tailor
price and product offenings to satisfy each market’s needs. Product brands can
be developed in innovative ways and prices can be cost geared, if necessary, with
service and benefit differentiation. Future pricing policy may better focus on cost
levers, sucis as the level of service integration, control and reporting. rather than
piating too much emphasis en consignment voiume. Preferred pricing should be
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coupled more with informed service branding, soch as Business Connect, Business
Direct and Business First.

Market insighcs can be narrow facts as well as braad views about the way the market
is moving. Insighcs can complement nr diverge from established thinking, and
consequently can strengthen existing strategy nr significantlv change the approach
and offer made. Moses to shared cost!benefits and pay-as-yoo-go mndels are
examples of new ways to serve better the needs nf customers. These are based on
the philosophy sif ‘paw for success, not failure’. and the supplirr brings his expertise
to ensure success and profitabiltcv.

Strong marketing strategies focus an relevant and viable segments, tailored, unique
and futore-orientated sniutions, and are aligned with business strengths. It seems
to mc that national postal services have unique strengths an which to base
their marketing effort. The national network and universal service are basically
connecting anything, anytime, anywhere, to becoming a convenient and normal
business process. That should mean there is little need for a bosiness to think or
decide about k. Et is also the service trusted by the people, where secure, rehable
and responsible service is expected and appreciated. ibere is no other national
service that hasso much local knowledge and contaci with everyone. These unique
strengths are simply a marketer’s dream! Nowever, it would be a great mistake to
think that market needs are static; we know that the only static thing in life is
change! Turbulent times anse from imbalances between forces in the market place,
which can in tom become opportunities if Wc can acqoire the right customer
insight necessary to succeed.

Imagine a postal operator in partnership with a busines client providing selected
and tailored direct-marketing campaigns based on a share in the new bosiness
generated. Imagine a postal operator working with big mailers to implement an
end-to-end computer-based mailing solotion where the ROl for both is denived
from a fixed period service contract. Strong husiness strategies, whether generic,
Dr growth- nr marketing-nnientated, can form the context and illostrate the value
of insight. Remember that insight is largely about matching the offer to customer
needs. This is fundamentally important and reqoires gond execution.
Executinn requires an action plan guided by the market insight that a business has
acquired. To manage risk requires testing, a sort of reality check, and anticipating
the likely barriers to be surmoonted. A new valoe proposition involves inventing
and developing, operations and logistics and customer acceptance. Effective design
of a new offer most consider the needs of customers, not just in an nbvious and
fonctional way bot also in higher personal and emotional ways. Traditionally,
the postal sector has concentrated more on the functional benefits rather than
the ernotional valoes, the valoe of the experience. Postal businesses mest now
become strong marketers rather than be overly focusud on process management.
Capitalising on market insight which involves heavy investmenc and nisk requires
soond due dihgence

Market Insight
lnsight is knowledge of customer needs that fits the scope of the organisation’s

strengths. lnsighc is gained by acquiring new information about unmet needs
through varioos soorces and testing. Data can be obtained through scanning
information about developments and preferences, as well as from conversations
with customers and market-informed people. Every business must develop
sopenior scanning capabilities in cimt’s of change. Information is organised
and synthesised into knowledge. and some will be real insight. Knowing that
big mai!ers liighly value ways to improve the visibility and control of their own
internal mail-production pmocesses is a usefol customer insight. Knowing that
they will rcspnnd favoorably to services which help them differentiate their own
business such as prekrred access to day-spccific delivery. delivery performance
reporting and digital feedback on address accoracy is also an exampie of
valuable insighc. Insight needs to add value, is somewhat exclusive and diflicolt
to copy. and can be exploited by being organisationally aligned, even if innovation
or collaboration is necessary. Bosiness is about coscomers and their needs rather
than about products and services. Throogh insight we can determine what to do
to be more successful, to change something that is valuable to either the customer
Dr the bosiness.

There is considerable new investment going into the postal seccor for modernisation.
\X’ithnut good market insight and new customer benefits, the nisk is that if only
cost savings are targeted then they “-ill be short hed, l’rocess excellence an ts
own wil) nnt be enoogh. The pnstal sector is being sobiectvd to more complexity
and turbulence than at any time in its history A fundamental rethink is required
to lay the foundations for the foture. Things cannot continue as before, and
sitting back in hope is not the way. En future, to socceed there must be a fit with
the complexity and turhulence of the market. The customer must be put at the
centre of foture operations supported by insight and a strong marketing strategy
which differentiates positively with decision makers, one that redefines the mail
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process (modern/streamlined), improves quality of service (tallored/guaranteed)
and matches customer needs (valued/forward looking).

rates (Director, Specialist marketing Company) uses a unique web-key
and 2D barcodes accessed via the mobile Internet Qpportunityfor new
part nershipt to grow DM
—

—

Seize the Opportunity to be Different
Mediocrity is no onger a safe bet. Positive differentiation is more influential than
cost advantage in creating value. So can we discover positive postal differentiation
in an Internet age? A clear message is that Wc must capitahse en market insight.
The success of La Poste’s CQC program for the top 200 mailers in France is one
example. It delivered a new customer experience, the end-to-end service is dillicult
to copy, and it anticipated the benefits of new developments, such as RFID. The
complete and integrated package from Australia Post for infnrming customers of
local authoritys news carries another message, as does the emotional success of
informing the nation why the touch of a letter is different. These are among just
few of the positive examples from leading postal organisations. and probably
represent iust the tip of the iceberg of great ideas thai can heip the sectoi to
sustain and thrive, There are to many new opportunities and undeveloped areas of
interest, such as the call to increase the network bandwidth just listen tn these
—

few customers:
•

The most important thing is to grow my business and that will require new
relationships. More and more] am interested in collaburation that shares

the gain with the pain. (CEO)
•

—

Oppornnityfor new bnsincss nwdels

‘Performance feedback would heip with the CRM clnsed-loop process as
well as data quality auditing. [t would also be helpful to receive ‘no looger at
this address” reports electronically’. (Marketing Director) Opportisnityfor
new servkes and brandbrg
—

•

lmproved visihility and reports plus dav-specific delivery would certainly
help us differentiate our service, Yes we would like to be invnlved and it
could iniluence our chuice of delivery company’. (Managing Director, Major
UK Direct Mai! Company) Opportz,ritv to sustabi and gfow the business
plus wi,,-back
—

•

‘Customers respond to good deals, they like vouchers that they can use in
the shops’. (DMA Representative) Opportunity to grow DM
—

•

‘\“e are recciving requests to integrate a digital response with an innovative
direct mai! piece, which bridges the brand across the gap between the
physical and digital worlds, and we are generating breakthrough response
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Wc operate across a nomber of sites and we have to reduce costs in line
with the anticipated cuts in government spending. Wc are looking at
consnlidating our activities but the impact on loca! control and engagement
is a real concern’. (Operations Manager) Opportunity to siniplify usbig
global data streains with bea! mai! streams
—

and the list of customer requests/problems/needs goes on and on.
There are no silver bullets. Success comes from achieving a balanced mix of
objectives, specific to the organisation, ina manner that allows the bosiness to learn
and thrive. Before acting en market insight, an appropriate leve! of reality checking
is required. Soccessfu! companies learn from the outcome of their strategy. the
only thing that gets in the way of successful change is commonication, cu]tore or
self-interest.

‘4

SECTION 2
What Next for Postal Strategy?
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CHAPTER 17

What Next for Postal Strategy?
Derek Osborn
WhatNcxt4U

Dr Knstian i, Sund
Midzlesex Universty

As you have probably observed while reading this book, this has not buen a
comprehensive study of ali the possible strategies available to, or currently adopted
by, players in the global postal industry. Neisher has everv possible strategk
perspective on the sertor been covered. We wanted to dodument some of the
diversity of strategies found among industry players. the diversity of perspectives
found among experts in the held, and portray a positive image of opportunity and
change for the better. Our intention was nol for this volume to bea definitive recipe
er list of strategies, but rather an exploration of some of the various issues and
perspectives linked to strategy in this industry.

Some Canciusions so Far
From the contribotions in the hrst section we can see Ihat libera)isation in Europe
has not necessarily increased effective competition yul. However, ii has had
positive impact on most of the players in the sector, asa catalyst for transformation,
encooraging bulter service and eiciency and greater customer focus.
The three contributions on strategic options emphasise the vital need for postal
businesses to be clear about their strategy and vision, ond also highlight s’hat it
takes to be a highperforming post with the right kind of ambition to be successful,
and driving a positive mindset throughoot the organisation. From the array of

r
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much of the discussion comes back to change management, a real challenge for
large organisations soch as traditional postal operators.

strategic choices described, particularly those around diversification, it is possible
not just to learn some lessons from rccent cxperiences, bot also to conclude
that organisations should not be afraid of doing something difterent. In fact, Wc
recognise that the oecd for exploration, dilferentiation and change is a constant
theme in this book. It is argued that, when it comes to steering the ship through
turbulence in a perfect storm’, making a carefol opportunity assessment, with the
right critical success factors, can help to set your route.

As the many contributinns lrs this book may have soggested to yoo, the reader, it
becomes increasingly clear that there are no right or wrong strategies per se in the
modern postal sector. Different organisations have pursoed different epportonities,
many with a let of soccess. Some have stayed within their core bosiness, whilst
others have ventured into new areas. Implementation is often what makes the
essential difference. What is clear too is that the postal brand remains oniqoe and
can act as a powerful facilitator of diversification and differentiation, Hewever, the
window of opportunity may flot remain open for very long.

The osse study from Cycleon is an excellent illustration of one oppnrtonity to
challenge the status quo
to enter and develop a niche market. This has been
exploited very successfully. What other opportunities are there like this for those
who can spot them?
—

Where to Next as an Organisation?

In the ever expanding and pervasive digital world, postal companies can eitherdecide
to retreat and bemoan substitution or they can embrace the new opportonities of
convergunce betsseen the physical and digital media, and explore the new territory
that this opens up.At Inst three such opportonities are discussed in this bonk,
The first is to look at secority in the digital wnHd as an opportunity to leverage
the trust which is placed in the post. Secondly, operators can reaIie some of the
wide range of benefits from integrating difterent fnrms of hybrid mail into cheir
prodoct oftering, particularly in relation to deliwr> A third option is to seize en
the opportonity to drive service improvement and innovation in home delivery for
the e- retailing sector.
One area that continoes to be prnmising. even with diminishing mad volumes
overall, is that of serving mailers ina mod more intelligent, customer-friendly and
partnership-oriented way, Postal operators are in a uniqoe position to onderstand
and segment households. and this (an be torned into a business opportonity.
What advertiser would net pav a premium to be able to target specific costomers
more accorately? The ability of operators. thrnogh the use of accurate channel
differentiated cost accounting. to efter tailured solotions, coinplemenced by work
sharing and appropriate discounts, is a retognised way of growing revenues and
profits. Operators oecd to view both mailurs and SNIEs as partners, and need to
find ways of reducing costs whilst adding valoe to the mailer.

14

As the conditions sorroonding the indostry have changed. and centinoe changing,
so too are the indostry players torced to change. Innevation is inereasinglv
pervasive and is new focossing net just on process optimisacton hut en flnding new
ways of engaging the costomer, and even changing husiness models. ln this book
some of the keys to successfol innevation have been identified and discussed, and
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In coocloding this volume we woold like to soggest that the people in posts are
potencially one of their strongest strategit assets, et-en thoogh sometimes they
may appear to be their Achilles’ hed. In implementing strategy, the successfol
enterprise needs to master the people issoes and find out how to take their people
along with them into the new competitive environment, where delivering valoe and
service will determine who sorvives and which jobs continoe to be viable. To be
soccessfol in a sustainable way it will be essential to recognise that good bosiness is
ali about people and budding relationships, and “hat some call social capital. Postal
businesses will oecd to be able to retain and share corporate knowledge, grow
capability and talent, and gain the commitmeot and motivation of ali employees.

•
•

Implementing strategic changes of the type discossed throughoot these dapters
is possible only if organisations develop a particolar set of capabilities, of the
type some strategists label as ‘dynamic capabilities’. Capabilities iii general refer
to the particolar resources foond in a firm, incloding knowledge, and the ability
to combine these resoortes for a porpose. Dynamic capabilities are systems of
collective activity that lead to gradoai change, wherebv the organisation constantly
adapts itseif to clianges in the environment and improves its effectiveness, Dyoamic
capabilities are therefore the ability constantly to change in a somewhat controlled
fashion. This is flot to say that change cannot take place in a more adhoc way,
soch as b direct response to external imperatives. If a company is on the verge of
bankruptcy, for instance. change will take place regardless of wherher that company
has the capabilities for tt or net’. Change can happen oot of immediate necessity,
For a discussion ofti,is sec \Xmter, 5.2003) Uoderatanding Pynamic Capabilitis’, Stratcgtc
Ma:,agement toernat, vol. 21. p.99l—S
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but postal organisations have to aim for planned transformational change, enacted
through particular dynamic capabilities. Such capabilities themselves, and indeed
in general the resources and knowiedge criticai to the success of postal operators.
could easiiy be the subject of another book.
If the posis are to be the masten of their future, another strategic imperative
which it will be essential for them to embrace folly is innovation ifl every aspect of
business. From reinventing their old bosiness model, Dr indeed embracing entirely
new business models alongside the more traditional one, to refreshing the poblic
image and finding new and imaginative ways of engaging customers, posts are in
very good position to make a success of innovation. ih do this requires lookino
at how to do things ditferently (often just more simply) and how to use a diversicy
of skills and experience
al well as being able to diderentiate the organisation
in changing market conditions, with new, different and interesting products and
services. in this context recognising the link between strategy and innovation is
vital. Innovation can be a powerfol engine in deiivering a dynamic competitive
strategy. If an organisation’s aim is to differentiate itself through service, for
instance. being innovativo in service provision is essential if yno svant to stay
ahead of competitors. Ifan organisation wants to be a cost leader, it needs to find
innovative wavs of reduciog costs and increasing productivity.
—

At the root of this hes the strategic opportunity to develop and embed an
organisational culture of innovation and costomer orientation which, for most
posts. still represents a quite distant target, bot one for which it is well worth
aiming. The qoestion is how to go about it. Some of the answers call be foond in
the contribotions in this book, such as throogh partnering. However, much remains
to be done and said in this domain.

What about the Wider Context?
There is no doobt that strategy needs to be soen in the wider societal and
economic context. For exampie, there is the whole environmental agenda. Part of
this involves the commoo perception, some might say myth. that paper usage is
bad for the environment ‘shilst digital exchange is good. It has been argued that
paper, whicli is renewable and recyciable, is in fact better for our environment
than digital, internetbased communications that are largely dependent mi non
renewable-energy ole, and lead to potentially more damaging emissions. That
digital is ‘free whereas mai1 or hard copy comes at a cost is also a misperception
which is obvioosly not true. Argoahly the sector’s bigger environmental impact,
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jo terms of fod consomption and emissions, is in transport and logistics
so
how important are the green initiatives here for the industry and for the planet?
Pressore is moonting to find wa» of limitig greenhoose-gas emissions and there
is no doubt that this will have to bonn the agenda of ali posts around the world
in the decade to come.
—

Another aspoct that, in oor opinion, coold have been covered oven more thorooghly
in this book is that of the strategic value of addressing and the precise location of
people and househoids. The postal industry is a pervasive one, with significance for
economies, gnvernments and bosinesses, and with a onique position that enables it
potentially to tooch every hoosehoid daily and also to retain strategic knowledge of
physical addresses. These address codes are used widelv by a variety of bosinesses
and government agencies al geographical locators. ifthe link to electronic addressing
is made Ihen the strategic space still available is very significant. Delivery costomer
resistance that has arisen from years of satoration with ontargeted direct mail and,
in some parts, onaddressed mad presents the indostry with the need to svin back
costomer confidence before losing them altogether. Postal operators and senders
have alsc; come quite late to the issue of cleaning op address Iists and the accoracy
ofdata another factor which, if not tackled, caoses frostration, waste and needless
cost to ali concerned. Piese do provide real strategic opportonities if posts take
—

quick action and retain cheir position as a trusted brand.

Then there is the whoie area of financial services and international money transfer
potentially a big strategic market opportonity for the postal indostry that is
recognised by some but ignored by others. What are the issues invoived in this
—

particular debate? Iraditionalk, the post olfices embraced a whole range of
financial services at the coonters hue these are ali changing, and this begs the
question of which markets are appropriate for the posts to be in? The evers bigger
qoestion then becomes the one about strategic boondaries, how to deline the
indostry or the sector. Where are the boundaries with banks, Iogistics, transport,
courier and express?

Finaliv, Wc are already starting to sec some gt’ographkal consoildation with the
formation of Posten Norden comprising a merger between the incombents from
Sweden and Denmark. Is this the beginning of a trend? Will we lee a new phase
of major mergers and acquisisions in the global postal industry in the years to
come?

ii
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An Invitation to Explore
In many ways this book provides a series of discussions rather titan a statemeni. To
emphasise this Wc have provided in the following pages summaries of each chapter
together with questions for thought and discussion. Wc also provide a final section
containing an overview, or refresher, of strategy terminology and concepts.
Ttwre are, as mentioned, a host of strategic issues and options that have .zot been
covered by this book, and this invites os ali to continue expioring. Wc sincerely
hope that you have enjoyed reading this book and debating the issoes raised,
the sirutegic options open, and the opportunities identiled. Maybe you are in a
position to affect the strategic planning of your own organisation, or to inpot into
the discossion in other ways.
Wc hope that this book will suw seeds for this discossion, and that yoo may even
consider keeping os informed about the ideas and ootcomes with which you are
engaged. Perhaps you can !ead os in direttions Wc had not yet thooght oP With
this book Wc set out to begin an exploration into postal strategy and Wc hope you
will join os.
Dr. Kristian J. Sund
krisrian-kjsund.com

Derek Osborn
derekosborn©svhatnext-lo.com

CHAPTER 18

Summaries and ssues for Debate
Chapter 2
The Economic Impact of EU Postar Ljberai sat ion
Antonia Nederprdm and A’ex Dieke, W’K-Con;uie

Summary
‘The aothors conciode that despite the fact that wc stand on the verge of the
complete hiberalisatinn of the Foropean postal market, progress towards eftettive
competition in mail markets has been very limited, .slany national operators stili
have rnonopolv-like positions in mosE European mail markets.
The authors also tonciode that the process towards liberabsation of ilse markets
has nevertheless fundamentally and successfully affected postal service provision.
Ïhis intludes somo shzniflcant transformations taking place, with national
pustal operators becoming more cost’elficient, profitable and customer-oriented.
Consumer bcnefsts have induded improved accessibihity to posial services, tariifs
remaining aflbrdable and bosiness costomers now benefitting from more choice
(between products and, sometimes, operators) and lower tariffs. Also, reliability
and end’to’end service times have greathy imprnved.
They also point to fotore challenges for ali postal operacors in the broader
communication and advertising markec, where mai! must meet the needs ofsenders
and recipients to continoe to make it an attractive option in the context ofgrowing
substitution of physicai by electronic mail.

II.
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Questions for Thought and Discussion
1. The authors describe some of the reactiuns to postal reform by incumbent
operalors, incloding mudernisation and intreased quality 0f service, in Ierms uf
on-time delivery. If al! postal operators are investing in similar technology, and
aiming for the same leve! of service, can en-time delivery still be a differentiator
between operators? Could it be a differentiator in particular mches? How else
can operators differentiate themselves from each other and existing er potential
new entrants?
2. The European Union plans to liberalise the majority of the internai postal
market Ifl January 2011- Some countries will follow only in lanuary 2013: Czech
Republic, Greece. Cyprus, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Huncary.Maka.
Poland, Romania and Slovakia. However, as the authors of this chapter point out,
some countries have already liberalised. How can incumbents be expected to
react to the market liberalisation of January 2011? What are the likely lung-term
effects on the number of big players in the European letter mail market? Can we
expect to sec consolidation? Is there any chance ur seeing new entrants to the
marker from beyond Europe? Could some European nperators expand into nonEuropean markets in the long term?

Chapter 3
Ou Changing World

—

The Need for Srategy and Vsicr
Susan Sarton,

Accenture

Summary

In the challenging and often bewildering context which postal operators n°5v face
al the backdrup to their business planning, Susan Bartun emphasises the veed for
postal operators to be clear about their strategy and vision for the future. Based
on recent research, she outlines different strategic choices that have been made
by postal operators such al those who have opted to be global players, regional
diversifsers, service providers nr traditionalists.
Susan Barcun maintains that, ss’hilst this focus ufl strategic clsuice is vital, ii is
flot the unly important facior. Other Lommen characteristics ur high-perfurming
posts that she identilies are customer centricity, cust focus, digitisation and
sustainability.
In addition, she identihes the cricical factor of ambition, associated with a mindset
to succeed with positive future goa!s. In this was; postal organisations can generate
energy, enthusiasm and cummitment amongst [heir employees
anotlser vital
ingredient. She maintains tlsat pustal operators are now increasing the pace and
scale of their diversificatinTi strategies. not just in products and services but also
through targeting new markets where tore strengths and capabilities can be freshly
depluyed in new ways ina ‘reinvented’ postal business.
—

3. Liberalisation does not necessarily imply corporatisatlon, or privatisatiun. What
are the arguments for and against privatisatiun, given that liberalisatiun will
necessarily take place and some European operators have already been privatised
by their home governments?

Questions forT[iought and Discussion
I. The author maintains that choice uf stratogy is vital to success. What
defines business ‘success’ in this industry? She tlien outlines foer possible
strategic categories; olobal plavers. regional diversihers, service providers and
traditinnalists. What are the pres and cons for a post opting to position itself in
one er orher of these and what are the implications for them ii they do se?
2. In which category would you place other postal businesses that you know
about, that art flot mentioned directly in this research? Are there otlier possible
categories net mentioned by the author?
3. In addition to adoptine a clear strategy. foer other common tlsemes around the
business approach of lsigh performing posts are outlined to what extent are
these factors necessary or suflident to bea high-performing post?
—

4. Another cheme that is identifwd is

‘positive mindset’, linked with ambition.
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This would seem to contrast with the prevailing culture of many current postal
businesses which appear to be mired in negative ihinking and doom-laden
scenarios how can the shift to a positive mindset’ be achieved across 5 large
—

organisation?

SUMMARJES AND ISSUES FOR DESATE

Chapter 4
Post& Operators at a Crossroads: What are the 5trategc Optons?
te;ano Gon, frosEe n&:ane
—

-

-

Summary
Stefano Gori argues that postal operators are at a crussroads and must make
important decisions about ‘hat the business of post sill be jo the [snore. Such
decisions often lead to diversitication which he goes on to categorise jo four
ciusters.
Diversification linked directly to postal services and/ur moving upstream in the
postal supply chain; geographic diversification of core products and services,
divcrsificatitrn into other communications mediums and financial services; and
finally. mixed strategies.
Gori also explores the sccnario in which postat uperators diversify so far away from
their core that they might not be recognisable anymore as a postal service. b this
context Lie expbores unbundling of services and the nation ni structural separation,
which contains within it some significant challenges.
The authorconciudes by identifying eight important lessons from recent experiences
ofdiversifving postal operators hut also remarking that it is ror each pust to lind ts
own way and this may be different again the road bess travebbed.
—

—

Questions forThought and Discussion
I. Cumpare and contrast Stefano Gori’s categorisation of postal strategc positiuns
with thnse of Susan Barton’s in the previous thapter. \Vht is the usefuboess
of such categorisatiotis aside from illustrating the diversity of strategies being
pursued in the industry?
2. What are sume ni the advantages and disadvantages to a postal operator of
focussing only en the tore business of mail? What are some of the advantages
and disadvantages ofdiversification?
3. In the cunclusion it is argued that pusts can cunsider diversifyirg even into
mature sectors, Why have some operaturs been successful in entering into and
gaining 5 presence iii business secturs that were already occupied by powerful
competiturs? In other words, what would be the conditions for this to be
successful diversification strategy?
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Chapter 5
Diversihcation to New Revenue Streams: ‘A Perfect Storm’
Maxine OBrien, KPMGAustrc?io

Chapter 6
Challenging the Status Quo: Opportunities for New Entrants in Niche
Areas
Ernst Hoestra,

Sum mary
Maxine OBrien examines the significant challenges facing the postal sector not
least declining mail volumes in the tore letter business, with the resulting need
10 reduce costs and increase revenue. She maintains that the answers are flot easy
and suggests that a shurt, robust and well-structured approach to opportunity
assessment is required in order to determine what kind of strategic diversification
decisions are available. ibis requires both patience and skill and O’Brien identifies
number of pitfalls to waich out for. However, she also argoes that there are some
tritical success faccors which can heip to make these opportunity assessments
successful. These are strong project management, stakeholder buy-in. partnering
and accounlability.
—

The author concludes that whilst challenges are numerous for the sector, the
opportonities for diversitication are cndless, and as long as a carefully planned and
analytical approach is taken both to opportunity identification and selection, and to
subsequent implementation, postal organisations have every chance of succeeding.
In a perfect turbulent storm you can go with the flow but this is scary and
unpredictablc nr you can set your own route and shape the course you intend to
follow which gives yoo a chance of s:aying buoyant.
—

—

Duestions for Thought and Discu5sjon
1. The author briefly discusses the ose of sWO’r analysis

when investigating the
potential ni ditferent diversification options. What area would you consider most
critical when evaluating such an option: the related opportunities ind threats in
terms of the size of the opporcunit and existing compctitors in that market. or
your relative strengchs and weaknesses ifl cerms of the resources and capabilities
needed to cclmpete in the new business areas? In other words, how important
are your existing oiganisaiional capabilities in constraining your organisation’s
ability to pursoe opportunities or respond to threats?

2. Stakeholder management, and in particular getting buyin from key stakeholders,
is mentioned asa critical success factor when diversifying. Why and how is this
ditferent in the case of a corporatised versus a nowcorporatised operator, and
between a privacised and non-privatised postal operator?
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Cydeon

Sum mary
In the rapidly changing environment in which postal strategies are currently
being developed and tested, some new opportunities are opening op for market
entrants to challenge the status quo not iusl by competing with incumbents in their
traditional markets with similar products and services, but also by attacking niche
areas and adopting quite different busincss models.
This case study is an example ofa very successful company that has emerged in the last
five years and grown veq rapidly by identifying some specific customer needs in the
art) of revet-se logistics. The author describes how Cycleun began by targeting the niche
for cross-border returns management but quickly found linked and related markets
that they could tap into with innovative products and services, under-pinned by strong
high-quality data flow which is an essential capability for this kind ofbusiness.
By concentrating on a service area that had not been given much focus by traditional
postal and logistics companies, Cycleon has ettectively tapped mLu a new market
which it is now shaping. Some of the keys to their soccess include an obsession
with client value and cuscomer service, an ability to extend their reach through
intelligent partnerships and a unique value proposition. They have successfully
leveraged national postal networks but also delivered strong value for them, and
they are in the forefront of environmental recycling and green initiatives.
In short, this is avery strong growth story in the postal industry that demonstrates
ali is flot gloom and doom. \Vith a good idea and an obsession with providing value,
new market can be opened op and a great deal can be achieved.

Questions far Thought and Discussion
1. How have Cycleon changed the traditional posta) bosiness model and what have
been the keys to their evident success in soch a shori time?
2. How does the strategy of a niche operator compare with a national postal
operator and what do ar can they have in common?
3. Would such a strategy have been possible withoot strategic partnerships, and
what does this case demonstrate about the value of such partnerships?

i
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Chapter 8
The Re-emergence of Hybrid Mail

Chapter 7
New Digital Business ModeLs: the e-Postal Operator
Beat Friedli, SwissSign
Sum mary
Beat Friedli
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Jacob Johnsen, HybridMailconsu/ronr
Summary

space, leveraging
argues that postal operators should enter the digital

one of their most prized assets trust. Recognising that the wurld is now evolving
and revolving around new internet-based technologies, he discusses how postal
operators will have to adapt b response to digital delivery and the Internet.
In particular. the author suggests that a new definition or re-inventlon of the
Universal Service Obligation for the )ast mde must be considered and posts must
step op the development of secure and trustworthy solutions to digital delivery.
Fie argues that posts can start to push towards the new game rules and, because
of the trust traditionally put in their brands, are in an ideal place to capitalise en
these developments. He cites examples from the Finnish Postal Operator. Itella,
—

and Swiss Post.
Once postal operators have realised that they are well placed to position themselvcs
at the tore of security products they have to find out how to achiee the strategic
position.
Hit final conclusion is that people in Lhe industry may be imprisoned by their
concept of what a postal service is and it is probably time to begin to redefine this
concept for the digital world. which will, in turn, impaci 00 alI other aspects of the

The concept of hybrid mail is not a oew one. The ideas behind it have been discussed
and patchily implemeoted over the last 20-plus years. However, receot developmeots
io digital media and printiog technology have enabled postal operators to flod new
and cheaper ways to coooect their customers in the messaging and commuflications
markets.
b view of these developmeots, )acob Johosen clearly identifies new and potential
strategic opportuoities available to companies in the postal sector, particularly
Us the cootext of convergiog media and the way io which pliysical and electronic
media can combioe Us a complimeota’ way to provide some very Ilexible and cost
effective solutions for customers.
One such ionovatioo is the area of electronic delivery which starts to traosform the
concept of delivery for recipieots but also for postal operators. The topic is of wider
ioterest to many stakeholders includiog traditiooally big seoders ot mai! such as
banks er utiliries. but also to governmeots in the cootext ofe-government.

industry. including the regulatory framework.

The author highlighis the stratugic space available aod hente the choices which
oecd to be made by postal operators. They are, lie argues, in the best place to exploit
the oew opportunities. The questioo is whether they will do so, and if so, how will
they iotegrate these hybrid opcioos with more traditional products and services?

Questions for Thought and Discussion

Questions for Thought and Discussion

i. The author argues that it may be more rost effective to license digital postal
solutioos from uther uperators. rather thao try to develop them in-house. What
are some possible advantages and disadvantages of this approach?

I. Does the term hybrid mail’ simply describe a set of product solutions that have

2. The chapter discusses the oecd to re-define the concept of Universal Service.
Is a more digital approach to Universal Service apphcable to ali countries and
continents? How could this approach be appiled lii developing ur emerging
markets?
3. lfthe oew busincss model discussed b this chapter is implemeoted. shat effects
would it have oa the traditional side of mai! logistics? How will pruductivity be
affected? Is this a problem?

i.

evolved with the arrival of new digital and priotiog techoology or, as the author
sugeests, does it representa sigoificant strategicdevelopmentthatistransforming
very traditiooal busioess model?
2. Traditiooally, postal compaoies described their market as the ]etter markei’ or
the ‘parcel market’. Clearly those descriptioos are no lunger sustaioable, but by
stepping ioto electronic services for input and/or delivery as described in this
contributioo, what would be an accurate destriplion of the market or markets
that posral businesses are now eogaoed in through expaosioo ur diversifitatioo
into hybrid mail? Duus this, in tom, aller the strategic space io which they
operale and the options they should consider?

¶1
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Chapter g
Horne Delivery for e-Recailers:

SU’,4MAP155 A’lO 55055 FOR CESATE

Chapter 10
Relatig :o Delivery Customers

New Re!evance fo’ Postal SeR’ices
Ane ew Star <ey. 5o.’±45o?urios

75?

a aradgrn Shift to’ the Irdustry?
Ingemar Persson

—

Summary

Summary

The online retailine sector is growing fast and with an ever-widening customer take
up. Clearly this sector is highlv dependent on the reliability and quality of horne
delivery services to continue to support this growth.

Ingemar Persson suggests that the industry should change its orientation towards
customers, from the senders to the recipienta. The continoai drop in mail volomes
is largely due to electronic sobstitotion e-mail rather than snail mail. to the words
of the aothor:
—

Andrew Starkey underlines this point by reference to recent consumer research that
demonstrates how the delivery service is an important element of the overall retail
offer. In fact, the delivery experience can influence choices for future purchases,
making the difference between a repeat purchase and not returning to the same
e-recailer,

The wisole mail indostrylias been built from the sender’s perspective, focusing
on the sender and no handling large volumes. The huge infrastrocture is
boilt to deal with the sender’s needs. To put it rather blontly. the only time
the operators commonicate with the recipients, if they ever do 5°, is to tell
tlsem to move Lheir mail box so it will be more convenient fnr the postman
to deliver, or to tell them that the time of their delivery will change (probably
to suit the operator).

Consumers are new also becoming more demanding of their deliverv sen’ices,
wanting information op Front on cost. quality and service, tracking data for the item
and then having a reliable delisery day and time, llsey are also worried about not
being in when the delivery is made and when signatures will be reqoired. which is
particolar concern for many households during the day. .kn important factor for
the retailers is the implication for their brand if there is poor delivery service.

With a large infrastroctore, of sshich a nsaior part represents fixed costs. the
challenge is to fill the operational pipeline and the recipients’ mailboxes with
more volomes. In this scenario, the greater the volumes that are sold to large
mailing customers the better.

The author argues that the strategic clsallenge for postal services, which provide the
majority of delivery capacity for e-retailing. is to retognise the important mie they
can play in this fast-trowing setter and strive to meet the ever more demanding
needs of e-retailers and the end consumer. Tlos chapter is an invitation chen for
operators to be innovative and higlsly customer focused.

Ingemar Persson soggests that operators focus less on mass volume per se, and
more en onderstanding the end cuscomer. ‘Ii is about accepting fewer volumes
hot to enso re ic is the right volumes, from the recipient’s view, If it is about the
right vnlomes oot of more soplsisticated targeting from the senders and from
expressed needs from the recipients then eacls mail piece can be more valoed
from senders and rccipients, and more valuable for operators.’ ]he suggestinn is
thus to develop a costnmer relationslsip management approach to segmenting
the end costomer. tn other words, he suggests that operators collect, analyse and
store data about Isnuseholds and their preferences, such that bosinesses can target
customers moch more precisely with mad campaigns, thereby increasing tlse value
to these bosinesses of each delivered item.

r

—

—

Questions for Thought and Discussion

—

t. If home dehvery is as important to the e-retail sector as the researcls, quoted by
this author. suggests, and it is a fast-growing sector, tiien wlsat particolar strategic

challenges and opportunities need tube addressed by postal operators?
2. What are the strategic options for the postal industry to engage, partner and
collaburate witis the eretail sector?
3. What issoes dets tl,is raise aboot brand visibility to tlse end customer, for either
retailers or postal operators, and what responses could they make?

Questions forThought and Discussion
I. Why has the postal indostry fncosed almost exclusively on senders in the past
and what are the dangers of focusing only on senders and volumes today?

I

I
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i The author strongly suggests thai the survival of the industry is dependent on
making this paradigm shift to the perspective of the delivery recipient. How
significant wueld this shift by, what would be involved in making the shift
happen, how quickly can it take place and what kinds of changes to postal
strategies rnieht result from it?

Chapter 11
A Channel Perspective on Postal Strategy

3. There is a strongsuggestion in this contribution that the focus en external factors,
inciuding libemlisation of the market in Western Europe has been a distratlion,
when the future of the post is actually in itt own hands. Can this way of looking
at the current situation transform the gloomy outlook that many in the industry
seem to have?

b this analysis of customer paymenL channels for postab services, Tim Walsh
reviews the challenges and dilemmas facing postal operators in view of the iSO
and other constraints.

4. Flow can the various players in the industry collaborate more elfectively to
consider the recipients and challenge other media, at the author suggests, and
become more innovative at the same time?
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Dr. Tim Wa’sh, Pf rneyBcms Inc

Summary

He argues that there are some real opportuoities for posts to decide how to
serve their customers and, once they understand their profitability in specific
channels, to devebop a structured and strategic approach to channel management,
which would incbude an appropriate mix of payment channels to serve different
costomer segments. In his words, ‘Ibere are signs that a stroctured approach to
channel management is galning ground within posts. There is an increasing focus
on channel cnsts, and an understanding that prolitability per unit of mail differs
between channels.’
The author suggests that partnerships are important in getting the most aut
of various channels, concluding that the mindset shift involved is in viewing
partners such as naailing houses and meter technobogy companies, flot as potential
intermediaries, hul as channels to the cuslomer base.’

Questions for Thought and Di5cussion
b. What are some of the reasons why postal businesses seein flot to have deveboped
a structured and integrated approach to chanoel strategy? What are some ofthe
important opportunities availabbe to them if they do?
2. The author discusses revenue leakage and reveflue protection asa driver for more
control of payment channels why does it not seem to have been a priority in the
past and what are some of the ways this could be achieved?
—

3.

lncreasing competition invites postal operators to look for opportunities to
innovate and differentiate their product and service offering to the market,
How can the focus on costomer channels help to facilitate these kinds of
developments?

[
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Chapter 12
The Evolutïon of Costing and Pricing: from Reguatory Compliance to
Prïcing Strategies
Olaf Klargaard, Pirney Bowes tnc.

Chapter 13
Strategic Focus on Business Customer Needs: Partnership for Mutual
Advantage
Alice Kijak

Surnmary

Summary

Olaf Klargaard explains how the postal industry has existed for a long time without
reliable east data. He argues that in recent ycars more accurate cost allocation and
understanding of underlying east drivers have become critical to strategic planning,
particularly in relation to pricing strategies. For instance, understanding the costs
associated with ditferent types of mail allows the operator to quantify accurately
savings when work sharing with bulk mailers, thereby ensuring that the correct
discounts are offered to such bulk mailers

This contribution focoses on the strategic opportunity that exists lbr postal
operators to work closely alongside their largest bolk-mailing customers to ensure
that they integrate their processes at far at passible, understand each others needs
in some depth and svork to ensure each other’s success in short, to operate not
just at supplier and customer, but as bosiness partners. b the previous chapter Olaf
Klargaard otfered a clear explanation of some of the benefits to operators of working
with both bulk mailers and SNIEs. [n this chapter, Alice Kijak, who has a wealth of
experience from the customer perspective, offers suegestions for postal operatnrs to
consider and adapt or adopt, ineluding good prartice and the potential dimensions
ofa productive and enduring partncrship.

As Ihe author notes: ‘Since mest posts flow have a detailed knowledge of costs
associated with bulk mail llows, they can propose compelitive prices to their
customers and reinain protitable, while being compliant ifl terms of regulation.’
More recentlv, many posts have targeted SMEs with the meter channel, at opposed
to stamps, pruviding rebates for such SNIEs. This was possible due to the cost
savings involved fur operators. and often resulted ifl grealer volumos and higher
profits.
The author concludes that the importance sf cost accounting as a strategic tool is
set to continue to grow.

Questions for Thought and Discussion
1. Whdid ittakesoltsngforthepostalindostn-to recognisetheneedtoonderstand
their costs more clearly? What were. and still art, tomt of the real difficulties
they face in implementing accurate east allocation?
2. In a competitive market. good cost information allows businesses to develop
innovative commercial prking OiCC5 and understand their margins for
profitable activity and in whicls product and service areas. How much of these
decisions should the regulators be attempting to influence or control?

—

The author suggests that operaiors have to be innovative in their approacls to
mailers, finding ways that mailers can facilitate or cum eliminate some of the wnrk
of the operator (work sharing) and intrease quality, svhilst providing the right
incentive for mailers actually to do this. \\ork sharing can range from mailers
printing bar codes and addresses accnrding to the operator’s specications, to
dropping the mail at a cost-eftective location determined by the operator. Value
added services like mail forwarding, paymenl collection er elaborate marketing and
addressing services are a way for operators to raise additional revenue,

I—

I,

Questions for Thought and Discussion
I. From the postal operator perspective, should alI customers be treated in the
same way and if not, why shtrnld some customers be treated differently?
2. From the mailer perspective, price and quality will always be key rriteria to
measure your service provider. However, much value can clearly also be gained
from good partnership arrangements. How do these come mio the price—quality
equation?

3. Tb what extent should postal companies develop different pricing policies for
segments of their market such at bulk mailers and SMEs, at the author suggests?
How far can they go in customising their pricing policies?
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3. \Xhat are the kay critical success factors for a strategic partnership between
costomer and service provider?

I

i
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Crapter 14
How to Create Value by Managng lnnovaton in Changing Times
Drk 3aer. Cacge:nirTi
Summary
En thk chapter, Dirk Palder argues that managing innovation is more critical than
ever in the postal industry. ibis innovation can take place on four levels: process
innovation, service innovation, product innovation and business’model innovation.
The author argues that business-mudel innovation is probably the least-explored
type of innovation within the postal industry. yet may hold a bt of promise.
The unique position of posts is that they connect people. Finding new ways of
connecting people, including jo the digital medium, is the way forward.
b

the words of the author:
Going forward, having creativity and products will flot be enough. The key
will be how postal operators organise their processes from concept to final
service, their capability to launch and their capacity to analyse which parts of
the value chain they can deliver and which parts they will outsource. En the
end we will find new postal opemtors which are still sen’ing the core market
with renovated letter products, buE also integrated digital sobution based on
web 2.0 iechnologies and expcrience of the receiver, the flnal customer.

Questions for Thought and Discussion
1. This chapter discusses business-model innuvation. The notion of business model
was very much a buzzword that deveboped during the Internet boom over a
decade ago, and has been linked with strategy ever since, However, a business
model is not the same thing as a strategv. Dw business model tells you how the
pieces ofa business tit together to deliver a product or service that people want. It
tells you how the business intends to make money. A competitive strategy, on the
other hand, teAs yuu how the business will be differtnt from ts rivals. \Vithout a
strategy, a business model will (alI Hat 00 its face when it meets competition from
rivals. How would you define the business model of your organisation?
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Chapter 15
nnovation Made Easy: Ten Pilla’s of Successfuj T-Enabled
Transformation Projecis
Mchela Hohwa’n ana HansG. Landga{S2P
Summary
The transformation and modernisation of postal organisations is usually
accompanied hy major investments into information technology. En this chapter,
the authors share with us their extensive experience of planning and implementing
innovative rr-related projects.

‘‘I.

The ten pillars are: (1) learning from others and Inoking beyond the boundaries, (2)
identifying the right project sponsor. (3) setting up the project team properly, (4)
defining KPIs and objectives, (5) picking the right software partner. (6) picking the
right implementation partner, (7) having a feasible plan, (8) designing for growth.
(9) considering security, and (10) managing the change process.
From their ton pillars of success, it becomes evident that the right choice ofpartner.
carefully planned project management. and change and stakeholder management
largely determine the successful outcome of suth projects.

Questions for Thought
b. What other drivers exist for innnvation and IT-enabled transformatiun projects?
Which drivers bad to the most significant change?
2. Can you think ofa prnject in wur own organisation where one or more of the
authors’ ten pillars s.re nul respecied? What was the outcome of that projecE?
3. If you had to add five more pillars of success based un your own experience, what
would they be?

2. New business models mostly enter the market place through entrepreneurial
startups or spin-offs, Why do existing organisations in general often find it
difficult to change their business model? What challenges would need to be
overcome ti order to adapt an existing business model? What type of(corporate)
growth strategy would it take for an existing organisation to move into a new
business model area?

II

•
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Chapter 16
Thrivirg jo Times of Cornp’exity and Turbulence
Dem’s 0 ham
Summary
This final chapterofferssomereflectionsconcerning the contextualisation ofstrategy
and some of the many questions that strotegic managers of postal organisations
must ask. In summarising Dennis Gilham’s views, one of the key messages, and
good message with which to conciude this section, is that there are no silver bullets

in the game of postal strategy.
From penetration to diversification, from optimisation to segmentation, there are
no right or wrong choices per se. There are, however, poorly implemented strategies,
or ones that do flot adequately respond to market forces.
The author emphasises the need for visionary leadership, the ability to read the
market (market insight) and to seize oppurtunities for differentiation.

Questions for Thought
1. Dennis Gilham argues that focussing en the postal organisation’s core
competences may be better than diversifying into new areas However, are
therc examptes of postal organiattous successfullv diversifying tito seemingl
unrelated areas and, ifso, what were the main reasons for their success?
2. The author taiks about insight’. Where in the organisation are insights likely to
appear? Who has insights? How can the organisation ensure that insights are
shared and acted opon?

[1
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A Strategy Refresher

CHAPTER 19
An Overvew of Strategic Management
Dr Khstian J. Sund
Middiesex university

This chapter provides a brief averview of strategy at the carparate and business
levels of the firm, It illustrates some of the strategic choices Irms have to make
about where and how they campete, as well as the options they have available
in terms afa growth strategy.

i
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AN OVERVIEW GF STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT

the area of strategk management has developed rapidly over the last few derades,
Original!>’, strategy played a small part in the general management courses taught
at business schonls, but today strategic management has become an important
field of business stud>’ in ts nwn right. As strategy has grown ifl importance in
bosiness schools, se the field has mos’ed gradually awav from what one could call
the practitioner-oriented business policy and planning perspective, tnwards much
more theoretical areas nf stud>’. Having said this, mest strategy scholars remain
committed to practice and concerned with Lite over.arching questions of strategy,
such at: why ane some businesses more successful than others? Why are there large
performance differences even between firms compecifig in the tante industry and
market? How de businesses build and sustain competitive advantages? The stud>’
of these and other qoestions has led strategy scholars to examine both the outside
envirnnmcnts of firms (the industrial organisation perspective), at weil as the
internal enes (the resoorce and knowiedge based viewsL

made in non-bosiness organisations as well, such at government organisation;
.
NGOs and so forth, Ali of these have a mission to fulfil and essentially have to
make strategic chaices,

What are strategy and strategic choicc then? Let’s go with a classic definition.
According to Alfred Chandler, who published his seminal book on strategy and
strncturc in 1962’, strategy is ‘the determination of the basic long-term goals and
objectives of an enterprise and the adoption ef coorses of action and the allocation
of resources necessary for carrying oot the goals. Any decision er choice that
changes the long-term objectives of the firm in any way can thus be claimed to be
strategic in nature. Ynu will find when reading the varioos contributions in this
book that man>’ of the ideas and options discossed de in fact define and change
the long-term objectives of the firms in question, making the contributions to thi;
bnok truly scrategic in nature. It’s probably imporcant to emphasise at this stage
that althouuh strategic decisioos are made on a regular basis jo an>’ tirm, these
decisions, and the actual strategy, may not be the resolt of deliberate planning.
Tbos, in particular in the case of smaller firms, .strategy often takes en a more
emergent form. the stralegy is formed over time and adapted in an ad hoc fashion,
often withoot an>’ formal planning, evaloation or review. Owners and managers
may even have some difftcoity explaining dean>’ what their strategy is. Ii would be
wrong, though, to assome that in soch firms there is no strategy at ali the strategy
is just net formalised.

Althnogh summarising several decades’ worth of strategic management
theory in
one shert chapter is an almost impossible task, and certainly net my intention here,

it is vital to lav down some key definitions and contepts of strategic management
,
focussing on the strategic uptions open to firms, before reading the varioos
contributions contained in this book. \Vhal follnws is therefore an overview ofsome
generic strategic options, in terms of both corporate and business-level strategy,
which I hope will heip you make the mest of tids book. Strategy is a fascinating field
of stod bot also one “er>’ much littered with sometimes-incomprehensible jargon.
This short chapter will hopefolly help you find yoor way around this jargon and gain
the over-alI picture necessary to become a trol>’ stralegic manager.

The Importance of Strategic Choces
Separating strategic management from areas such as entrepreneurship and
innovation is practically impossibie. At the beginning of every firni there was an
entrepreneor of some sort, a person (er partnership of persons) tvilling to cake
risk to pursue a perceived bosiness opportunity, and even at the very early stages
of firm creation, imporcant strategic choices are made. In fact, some of the most
important decisions of strategy ned tn be in place at the beginning of the firm.
‘tnhese decisinns inciude: what ure Wc OIO to produr-e and how? and: obo ure Wc
going to ach our product ur service to andfor how omch? Strategv is therefore neither
conftned to large businesses, nor is it something that appears only in the later stages
in the life ni’ a firm. Strategy is there al! along. and pervades ali firms (including
small and medium-sized firms) and alt indosnies. b fact, strategie choices are

—

the notion of strategic choices cmphasises an important fact of life for business
teaders: Every firm faces trade-off;, Ii yno choose to move yoor business in one
direction, yoo are likely to cut off other possible alternatives. Firms, just like
consomers, have to deal with opportunity costs. If a postal organisation decides
to diversify into a new bosiness area, this diversification comes at a cost. The cost
is that the organisation may not have the abilicy to pursue other opportunities.
It becomes clear then that strategic decisions ought to be made with care. It also
becomes clear that soch decisions often imply a certain lock’in. Decisions requiring
important investments er changes to the way you de busioess (yoor capabilities) are
difficolt to unde. lncerestingiy, studies show that having a clear strategy regardless
of what that strategy is is better than having nu strategy at alI. Firms constantly
changing direction, nr trying to be too man>’ things at once, typically end op stuck
itt the middle, with no clear value proposition to their customers.
—

—

I

Chandler. A. a 1962) Strategy and stratture’ chapters in the histo’ of the indzscr:al
enterprise, Cambridge: M I.T. Press
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What are the kcy strategic choices then? \Vell, we could simplify and say thue are
two big types of strategic choices: The corporatelevel strategic choices of what de
we produce, how, and for what markeis, and the business-levei choices of how do
compete in the market place.

longer term, Another possibihity is to expand, either by entering new
markets with
existing products er services, or by launching new products or services
altngether.
The devclopment of new markets for existing products can target
new segments,
new users or even new geographies. Product development,
on the other hand,
usuahiy focuses en existing customers or markets, and tends to involve
some degree
of innovation. Product dcvelopment is often costly, in that it may involve
mastering
new technolngies and making large investments, with no guarantec of
success

Strategy at the Corporate Leve!
Corporate stralcgy deals with snme of the key long-term questions facing any
organisation. Should the organisation focus en its tore business, or branch out
mio new areas uf activity? What areas of activity are the most promising for the
future, and what areas hold little promise and could be divested? to the case of
multi-business flrms, how does the corporation add value to itt various business
units? What opportunities exist for expansion abread? How can the firm grow
through mergers, acquisitions, nr franchising perhaps? Ali of Ihese questions are
strategic in that they alfect and even define the long-term objectives of the firm,
and they are corpnrate in that the related decisions are made at the highest levet

‘,rc:drh

Esisting
Products

—
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Existing
Martet

management.

New
Martet

\\‘hen the objective of a Rim or business unit is tn grow by aggressively intreasing
itt martet share in an existing market, with ts existing produtt er service offering,
the strategy is one of martet penetration. This can be achieved through competitive
moves, such as thanges to pricing, by investmcnt, for example in new sales outlets,
or even through acquisitions nr mergers. This type of strategy can
face constraints
though, in terms of legal nr regulatory tonstraints, but also in terms of competitor
retahiation. Grnwing your martet share by initiating a price svar, for instance, can
uttimately backhre due to retaiiatinn and decreased margins. Alternatisely, the firm
may choose to consohidate its position, by defensively protecting itt martet share.
This may occur when the firm wishes eventually to downsize nr divest over the
2

4(r

Martet
Penetration
er

J

Product
Development

Consolidation

One et the assumptions of corporate strategy is that firms aim not just to survive
and be profitable, but actually to grow. Growth strategies, whilst not always evident
in smaller bosinesses, usually capture a great deal of top management’s attention in
most medium and large businesses, given that investors expcct a growing return on
their investment, and that such growth drives up the stock price. Igor Ansoif’s very
simple prnduct-market growth matrix (also known as the AosoffMatrix), pubhished
in Harvard Busi,,c’ss Revicw in 1957, and later in his 1965 book1, Corpnrate Strategy,
gives an idea uf the generic choices available to (irms that ‘vant to grow.

:1’

L

New
Products

r

Market

Oevelopment

Diversification is a word communly used to describe a variety of different situations
where a firm ventures into new areas, but tim strictest definition is a strategy
that
takes the firm away from both its existing martet and its existing product ur service
offering. Thus, diversification can involve radical changes for a firm. inchuding
having to develup new technologies and new capabilities, and find new custnmers.
The reasons for diversifying a business can be many, inchuding the wish to explore
synergies with existing business areas, to look for econnmies of stak nr scope,
to
respond to martet dechine (ic. look for future growth areas). to spread rist, nr even
to appiy specific corporate capabilities, such as general (portfohio) management
er
financial management skills, to a wider set of businesses.

Ansolt. I-I. 1. (19653 Curpurate Strasc’ey: An Ar.atvsic Appruach to Eustness Policy for Growth
and Espansion, New York: NlcGraw’HiIl

3
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Based cm Ansud, 1965, op
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Diversification can either be related or un-related. Related diversificatio moves
n
the
hrm away from existing products and markets, but keeps ii within ts industr
y, lis
general area of capabilities or related industries. Vertical integration, either forwar
d
or backward, is an example of related diversilication where the firm boks
fur
opportunities to move into areas related to lis inputs, for instance by enterin
g the
market sE a supplier, er is outputs, for instance by diversifying mio its distrib
ution
channels, Horizontal integration, oil the other hand. mmci the firm into areas
complementary to present activities, This could be complementary produc
ts ur
services, or it could be us direct rivak, in which case the aim is not 50 much
diversification at market penetration.

A popular way of classifying business units in diversified
firms is the growth share

High

High
Market
Growth

Low
Market
Growth

Whulst the BCG matrix has been widely cited and is taught in most
strategic
management courses in business schools around the world, its practic
al use may
be somewhat limited. It can be ditficult to define market share and market growth
.
One mighi Focus, for instance. on the larger market, ur on a particu
lar niche,
yielding two very different pictures of the same industry. Furthermore,
the matrix
says little about a business unit’s strengths compared to direct compe
titor, and
when interpreted too strictly may bad to unwanted consequeotes
. A dog’ with
cost advantage, or that benefits other business units indirectly throug ec000m
h
ies
of scope, mac well be proftiable and wurth keeping in the portfol
io NoE investing

Low
Market Share

L*zE_
LH1
Stars

Ouestion
Marks

7.

Cash Cows

i

matrix1, which categorises business units or produci lines accord
ing to relative
market share and the market growth rate. Business units
en(oying a high relative
market share jo high growth markets are considered stars, with
a good potential
for profits. The investment needs tend to be high though. Boston
Consulting Group
suggests using high market share but low market growth business
units (the cash
cows) to generate cash for investment in stars and question marks, which
are areas
of high growth but low market share. Dogs are butiness units where there
is no
market growth and market share is low, The recommendation would
typically be
to divest or close such business units.

Fhgure 2. Gr,r’,rh/Share Mjr,ix

Market Share
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in a cash eow may lead to a back of motivation and innovatitin in that busine
ss unit,
something that could damage the longer-term competiiivcness not just
of that unit
but uf the (irm over-alL History is fult of cxamples of innovative new
ventores being
horn out of mature product businesses. Solo other •ords,very dog
has ts day and
every Low can give birth to a healthy call’

Dags

Do it Yourself, or Buy it Ready Made?

t

There are three generic means by which a particular curpor
ate strategic option

can be pursue& through internal organic devetopment, through merger
s and
acquisitions, or through some form of alliance, Each has ts benefits and challen
ges

Un-related diversification does n°1 nccessarily folluw ss clcar a logic as
related
diversification. ibis type of diversification is seen in major conglo
merates. such as
General Electric, Hutchison Whampoa Limited ur Samsung. Such conglo
merates
of largely un-related businesses appear to fullow an entrepr
eneurial gual uf making
good iovestmeots. Typically ihese conglomerates will both boy and tell individ
ual
businesses If the price and prufit potential is right. The advantage to investo
rs of
un-related diversiftcatitsn is that risk is spread across multiple businesses
in multiple
industries.

and the correct means depends very much on the particular
nim and the nature of
the business. Organic develupment is typical in highly innuvative ur
high(y technical
products, where creating particular capabilities within the
firm is essential to
competing in that product area, where there is no market (and no
competiturs) yet,

4
5

L

Alsu knowo at the Ruston Cons uring Group (BCG} Matris
I have burrowed ihh syinbohism from; Seeger, I. A. (t984) ‘Ruversing the
Images sf HCG’s
Gruwih/Share Matrix’. Strategic Management uuroal, sol 5,
pp.93—i
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or where it is important to be dase to the customer. A key advantage of sueh organic
growth is that it enables investments to be spread over time and the organisation
can graduaUy learn from its experiences. On the other band. expanding abroad
through green-field foreign direct investmcnt can be expcnsive.
A merger or acquisition may be the best solution when faced with a rapidly
changing environment, and when speed of entry is important. Where there are
barriers to entry, or ifl mature markets with static market shares, a merger nr
acquisition may also be the most practical solution for entering a bosiness area,
or penetrating the market more deeply. The potential for economies of scale or
a cheap niarket valuation may be other reasons for pursuing this roote. Not alI
mergers and acquisitions are successfut. for one thing the acquirer may (ind it
difficult to add value to the acquired bosiness, and such mergers and aequisitions
nften result b the loss of key people in the acquired business, which may lessen
the capabilities of that business. b some cases, synergies may be more difficult
to implement than expected, perhaps due to an inability to transfer capabilities,
or when organisational cubtures are )ust too different. Acquisitions can, however.
bea good way of entering foreign markets, thereby instantly gaining a signiftcant
market share abroad.
Alliaoces can sometimes prove the most cost-effertive way of devebopinga busioess.
Alliances allow critieal mass to be reached more rapidly than organic growth,
and allow each partner to focus on what they do best. Eqoally iniportant are the
opportunities to learn from a partner. Finally, alliances are often a cost effective
and low-risk way of experimenting in a new market, withoot having to make the
large investments necessary for acquisitions or organic growth. Alliance options
incbode joint venture, franchising. licensing or sub contracting. Managing alliance
relationships, incbuding clearly framing expectations and benefits is key to the
soccess of such alliances. Foreign expansion through joint ventures is common in
cerlain regulated industries.

Competitive Strategy: What Makes You Different?
What differentiates a truly great product or service is that there is a clear value
proposition for its cuslomers. Customers know why they are buying that prodoct or
service and not aoother. With this in mmd we can tackle the important question:
how do you compete asa business? Generic competitive, or business-level, strategies
have been the subject of numerous studies over the past few deeades, many ofwhich
buitdon Ntichael Porter’s seminal t9RO wurk, with his categorisation ofrompetitive
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strategies in terms of rost leadership strategies, differentiation strategies,
and
focus (niche) strategies5. Abthough Vorter soggested that the worst strategy
is to
be stuck in the middle, or to try to pursue more than one strategy at a time,
more
recent work suggests that competitive strategy often involves applying such
hybrid
strategies. Examining eaeh competitivo strategy option provides usefub insights into
how a firm can capture and protect an area of the market.

Cost Leadership
The cost leadership strategy is traditionally defined asa strategy where the
firm
aims to provide products or services of a quality equal to that provided by its
competitors, but at a lower cost and price- ihus, this competitive position
puLs
the internat emphasis no finding ways constantly to manage (and when possible
ruE) eosts, and passing some of the cost savings on to the customer, who perceives
the product to be et equal benefit to those of competitors, but for a lowor price.
Carefully managing the firm’s value chain (with a focus en optimisation
and
costs), from Iogistics to operations, and from sales to service, is one bey to this
strategy. Standardisation is another. Both ecunomies of scabe and scupe
can
heip maintain dUs strategy. Cost Ieadetship can make it difficult for new market
entrants to get suffleient profit margins to compete in the market. One of
the
risks of a cust leader position is that the internal cost focus, and the possible Jack
of investment and innovation, could lead to a lack of customer focus, thereby
corroding over time the perceived value to costomers. Once a customer believes
the quality of the product or service to be sub-standard, this competitive strategy
is compromised.

‘No Frilis’ Cost Leader5hip
tonic industries, f,rms Itave successfully combined cosi ieadership with bower
service levels dan cempetitors. b the traditional view, one woold expect this to
be a losing strategy since customers would net accept a sub-standard product
to reality thoogh, soch a hybrid strategy can be achieved in certain types of
markets and essentially becomes a type of focus strategy, where the focus is on a
segment of costomers who are partieularly price-sensitive and are willing to forego
some elements of product or service quality, in exchange for an even lower price
than a pure rost leader could offer. Ihis strategy has been porsoed by discount
supermarkets and certain low-cost airlines.
Ifl

6

Perler. NI £. 11980) Conpetitive Slraleer Techniquet for Anazing Industries
and
Competition. New York. The Free Press
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Differentiation

3
i

i:

Tne pure (or broad) differentiation strategy involves producing a product or service
that provides benefits that are different and valuable to customers. ihus, the
perceived benefits are higher, which allows the lirm a choice of eitlier chargioc
price similar to that of lrs main competitors, Gr charging a premium price.
Differentiating hrms, whilst of course managing costs, tpicalIy invest in the
continuous impros-ement of their products in order to maintain the perceived
ditferentiatk,n in the eyes of the customer. Setter product flatu res good customer
service, rapid innovation and technological des-elopment, a prestigious brand and
superior design are some of the ways that are c-ommonly used to differentiale.
Understanding the customer, and keeping a watchful eye on competitors are key
success factors for ditferentiators, as is ensuring that the differentiation is difficult
to imitate. Ifa price premium is charged to customers, the firm may gradually move
away from the mass market towards a focu.sed differentiation strategy, since some
customers are unable or unwilling to pay the premium.

Focu5sed Differentiation
The focussed differentiation strategy is one where the firm provides high perceived
product or service benefits to its customers, typically at a price premium, and
usually catering for a specific niche in the market. Many premium and heavily
branded products fall into this category. The aim of the focussed firm is to meet
the specific needs of a particular segment of custt,mers. Although this strategy
can be Iughk- successful in maintaining strong margins, pressures are often high
from competitors following other strategies. Over time, unique product features
may be copied by competitors .‘slaintainiog a focussed differentiation strategy.
particularly in high-end market segments, thercfure requires a constant flow of
product imprm-ement and innovation, to remain one step ahead of competitors in
the eye of the customer.
.

Focussed (Difterentiated) Cost Leadership

i

The hybrid strategy involving both cost leadership and differontiation is traditionally

defloed asa hybrid strategy where the firm aims to provide products or services of
quality higher to that provided by its competitors, yci at a lower cost and price.
There has been much debate about the usefulness and sustainability of such
strategy. II your product provides superior benefils to customers, why would you
want to sejl it at a lower price? Similarly, if your focus is cost Ieadership, then why
would you svant to spend money Go creating superior benefits to yoor customers?
In reality tlsough, focussing 00 the needs of a particular segment of clients, whilst
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keeping costs and prices km’, is a powerful way of gaining market share, and can
for instance be used when entering new markets. The key is to determine carefully
what product features should offer superior benefits for your particolar customers,
and what features could potentially be saved on. Swedish IKEA is a good example
of a company successfully following this type of strategy.

Integrated Cost Leadership/Differentiation

a

The cost leadcrship strategy could be combined with pure differentiation, when
firm can build the basis on which to produce at lower cost, whilst at the same time
difterentiating itseif for the mass market. Cootrary to the focussed cost leadership
position, this is a case of offering superiur product benefits appealing to the wide
marker. Firms pursuing this strategy walk a fine line of having to develop dual
competencies, those jinked to cost Ieadership and those linked to difterentiation.
Some of these competitive strategies are more difficult to athieve and maintain
tisan others, and in particular. research indicates that flrms foilowing pure’
strategies tend to outperform those using hybrid strategies. Regard less of what
competitive strategy is adopted by a particular firm or business unit, it is important
to emphasise again that the worst strategy is to have no strategy at ali. to general
then, competitive strategy is knowing and demoostratiog to your customers what
differentiates yuu from your rompetitors.

Conciusion: Strategy in the Postal Sector
As you read the varioos contributiuns in this book, you will start to recognise
the breadth of strategic options open to pIaers in the global postal sector, and its
related sectors. Histurical postal operators. as syd1 as new entrants, are porsuiog
a variety of both corporate and competitive strategies. to response to deregulation
and techoological progress, operators have been diversifying into both related
and (at least somewhat) un-related fields They have been making acquisitions
and merging. Tliey have formed alliances and have internationalised, Some have
occepied Iucrative niches, wliilst others have consolidated their position. Whilst
the various chapters are by no means aimed at fully documenting the breadth of
available opportunities and options, they do provide a variety of perspectives on
strategy in the postal sertor, and give some insight into at east some of the options
available.

7

Some information

mi

the IKEA concept can be found cm http://franchisorikea.com/
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The Contributors

Dr. Kristian J. Sund is a Senior Lecturer in Strategic Management at Middiesex
University Business School) in London. He teaches strategic management at hoth
undergraduate and MBA levels. Ho leads a distance1earning MBA and has been
involved in executive education for ciose to ten years, both as an educator
and a programme director. Ris research currently focuses on strategic types,
organisational learning and perceived environmontal uncertainty. as well as more
generally organisations and strategic management. His research has been applied
to the hospitality indostry, the postal industry, leisure (service) industry and others
and has appeared in a variety of journals. Kristian hoids a Phil in Managensent
and M.Sc. b Economics from the University of Lausanne and a MA. in Society.
Science and Technology from the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (El’R),
where he also completed his post-doc.
Kristian can be contacted via: kristian@kjsundcom
Derek Osborn is an enthusiastic, innovative and inspiring business coach, trainer,
facilitator and also postal business, human rosoorce and strategy advisor, Ho is an
acLnowledged postal export) with over 22 years in senior management b Royal Mail,
and over 14 years working intornationally across the postal industry. Ho is passionate
about collaboration in the postal industry to share knowiedge, best practice and to
promote the industry, develop capability, encourage training and foster innovation.
Derek has worked with many businesses and organisations in the global postal
industry. Ho has advised governments and national postal oporators about improving
operations and efficiency, quality management) devoloping customer focus, gruwing
mail volunses, strategy development and implomontation
inciuding dovising
and delivering executive education, workshops and management training. Ho has
extensive experienco of working internationally and cross-culturally, espocially in
the context of facilitating business benchmarking and best practice. Dorek holds
Master’s degree io Management Science from the University of Wales, a Bachelor’s
degree in Philosophy from the University of Bristol and a professional diploma in
oxecutive coaching from Leeds Metropolitan University.
—

Derok cafi bo contacted via: dorekosborn@whatnext4u.com
Antonia Niederprüm joined WIK in 1999 and is a very experienced member
of the department Postal Services and Logistics. She graduated in ecoflomics
from the University of Essen. During her work at WIK-Consult, Antonia gained
deep understanding about postal markets, the organisation of postalservice
providers and regulatory issues. Her research and consultiog activities comprise
various topics in postal regulatioo and market analysis inciuding regulatory cost
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accounting and cyst anaiysis, universal service, and price and
quality regulation
and business strategies ifl postal markets. She has participated
in various prujects
for regulatory institutions, ministries, trade associations. and postal
operators ifl
Europe, Australia and the United States, and managed several WIK-C
onsult studies
for the European Commission,
Alex Kalevi flieke is an economist by tnining and a gradua ot
te Bonn University.
Fie has worked with \VIK Wissenschaftliches insitut
fur lnfrastruktur und
Knmmunikationsdienste(Scientificlnstituteforlnfrastr
uctureandCommunications
Services) sinue2000. WIK is a German research institute and consul
tancyspecialised
in regulatory poiicies fur infrastructure industries. Since 2006, Alex
manages WIK’s
department for Postai Services and Logistics and directs WIK’s
consuiting practice
in the postal sector. Alex provides research and consuiting en varinu
s issues related
to market research and regulation ot postal markets, inciuding
price regulation,
cyst anaiysis and universal service, as weil as competition policy
for Lise postal
sector and international postal policy. Fie has prepared several postal studies
for the
European Commission, and led WIK.Consult projeut teams for
postal regulators,
ministries, trade associations, and postal operators in Europe
and overseas.
Susan Barton is the Accenture Postal Industry Lead for Europe
, Africa and Latin
America. She is a qualilied management accountant with
lE-years cunsultancy
experience b the postal industry. She has wnrked with many
of the leading
international postal organisasions providing support and advice
across a broad
spectrum of areas such as strategy develupment; quality of service
improvement;
operational performance; organisation design; strategic business
planning; pricing
and new product/market devetopment. As the industry has faced
Ilse chailenges
of both traditiona[ and tecirnological competition, Sue has sought
to stimulate
discussion and thinking en a range uf topics including innovation, custom
er needs,
future world scenarios and the economic crisis.
Stefano Gun is currently Head et International Business Strateg
y of Poste Italiane
and Vice Chairman et the Macroecnnomic Commitiee et the Europé
an Centre ot
Fmployers and Enterprises providing Public services (CEEP
I. In the past by has been
Vice’President Corporate Strategy fur l’itney Bowes and has
some experience in the
UN and in the European Commissiun. Stefano Gori is an econom and
ist
has gained
his Bachelor degree b Economics from Bocconi University (Italy),
his Master’s
Degree in international Finance from CERAM Business School
(France) and has
attended business courses at the MIT (US). Fie is in the process of
gelting his Ph.D.
in Economics from Bristol Business School (UK). He is a membe
r of the advisory

board of the Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (Switzerland)
executive
master en the Postal industry and a member et the American Economic Associ
ation,
the International Association of Financiat Engineers, and the organising commi
ttce
of the Rutgers University Centre of Regulated Industries’ annual conference
en the
Delivery Industry.
Maxine O’Brien has worked in the Postal sector for 15 years beth as consul
a
tant
to it and as a manager within Australia Post. She has undertaken many project
s
embracing change. innovatinn. systems integration and portfolio investm
ent and
has led large teams through major transformation. She attends and networ
ks at
the global conferences and keeps abreast of emerging trends globally through
her
extensive network of colleagues. She currently works at KPMG Australia, leading
needs.based conversations to bring value to her clients.
Ernst W Hoestra began his career at KPN, the Dutch natEonal telephone compa
ny.
He then moved to TNr, where he filled a variety of roles in beth the Post
and Express Divisions inciuding Strategic Purchasing, Marketing. Curporate
E
Business Projects. and Postal Operator Projects. Hus last role at TNT was
Global
Industry Director Postal in the Express Division’s Global Account Management
department. By the end et 2006 he moved to Pitney Bowes International to
become
the Vice President Poscal Sotutiuns, leading the business devclopment for the seccor
in the European ind Asian markets. Ernst Hoestra joined Cycleon in February
2009 as COO, responsible for managing the physical logistics network and IT
of
the company. Hus experience in crossborder operations coupled with his in-depth
knowiedge of the European logistics market were key factors for his successes
as
COO. As of lanoary 20t0, Ernst has been appointed the new CEO of Cycleon.
He is
responsible tur leading an international team focusing on the profitable growth
of
the company by strengtliening Cycteon’s value proposition and enhancing costomer
experience. Cyclcon continuous to expand in delivering pan-European reverse
logistics solutions.
Beat Friedli has had a distinguished career in different strategic positions at Swiss
Post during the 17 years since 1w completed his degree in law and economics
at
the University of BerneSwitzerland. In 2005 he was awarded his MBA from IMD
Lausanne. Fie started his business careers as a Secretary of the Deputy Postm
aster
General in 1993. In 1998 he was appointed Head of Corporate Development
and Member of the Management Committee of Mail, a €2-billion business
unit
of Swiss Post. Beat was Kead ot Corporate Development and a Member of
the
Extended Executive Management of Swiss Post Group from 2002 to 2009. Recent
ly
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Beat Friedli joined SwissSign, a subsidiary of Swiss Post
and leading company for
exirerne security and ideniity ja Switzerland, as Head
of Business Development
International, SwissSign protects and accelerates business
processes with simple

solotjons for positive idencification, digital signature and secore
communication.
Jacob Johnsen having worked for more ihan 25 years
in the postal and
telecommunications industries has made his focus hybrid mail and
electronic
services. Following years asa seninr executive at the head of various
companies, he
decided to focus on the strategic positioning of hybrid mail and
its many aspects.
[le has been offering his services to users of hybrid mail, and provided
lUs services
to more than 20 postal organisacions world-wide, and is still
helping posts and
postal organisations, especialis- in developing countries
Andrew Starkey is the founder and lead consultant
for Spiral1Solutions (www.

spiral4solutions,co.uk). [le has an extensive background in the
jo the world of
parcels, packats and postal logistics with over 3U-years experrence
gained from
the commercial sector and jo the regulatory environment.
Most recently 1w has
held sensor commercial roles in Royal Mad, served
as an Executive Director of

Postcomm during market liberalisation and the Commercial
Director of Jersey Post
International. [le is a member of the Chartered Institute
of Logistics and Transport
and the Institute of Direci Marketing and is a recognised
expert on the UK pnstal
and e-retail horne delivery markets.
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East, Asia Pacific and the Americas to grow revenoe, cut costs and better manage
customers, From 1990 to 2003 lie held a variety of strategy and commercial roles
with the UK’s universal service provider, Royal Mail. Tim Walsh is a Board Member
of the Federation of European Direct and lnteractive Marketing (FEDMA) and
President of its postal aftairs commictee,
Olaf Klargaard is Director for Corporate & Regolatory Affairs at Pitney Bowes,
supporting lines of bosiness in the Europe, Middle East and Asia-Parific regions. [le
represents the company’s interests jn the postal reform process and is sopporting
posts to re-th ok their go-to-market strategies. to review sales and payment channet
policies and to facilicate innovation jo pricing policies. Before joining Pitney Bowes,
Olaf was in charge of markec developmentanalysis, pricingand data commonications
at the French Post. b this role, Olaf led various consultancy missions on regulatory
and pricing issoes (Europe, Middle East) and worked extensively on the European
postal reform process. b the past, Olaf has also worked ill investment banking
and DC Competilion of European Commission. Olaf holds a Master’s degree jo
industrial ec000mics from Paris Dauphine University and graduated from ESSEC
Business School and Paris Institute of Political Stud jes.

Ingemar Persson is a former Executive \‘ice President
of Posten AB (Sweden).
During his years in Posten AB logemar worked jo local,
regional and central/Isead
office posititsns. [le worked as Marketing Mariager and
CEO of differeot subsidiaries
and then as Director of Human Resources, working with
the concept of company
core values that was later on embudded into Postens visiun
and strategy. As Head
of Posten Sales, he led the restructuring of their post otfice
network and was also
responsible for the strategy work for retail hanking and
financial services that led
to the decision to leave those businesses and concentrate
00 messages’letters and
parcel/logiscics. After 37 years at Posten AB, Ingemar Persson
joined PostEurop
jo 2007 as Secretary General. Since November 2009 he
has been running his own
consultancy.

Alice Kijak was the Vice President of Global Operations Services for the Reader’s
Digest Association Inc. She was will, Reader’s Digest for 26 years and was globally
responsible for establishing the vision, strategy and the supply base for the
worldwide services of Postal Aftairs, Logistics, Custumer Service, Folfilment and
Premium/Merchandise Procorement. In this strategic role, she also deterrnjned
regional harmonisation opportonities to leverage the global scale of Reader’s
Digest while supporcing the needs of each bLa1 country’s operational teams. Alice
is actively involved in many postal trade and indostry associations .She served on
the Board of Directors for the Maiber’s Council, the nrni!ing industry’s largest trade
association jn the United States. She was an active member of the Government
Affairs Cornmjttee for the Magazine Puhlishers of America (MPA). For the flirect
Marketing Association (D.’slA). she participated on the Postal Sobcommiltee of
the Government Affairs Committee and was a prior Chair of the DMA Custnrner
Relatit,ns Council.

Dr. lim Walsh is Vice President for Corporate and
Regulatory Aftairs for the
Fortune 500 technology and services company, Pitney
Bowes. Tim supports the
rnailing, sorting, document services and data analytics
business unjts across a range
of commercial and regulatory projects. Tim leads the
Pitney Bowes international
postal vertical team and has worked with posts across
Europe and the Middle

Dirk Palder has 20 years of consulting experience, with expertise in managing
large and cocoplex transformation projects, and the implementation of new
processes and organisations. In 1997 he was promoted to Vice President and Read
of Postal Services and Physical Distrihotion for Capgemini in Central Europe.
Remaining as senior postal and bogistics expert throughout the last decade, and
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as one of the company’s key experts, 1w has in-depth expertise b designing and
implementina new prnduction systems for postal organisations and identifying the
strategic mpact of the new technologies on the postal and Iogistics market. Dirk
is currentlv fucusing 00 innovation management for postal organisations, new
produet des&opment and introduction, stracegic project-portfolio management,
large business transformation and IT technology.
Michaela Hohiwein joined SAP in 1997. She held positions in Global Partner
Management and the SAl’ Hosting organisation, wnrking with a diverse range of
industries, including automotive, retail, and service providers. Since 2003, Michaela
has been responsible for field service and enablement in the Public Secsor industry
business unit, supporting customers, including postal and UN organisacions,
sales and marketing teams, and SAl’ partners. She holds degrees in business
administration from the University of Applied Sciences in Knblenz, Germany, and
the Regional Technical College in Galway, Ireland.
Hans Landgraf joined SAV jo 1992. Ho has worked in develnpment and consulting
of several industry sobutions at SAl’, including media and electronic toll collection,
and has lead an industry consufting group in the United States. Since 2009, Hans
has been responsible as sobution manager for postal services at SAV within the
Public Sector industry business unit, During his career as an IT professional, he
has gained experience transforming business requirements and creative vision
into technubogv and successfut impbementanon projects. Hans hoids a degree in
business-mathematics with focus on information technolog from the University
of Lim, German
Dennis Gilham is a Chartered Engineer and Fellow ol the Chartered Institute of
Marketing with over 30-years experience of delivering customer facing soiutions
in the postal sector. Dennis has held senior industry roles as Head of Corporate
Partnerships, Group Business Line Direttor, Group Director of Product Marketing
and Direttor of Research & Development. Ho has built a unigue set of skills and
knowiedge in promoting new sobutinns for business cuswmers of ali sizes in mail,
express and parcels. Having worked with Posts worldwide, contributing to their
busine.s devebopment through customer insight, marketing strategy and innovative
sobutions, Dennis now has the opportunity to help postal management in his
capacitv as Independent Strategy Advisor
Dennis can be contacted via: do.concrctconsult@talktalk.net

